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Cyber networks facilitate and expedite the development of
information systems, communication technologies, and digi-
tal economies. However, as the cyber networks become large,
heterogeneous, and pluralistic, evaluating the security of
cyber networks becomes increasingly challenging. Successful
attacks and intrusions against cyber networks can result in
significant impacts, ranging from personal risk to national-
level security. Thus, there is an increasing need to understand
and measure network security by considering a range of
requirements and standards, and in the context of differ-
ent network scenarios. Although many prior studies have
focused on network intrusion detection, malware detection,
and security threat defense, a generally accepted security
measurement framework is still lacking. Such a framework
is urgently required for quick identification of security holes,
assessment of potential threats, and implementation of effi-
cient countermeasures.

Security measurement theories and methods concern
several pertinent questions in terms of security-related data
collection, composition, analytics, and processing. This is
especially crucial for detecting security threats and mea-
suring cyber network security in a quantified, precise, and
efficient manner. (i) How can we adaptively collect related
data for security measurement for large-scale heterogeneous
networks in a generic and pervasive way? (ii) How can
we compose and fuse collected big data without incurring
expensive data storage and transmission costs, as well as
ensuring efficient data processing to facilitate precise security
threat detection and judgment? (iii) How can we protect

valuable data, preserve data privacy, and effectively control
access to key data, as well as manage its storage? (iv) How
can we aggregate and mine security-related data to measure
the security of the whole network in a quantifiable manner
and with high trustworthiness? These open and interesting
issues are now attracting attention from both the research
community and the practitioner community.

This special issue brings together recent advances on
security-related data processing and analytics, detection of
malware, virus and network intrusion, and network system
protection, in the context of network security assessment
and measurement. We selected 12 research papers frommore
than 30 submissions after rigorous peer-reviews. Next, we
categorize these 12 accepted papers into three categories and
briefly discuss each paper.

1. Intrusion Detection and
Network Security Measurement

In the survey entitled “Data Fusion for Network Intrusion
Detection: A Review”, G. Li et al. conducted a comprehensive
review onmassively high dimensional data fusion techniques
for network intrusion detection in order to accurately detect
complex or synthetic network attacks.

Based on attack prediction, L. Yin et al. proposed a
method of security measurement in their paper entitled
“Security Measurement for Unknown Threats Based on
Attack Preferences”. They computed optimal attack timing
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2 Security and Communication Networks

from the perspective of attackers. They used a long-term
game to estimate the risk of being found in terms of
choosing optimal timing according to risk and profit. On
the basis of game theoretical analysis, the likelihood of being
attacked for each node is estimated as a security metric
result.

Z. Liu et al. attempted to build a malicious domains
detection model oriented to imbalanced data. They proposed
an imbalanced malicious domain detection method based
on passive DNS traffic analysis in the paper entitled “An
Imbalanced Malicious Domains Detection Method Based
on Passive DNS Traffic Analysis”. It can deal with not
only between-class imbalance problem but also within-class
imbalance problem.

Y. Xu et al. explored themetrics of network security in the
paper entitled “Security MetricsMethods of the Network Sys-
tem”. They considered network security from three aspects:
environment security, reliability security, and vulnerability
security. Based on the discussion on fragility distribution,
the authors proposed a technical tool, vulnerability graph, to
characterize the properties of vulnerabilities and introduced
a metric function to measure the degree of damage of
vulnerabilities.

In the paper entitled “Uncovering Tor: An Examination
of the Network Structure”, B.Monk et al. used social network
analysis to examine hyperlink connections and the structure
of website communities they form on Tor and how charac-
teristics of these communities could have implications for
criminal activity on Tor as understood through the lens of
social disorganization theory.

In the paper entitled “An Approach for Internal Net-
work Security Metric Based on Attack Probability”, C.
Shan et al. proposed an internal network security metric
based on attack probability. It simplifies network attack
graph for a large-scale network and assists network security
detection.

2. Software Fault Location and Maintenance

In the paper entitled “Security Feature Measurement for
Frequent Dynamic Execution Paths in Software System”,
Q. Wang et al. proposed a security feature measurement
algorithm of frequent dynamic execution paths in software
to provide a basis for improving the security and reliability
of software. By using a complex network model and a
sequence model and combining them with the invocation
and dependency relationships between function nodes, the
authors can analyze fault cumulative effect and spread
effect. The function node security features of the soft-
ware complex network are also defined and measured. In
addition, frequent software execution paths are mined and
weighted in order to obtain security metrics of the frequent
paths.

For understanding software design patterns and control-
ling their development and maintenance process, H. He et al.
proposed an approach to define node importance for mining
influential software nodes based on invoking dependency
relationships among the nodes in the paper entitled “Analysis
on Influential Functions in the Weighted Software Network”.

The authors constructed a weighted software network to
represent software execution dependency structure and pro-
posed an algorithm to evaluate node importance to further
obtain the most influential nodes in the software network
based on it.

In the paper entitled “OFFDTAN: A New Approach of
Offline Dynamic Taint Analysis for Binaries”, X. Wang et al.
proposed an approach to offline dynamic taint analysis for
binaries through four stages: dynamic information acquisi-
tion, vulnerability modeling, offline analysis, and backtrace
analysis.

3. Network Security Countermeasures

In the paper entitled “A Dynamic Hidden Forwarding
Path Planning Method Based on Improved Q-Learning
in SDN Environments”, Y. Chen et al. proposed an
improved Q-learning algorithm to automatically plan
an optimal attack path. They adopted Software-Defined
Network (SDN) to adjust routing paths and dynamically
create hidden forwarding paths to filter vicious attack
requests.

F. Shan et al. proposed a hybrid access control model
(HAC) that leverages attributes and relationships to control
access to resources in the paper entitled “HAC: Hybrid
Access Control for Online Social Networks”. They designed
a new policy specification language to express both the
relationships and attributes of users and proposed a path
checking algorithm to figure out if a path between two users
can satisfy with a hybrid policy.

H. Wang et al. studied graphical password (GPW) used
in information communications in the paper entitled “ANew
Type of Graphical Passwords Based onOdd-Elegant Labelled
Graphs”.The authors designed newTopsnut-GPWsbymeans
of a graph labelling, called odd-elegant labelling. The new
Topsnut-GPWs are constructed using Topsnut-GPWs (a type
of GPWs) with smaller vertex numbers and more robust
to deciphering attacks, compared with traditional Topsnut-
GPWs.

4. Summary

Editing this special issue has been an invaluable experience
for us. We hope this special issue will provide a useful
reference to its readers and contribute to advances
in network security, as well as stimulate additional
innovation.
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Although existing malicious domains detection techniques have shown great success in many real-world applications, the problem
of learning from imbalanced data is rarely concerned with this day. But the actual DNS traffic is inherently imbalanced; thus how
to build malicious domains detection model oriented to imbalanced data is a very important issue worthy of study. This paper
proposes a novel imbalancedmalicious domains detectionmethod based on passive DNS traffic analysis, which can effectively deal
with not only the between-class imbalance problem but also the within-class imbalance problem. The experiments show that this
proposed method has favorable performance compared to the existing algorithms.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet and information
technology, network security threats are escalating, the secu-
rity of cyberspace is becoming more and more complex and
hidden, the risk of network security is increasing, and various
networkmalicious attacks emerge endlessly. In these network
malicious attacks, most of them are based on DNS (Domain
Name System).The reason why DNS can provide an available
infrastructure for attackers is that it is open and ease of use.

The core of the network malicious attack based on DNS
is C&C (Command and Control) server. By means of the
C&C server, the attackers can order remote hosts to perform
malicious activities, such as spamming, phishing, DDOS
(Distributed Denial of Service), and distributing malware
which may be used to steal information, disrupt computer,
extort money, etc. Therefore, it is urgent to detect this
kind of malicious domain of C&C server and further take
corresponding countermeasure.

It is very popular to employ the classification algorithm
in machine learning to detect malicious domains in the
current research [1, 2]. However, these existing studies pay
no or little attention to the problem of imbalanced data.
In fact, the actual DNS traffic is inherently imbalanced, in
which most of the cases are benign and far fewer cases are

malicious. As a result, this tends to construct an imbalanced
training dataset in which there are many more samples
of some categories than others. When learning from an
imbalanced dataset, class information must be considered;
otherwise the classifier will be overwhelmed by the majority
classes and ignores the minority ones, and then the overall
classification performance will undoubtedly be degraded.
To address this shortfall, this paper will propose an imbal-
anced malicious domains detection method which can build
malicious domains detection model by learning imbalanced
dataset based on passive DNS traffic analysis.

In this paper we make the following contributions:
(1) We especially focus on learning from the imbalanced

data in the malicious domains detection field. And
the latest research progress of learning from the
imbalanced data in other fields is invited in the
malicious domains detection field.

(2) We construct the stronger discriminative features to
profile malicious domains based on passive DNS
traffic analysis.

(3) We propose an improved imbalanced malicious
domains detection method which is an extension of
EasyEnsemble and demonstrate its favorable perfor-
mance by the comparative experiments.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we briefly review related work. Section 3 describes
how to profile malicious domains based on passive DNS
traffic analysis. We elaborate on an imbalanced malicious
domains detection method in Section 4. Section 5 presents
our comparative experiments of this newmethod. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work

2.1. Learning from Imbalanced Data. Although rarely in net-
work security, learning from the imbalanced data has already
made considerable progress in other fields. In general, there
are three ways to tackle the imbalanced learning problem.
The first one is from the data perspective, which mainly uses
resampling approaches to modify the class distribution of
the data. The second one is from the algorithm perspective,
whichmostly focuses on optimizing various algorithms, such
as SVM (Support VectorMachine), Decision Tree andNeural
Network, based on cost-sensitive learning which considers
the costs associated with misclassifying samples [3]. In addi-
tion, some researches also utilize one-class learning [4] which
is particularly useful when used on extremely imbalanced
data sets. The third one is from data feature perspective,
which can build a fair feature space attaching much weight
to the minority classes by means of some improved feature
selection methods. This third approach is applied in many
applications, including fraud/churn detection, text catego-
rization,medical diagnosis, detection of software defects, and
many others [5].

Most researches have been focused on the first approach,
resampling which is more practical than the other two
approaches. The resampling includes undersampling, over-
sampling, and the integration of undersampling and over-
sampling [6].The key idea of undersampling is to remove the
majority class samples from the original data set, and the key
idea of oversampling is to append the minority class samples
to the original data set.

The simplest resampling technique is random. But ran-
dom undersampling can potentially rmove certain important
samples, and random oversampling can lead to overfit-
ting. Various improved undersampling algorithms, including
EasyEnsemble and BalanceCascade, have been proposed [7].
Both methods utilize ensemble learning to overcome the
deficiency of information loss introduced in the traditional
random undersampling, since ensemble learning is based on
multiple subsets which contain more information than a sin-
gle one [8]. The famous improved oversampling algorithms
are SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique)
[9] and its variants, such as Borderline-SMOTE [10] and
ADASYN (Adaptive Synthetic Sampling) [11]. They devote
to create the excellent artificial minority class samples using
different strategies.

In practical application, when the samples of the minor-
ity classes are absolutely rare, oversampling is generally
employed to increase the samples of the minority classes. Or
else when the samples of the minority classes are relatively
rare, undersampling is generally employed to decrease the
samples of the majority classes.

2.2. Malicious Domain Detection Based on Passive DNS Traffic
Analysis. The majority of detection methods based on DNS
traffic are data-driven, most commonly having machine
learning algorithms at their core. These methods require
accurate ground truth of both malicious and benign DNS
traffic for model training as well as for the performance
evaluation [12]. The methods of DNS data collection can be
generally divided into two subcategories: active and passive.
Activemethod obtainsDNS data by deliberately sendingDNS
queries and record the corresponding DNS responses, while
passive method is passively to backup real DNS queries and
responses.

Compare with active DNS data collection, passive DNS
data collection is more representative and more comprehen-
sive. As a result, the detection of malicious domain based on
passive DNS traffic analysis has received increasing attention
from the research community over the past decade. “Passive
DNS” was invented byWeimer [13] in 2004. After that, many
researchers have an insight into the important value of passive
DNSwhen doing incident response investigations. Andmany
passive DNS systems have developed, in which the most
famous and popular one is DNSDB from Farsight Security.
Farsight collects passive DNS data from its global sensor
array, and then filters and verifies theDNS transactions before
inserting them into the DNSDB [14]. The trends within this
set are believed to be representative of Internet-wide trends
and therefore provide valuable insight.

Antonakakis et al. [1] proposed a dynamic reputation
system for DNS, called Notos, to automatically assign a
low reputation score to a malicious domain. To measure
a number of statistical features of a domain, Notos used
historical DNS information collected passively frommultiple
recursive DNS resolvers distributed across the Internet.
Bilge et al. [2] introduced a passive DNS analysis approach
and a detection system, EXPOSURE, to detect domain
names that are involved in malicious activities. The data
that EXPOSURE used for the initial training consist of
DNS traffic from the real-time response data from author-
itative Name Servers located in North America and in
Europe.

Perdisci et al. [15] presented FluxBuster, a novel detection
system that used a purely passive approach for detecting
and tracking malicious flux networks. FluxBuster is based
on large-scale passive analysis of DNS traffic generated by
hundreds of local recursive DNS (RDNS) servers located
in different networks and scattered across several differ-
ent geographical locations. Zhou et al. [16] proposed a
model which can detect Fast-Flux Domains using ran-
dom forest algorithm. It used passive DNS to log domain
name query history of real campus network environ-
ment.

Analyzing these existing related works, we discovered
that most of them are to collect DNS traffic in a period time
to form a passive DNS set. This kind of passive DNS set is
only a DNS data fragment and needs more collection cost.
While DNSDB is relatively comprehensive, as a result, we
determined to use the passive DNS traffic from DNSDB in
this paper.
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3. Profiling Malicious Domains Based on
Passive DNS Traffic Analysis

To profile malicious domains, based on passive DNS traffic
analysis we extract two groups features of malicious domains:
static lexical features and dynamic DNS resolving features.
Static lexical features mainly origin from the lexical informa-
tion of domain name. Dynamic DNS resolving features are
constructed based on DNS response attributes. Table 1 gives
an overview of these features.

The results of statistical analysis of some features are
selected to show in Figure 1. From these, we can find that these
features have the stronger ability to distinguish the malicious
domains from the benign ones.

In this section, wewill present 12 static lexical features and
4 dynamic DNS resolving features and themotivation that we
construct these features to profile malicious domains.

3.1. Static Lexical Features. To avoid detection, the attackers
generally employ domain generation algorithms (DGA) to
dynamically produce a large number of random domain
names. The lexical features of these malicious domain names
are largely different from benign domain names. We con-
struct 12 static lexical features to profile malicious domains.

So far the short domain names have been almost reg-
istered; therefore the majority of malicious domain names
generated by DGA are longer than benign domain names.
And max length of labels (i.e., parts delimited by dots) in
subdomain of malicious domain names is also commonly
longer. So we construct two features based on the length
measure: first, length of domain name (Feature 1), and
second, max length of labels in subdomain (Feature 2).

Themost distinctive property of domain names generated
by DGA is that the distribution of characters is random.
We know that information entropy is defined as the average
amount of information produced by a stochastic source of
data [17]. So, we employ information entropy to measure the
disorder of characters.

Let d be a domain name and m be the number of distinct
characters in d. We define entropy (d) as character entropy of
d (Feature 3).

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 (𝑑) = − m∑
i=1
( count (ai)
length (𝑑)) log2 (

count (ai)
length (𝑑)) (1)

where ai (i = 1 . . .m)means a character in 𝑑, count(ai) is
the number of ai in 𝑑, and length(𝑑) is the length of 𝑑,.

If the character entropy value of 𝑑 is greater, then more
likely 𝑑 will be identified to be malicious.

In addition, malicious domain names are used by mal-
wares not by human, so they are not easy-to-remember or
human pronounceable. Thus the appearance of numerical
and alphabetic characters in malicious domain names is
also very important indicative signs. With this insight, we
construct five features as follows: number of numerical char-
acters (Feature 4), ratio of numerical characters (Feature 5),
conversion frequency of numerical and alphabetic character
(Feature 6), max length of continuous numerical characters
(Feature 7), max length of continuous alphabetic characters

(Feature 8), and max length of continuous same alphabetic
characters (Feature 9).

As we all know, the consonant letters in the English
alphabet are much more than the vowel letters. Therefore,
in random malicious domain names, the ratio of vowels
(Feature 10) is smaller, the length of continuous consonants
(Feature 11) is longer, and conversion frequency of vowel and
consonant (Feature 12) is very higher.

3.2. Dynamic DNS Resolving Features. The Internet-scale
attacks using DNS leave unavoidably a trail of footmarks
which are hidden into the DNS resolving records, so we may
mine these footmarks (i.e., DNS resolving features) to profile
malicious domains. In this section, we will present 4 dynamic
resolving features origin from the DNS resolving records.

In order to evade blacklists and resist takedowns, the
DNS answer that is returned by the server for a malicious
domain generally consists of multiple DNS A records (i.e.,
Address records) or NS records (i.e., Name Server records).
And the slippery attackers do not usually target specificName
Server or IP ranges. Therefore, we construct four statistical
features as follows: number of distinct A records (Feature 13),
IP entropy of domain name (Feature 14), number of distinct
NS records (Feature 15), and similarity of NS domain name
(Feature 16).

Number of distinct A records (Feature 13) records the
total number of IP addresses resolved in DNSDB. Further-
more, IP entropy of domain name (Feature 14) is constructed
tomeasure the dispersion of these IP addresses resolved. Let d
be a domain name, S be the set of these IP addresses resolved,
and n be the number of distinct IP/16 prefixes in S. We define𝐼𝑃 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑑) as IP entropy of domain name (Feature 14).

𝐼𝑃 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 (𝑑)
= − n∑

i=1
(count (ipxi)|S| ) log2 (

count (ipxi)|S| )
(2)

where ipxi (i = 1 . . . n) means an IP/16 prefix in S,
count(ipxi) is the number of ipxi in S, and |S| is the size of
S.

If the IP entropy value of 𝑑 is greater, then more likely 𝑑
will be identified to be malicious.

Number of distinct NS records (Feature 15) records
the total number of Name Servers resolved in DNSDB.
Furthermore, Similarity of NS domain name (Feature 16) is
constructed to measure the difference of these Name Servers
resolved. We calculate the Edit Distance between every pair
of Name Server names of a domain, and then the average
of these distances is defined as the similarity of NS domain
name. If the similarity of NS domain name of 𝑑 is bigger, then
more likely 𝑑 will be identified to be malicious.

4. An Imbalanced Malicious Domains
Detection Method

Almost all classification algorithms seem to be powerless
to learn from an extremely imbalanced training data set.
In consideration of the actual imbalanced distribution of
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Table 1: An overview of domain features.

Feature group No. Feature Name Malicious domain profile

Static lexical features

1 Length of domain name Longer
2 Max length of labels in subdomain Longer
3 Character entropy Greater
4 Number of numerical characters Higher
5 Ratio of numerical characters Higher
6 Conversion frequency of numerical and alphabetic character Higher
7 Max length of continuous numerical characters Shorter
8 Max length of continuous alphabetic characters Longer
9 Max length of continuous same alphabetic characters Shorter
10 Ratio of vowels Lower
11 Max length of continuous consonants Longer
12 Conversion frequency of vowel and consonant Higher

Dynamic DNS resolving features

13 Number of distinct A records Higher
14 IP entropy of domain name Higher
15 Number of distinct NS records Higher
16 Similarity of NS domain name Bigger

Figure 1: The results of statistical analysis of some features.

DNS traffic data (i.e., malicious domains are relatively rare),
inspired by existing methods, our research focuses on the
combination of undersampling and ensemble learning.

In existing methods, EasyEnsemble [7] is a typical
improved algorithm combining undersampling with ensem-
ble learning. As we know, the main deficiency of under-
sampling is that potentially useful information contained
in the unselected examples is neglected. To remedy this
deficiency, EasyEnsemble incorporates ensemble learning
into undersampling.

The idea behind EasyEnsemble is quite simple. Given
the majority class instances set 𝑁maj and the minority

class instances set𝑁min, this method independently samples
several subsets 𝑁1, 𝑁2, . . . . . . , 𝑁𝑇 from 𝑁maj, where |𝑁𝑖| =|𝑁min| (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . . . . , 𝑇). For each subset𝑁𝑖, a base classifier
is trained using𝑁𝑖 and𝑁min. All base classifiers are combined
for the final decision. Remarkably, many learning algorithms
can be employed to generate the base classifier.

EasyEnsemble make better use of the majority class than
undersampling by ensemble learning, so it is very helpful for
between-class imbalance learning. However, EasyEnsemble
ignores within-class imbalance, especially for the majority
class. That is, in the majority class some instances are highly
similar which may form several clusters, and more other
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(1) {Input: A set of minority class examples𝑁min, a set of majority class examples𝑁maj,|𝑁min| < |𝑁maj|, the number of subsets 𝑇 to sample from𝑁maj}
(2) 𝑁maj are clustered into several small groups 𝐺1, 𝐺2, . . .. by HAC
(3) 𝑖 ← 0
(4) repeat
(5) 𝑖 ← 𝑖 + 1
(6) Select randomly (𝛼j|𝐺𝑗|) instances from each cluster 𝐺𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . .) with a total of K
(7) Select randomly |𝑁𝑖| -K instances from𝑁maj- Σ𝐺𝑗
(8) Combine the dataset sampled from step (6) and (7) to form a subset𝑁𝑖, where |𝑁𝑖| = |𝑁min|
(9) Learn𝐻𝑖 using𝑁𝑖 and𝑁min,𝐻𝑖 is a base classifier employed Decision Tree
(10) until 𝑖 = 𝑇
(11) Output: An ensemble𝐻(𝑥) = argmax𝑐∑T𝑖=1 𝐼(𝐻𝑖(𝑥) = 𝑐)

Algorithm 1: The HAC EasyEnsemble algorithm.

instances are almost unique.This kind of phenomena is com-
monly called “long-tailed distribution” in the statistical sense.

We should select a representative subset from each
cluster and combine them with a subset selected randomly
from the other unique instances set to form a preliminary
subset. According to this idea, we proposed an improved
EasyEnsemble method to learn imbalanced DNS traffic data.

In this novel method, firstly the instances in the
majority class are clustered together in several small
groups 𝐺1, 𝐺2, . . . . . . by Hierarchical Agglomerative Cluster-
ing (HAC). For each cluster 𝐺𝑗 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . . . .), according
to the size of 𝐺𝑗, we select randomly several instances with
a total of K. And then we select randomly |𝑁𝑖| -K (𝑖 =1, 2, . . . . . . , 𝑇) instances from𝑁maj- Σ𝐺𝑗 to form a subset𝑁𝑖,
where |𝑁𝑖| = |𝑁min|. Base classifier𝐻𝑖 is trained using𝑁𝑖 and𝑁min. All𝑇 base classifiers are combined for the final decision.
Note thatDecisionTree algorithm is employed to generate the
base classifier.

The pseudocode of the improved EasyEnsemble named
HAC EasyEnsemble is shown in Algorithm 1.

Noted that here 𝐼 is an indicative function, and c is
the class label, if the parameter of 𝐼 is true, then return 1,
or else return 0. In HAC, we may employ various cluster
proximity measures which are typically complete link, group
average, Ward’s method [18], etc. For the complete link,
the proximity of two clusters is defined as the maximum
of distance (minimum of the similarity) between any two
points in the two different clusters. For the group average, the
proximity of two clusters is defined as the average pairwise
proximity among all pairs of points in the different clusters.
For Ward’s method, the proximity of two clusters is defined
as the increase in the squared error that results when two
clusters are merged [19].

5. Experiment

In order to verify the novel HAC EasyEnsemble algorithm
used to learn imbalanced DNS traffic data, we do a
series of experiments to compare the performance of
HAC EasyEnsemble and EasyEnsemble based on the
same dataset. And we use three different cluster proximity

measures in HAC: complete link, group average, and Ward’s
method.

Originally, we construct an imbalanced training set which
contains 6400 benign domains (from alexa.com) and 3000
malicious domains (from cybercrime-tracker.net, malware-
domains.com, and hosts-file.net etc.). The reason for this
ratio of malicious domains is that the HAC EasyEnsemble
algorithm is more effective for relatively rare malicious
domains, not absolutely. The DNS resolving records of these
domains are obtained by DNSDB API, and then 12 static
lexical features and 4 dynamic DNS resolving features listed
in Section 3 are constructed based on these records.

Commonly the evaluation measures for the imbalanced
classification are macroaveraged precision, macroaveraged
recall, macroaveraged F1 [20]. Since macroaveraged scores
are averaged values over the number of categories, then
the performance of classifier is not dominated by major
categories. Let P be the precision, R be recall, and 𝑚 denote
the total number of categories, thenmacroaveraged precision
is (1/𝑚)∑𝑚𝑖=1 P𝑖, macroaveraged recall is (1/𝑚)∑𝑚𝑖=1 R𝑖, maro-
averaged F1 is (1/𝑚)∑𝑚𝑖=1 F1𝑖, where F1 is2PR/(P + R).

In order to get the number of base classifiers𝑇mentioned
in Section 4 of HAC EasyEnsemble classification model, we
firstly do a series of experiments. In these experiments we
set different 𝑇 for HAC EasyEnsemble classification model,
then we observe the error rate of classification in different 𝑇.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the number of base
classifiers ofHAC EasyEnsemble classificationmodel and the
error rate of classification.

From Figure 2, we can find that when the number of
base classifiers equals approximately 10, the error rate of
classification tends to be unchanged. Consequently, in the
next comparing experiments, the number of base classifiers
is set as 10.

Tenfold cross validation is performed on the experiment
dataset. For this purpose, the corpus is initially partitioned
into tenfold. In each experiment, ninefold data are used to
train while onefold data are used to test. Ten experiment
results are showed in Figure 3 and the average value of ten
experiment results is reported in Table 2.

Figure 3 gets further insight about the comparison of
complete link clustering, group average clustering, Ward’s
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Table 2: The macroaveraged P, R, and F1 score comparison of four schemes.

HAC EasyEnsemble EasyEnsemble
Complete Link Group Average Ward’s Method non-clustering

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Benign 0.9712 0.9500 0.9605 0.9774 0.9591 0.9682 0.9837 0.9622 0.9728 0.9534 0.9375 0.9454
Malicious 0.9552 0.9533 0.9542 0.9491 0.9567 0.9529 0.9651 0.9667 0.9659 0.9181 0.9300 0.9240
Macro-ave 0.9632 0.9517 0.9574 0.9633 0.9579 0.9605 0.9744 0.9645 0.9694 0.9358 0.9338 0.9347

Figure 2:The relationship between the number of base classifiers of
HAC EasyEnsemble and the error rate of classification.

Figure 3: The F1 scores comparison of four schemes.

method clustering, and nonclustering with line chart form,
from which it can be seen that the scores with clustering are
nearly higher than ones with nonclustering overall in each
experiment. And Ward’s method is the best among of them
in performance, while complete link and group average are
almost in same level.

Table 2 shows the macroaveraged P, R, and F1 score
of each scheme. For example, compared to nonclustering,
the macroaverage F1 scores of Ward’s method clustering, of
group average clustering, and of complete link clustering are
approximately improved 3.5%, 2.6%, and 2.3%, respectively,
and then we can draw a conclusion that sampling with HAC
will be very helpful to improve the performance of classifier.

Finally, to find out whether the HAC EasyEnsemble is
able to show its advantage in different ratio of malicious
domains, we do the other 6 experiments to compare the
detection performance of HAC EasyEnsemble. In the 6
experiments, the number of benign domains in training set

Figure 4:Themacroaveraged F1 score in different ratio of malicious
domains to benign domains.

is 6400, and the number of malicious domains is 700, 1000,
1500, 2000, 4000, and 5000, respectively. Figure 4 shows the
experimental results.

From Figure 4, we can see that the detection perfor-
mance of HAC EasyEnsemble is almost in line with the
previous 3000:6400 (see Figure 3 and Table 2) in any other
ratio greater than 1000:6400(≈16%). So, if properly used,
HAC EasyEnsemble can be used to detectmalicious domains
by learning from imbalanced DNS traffic data.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an improved version of
EasyEnsemble for detecting malicious domains named
HAC EasyEnsemble, which can effectively deal with
the within-class imbalance problem in tandem with the
between-class imbalance problem, while EasyEnsemble can
only deal with the between-class imbalance problem. The
key idea of this improvement is to incorporate HAC into
undersampling of EasyEnsemble, and three typical cluster
proximity measures which are complete link, group average,
and Ward’s method are also compared by experiments.
Moreover, to profile malicious domains, we construct 12
static lexical features and 4 dynamic DNS resolving features
based on passive DNS data from DNSDB. The comparative
experiments show that the HAC EasyEnsemble is superior
for the malicious domains detection oriented to imbalanced
DNS traffic. And it is worth emphasizing that this novel
method is extremely suitable for the tasks in which enough
malicious domains cannot be obtained in a limited amount
of time.
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We believe that HAC EasyEnsemble is an effective
method that can help us to cope with cybercrime. As future
work, we plan to construct more discriminative features
to profile malicious domains and further to enhance the
performance of the HAC EasyEnsemble algorithm.
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Dynamic taint analysis is a powerful technique for tracking the flow of sensitive information. Different approaches have been
proposed to accelerate this process in an online or offline manner. Unfortunately, most of these approaches still have performance
bottlenecks and thus reduce analytical efficiency. To address this limitation, we present OFFDTAN, a new approach of offline
dynamic taint analysis for binaries. OFFDTAN can be described in terms of four stages: dynamic information acquisition,
vulnerability modeling, offline analysis, and backtrace analysis. It first records program runtime information and models the stack
buffer overflow vulnerabilities and controlled jump vulnerabilities.Then it performs offline analysis and backtrace analysis to locate
vulnerabilities. We implement OFFDTAN on the basis of QEMU virtual machine and apply it to off-the-shelf applications. In order
to illustrate how our approach works, we first employ a case study. Furthermore, six applications have been verified so as to evaluate
our approach. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach is correct and effective. Compared with other offline analysis
tools, OFFDTAN has much lower application runtime overhead.

1. Introduction

Software vulnerabilities are the root of various cyber-attacks.
Common attacks, such asXSS and buffer overflows, all exploit
software vulnerabilities; thus vulnerability analysis attracts
extensive research during the past decade.One of the research
hotspots is vulnerability analysis for binary program, which
can be performed dynamically or statically. In the dynamic
analysis, the taint analysis techniques have been studied
recently, and numerous taint analysis tools have been imple-
mented and applied extensively to the field of vulnerability
analysis for binary program [1].

Taint analysis was first proposed by funnywei at the sum-
mit of XCon2003 [2]. The basic idea is to label data originat-
ing from or arithmetically derived from untrusted sources,
such as network input or user input, as tainted, then keep
track of the propagation of tainted data, and further detect
whether tainted data is used in dangerous ways. At present,
taint analysis could be divided into static taint analysis
and dynamic taint analysis on the basis of running state
of analysis object. The former keeps track of tainted data

by performing semantic and grammatical analysis of the
source code. That has some advantages, like higher path
coverage and better analysis efficiency, but there still exist
false positives. However, the latter marks and tracks certain
data during program runtime. That has better accuracy, but
there also exist some problems such as lower path coverage,
larger space overhead, and lower analysis efficiency.

To address these limitations, in this paper, we present
OFFDTAN, an approach of offline dynamic taint analysis for
binary program, implement it on top of QEMU [3] to support
fine-grained real-time monitoring for target program, and
evaluate it in six realistic applications. In order to illustrate
how our approach works, we employ an extended case study.
Specifically, in the proposed method, OFFDTAN uses Hook
technology to mark taint source and acquires the program
runtime information such as register and memory infor-
mation. Additionally, we summarize the applicable model
of stack buffer overflow vulnerabilities and controlled jump
vulnerabilities, which can be further used for offline analysis.
Moreover, to obtain accurate tainting results, we improve
existing taint propagation policy, mainly considering the
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effect of the tainted instruction operation on flag registers and
associated registers, which makes taint propagation policy
more accurate than previous approach. In particular, taint
propagation flow graph has been established to backtrack
taint data and locate its specific offset within taint source file.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

(i) Presentation of framework: we present OFFDTAN, a
generic offline dynamic taint analysis framework that
uses KVM acceleration on QEMU virtual machine to
detect vulnerabilities.

(ii) Enhancement of propagation policy: we enhance taint
propagation policy of flag register and related register
and summarize two types of specific vulnerability
models applicable to this method.

(iii) Construction of propagation flow graph: we propose
the construction method of taint propagation flow
graph to backtrack taint source, which can precisely
locate the specific offset of taint data.

(iv) Evaluation of framework: we evaluate OFFDTAN by
applying it to large off-the-shelf applications such as
FeiQ and Microsoft Word 2010. The experimental
results show that our approach is effective and has
better performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Related work was discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents
the details of proposed approach. Section 4 discusses the
experimental results and validation, and our conclusions
were finally proposed in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Dynamic taint analysis can be performed online or offline.
Online analysis handles taint propagation during the pro-
gram execution, while offline analysis first records the trace
of program execution and then performs the taint analysis by
replaying program.

Online analysis usually leverages instrumentation tech-
nology to monitor the taint propagation. Common instru-
mentation tools, such as Valgrind [4], Pin [5], and Dynamo
[6], have been used extensively to implement most of online
analysis tools. James Newsome et al. released TaintCheck [7]
on the basis of Valgrind, which provides taint analysis for data
flow and enables the detection of buffer overflow vulnera-
bilities. However, this tool needs larger space overhead and
ignores the analysis for control flow. Considering the effect of
control flow, Clause et al. propose Dytan [8], which achieves
the analysis for control flow, but this tool still presents the
limitation of time overhead. LIFT [9] is developed by Qin et
al. based on StarDBT, which sharply shortens the duration
of taint analysis by screening for unnecessary data flow
information whereas the problem of memory consumption
has not been properly addressed.

Due to the rise of symbolic execution, some researchers
attempt to provide a combination method of dynamic taint
analysis and symbolic execution, such as DTA++ [10], Bit-
Blaze [11], and DECAF [12], which can improve the path

coverage of dynamic taint analysis. Lai et al. [13] mark each
byte of external input data to perform fine-grained taint
analysis, which improves the granularity of dynamic taint
analysis. Wang et al. [14] propose a method to bypass the
checksum mechanism, which combines with symbolic exe-
cution and fine-grained dynamic taint analysis, to develop
TaintScope. Zhuge et al. [15] present a method of type-based
dynamic taint analysis, according to the type information of
instructions and functions, which provides better semantic
support. In addition, this method presents the combination
of taint analysis and symbolic execution at variable level.
Although above methods have improved the performance of
online analysis, many problems are still not fundamentally
solved, especially the limitation of high runtime overhead.

To address these limitations, several researchers propose
the method of offline analysis, which is attractive at present.
Jee et al. propose a dynamic taint analysis method based
on shadow memory, which separates taint analysis from
program execution and develops ShadowReplica [16]. Dan
Caselden et al. introduce a hybrid information and control-
flow graph (HI-CFG) and give algorithm to infer it from
an instruction-level trace. Then they use the Tracecap tool
of BitBlaze to record instruction traces [17]. Manolis Stam-
atogiannakis et al. [18] leverage full-system execution trace
logging and replaying to decouple analysis from the original
execution. Shi et al. [19] propose a combination of coarse-
grained and fine-grained dynamic taint analysis (DTA)
method. It executes online coarse-grained DTA to screen out
effective instruction and then uses offline fine-grained DTA
to calculate taint information. Wang et al. [20] introduce
the propagation policy of multi-tainted label and implement
the prototype system FlowWalker. Their taint propagation
strategymakes a further support for the extended instruction
set of MMX/SSE family. Ma et al. [21] present a taint analysis
method based on trace offline indices which are byte-grained
and utilize taint tags. Their approach fixes the problem of
taint loss which resulted from just-in-time translation first
time. Ming et al. [22] propose a full-featured offline taint
analysis tool StraightTaint, which completely decouples the
program execution and taint analysis, resulting in much
lower execution slowdown. Dolan-Gavitt et al. [23] present
a full-system analysis tool PANDA that is based on QEMU
emulator and has the ability to record and replay executions.

The above-mentioned offline analysis methods alleviate
the problem of lower analysis efficiency to a certain extent.
However, most analysis tools or methods are running on
the same operating system as the target program and thus
cannot eliminate the impact of vulnerability analysis tool on
the target program. PANDA eliminates above impact, but
its performance is a bit slow. In particular, the propagation
policies of these methods are still not complete.

To address the first problem, we managed to use QEMU
virtual machine that supports KVM acceleration to create a
simulated computer environment isolated from the host and
precede fine-grained observation for relevant target program
in the client. In addition, this paper develops appropriate
propagation policy and vulnerability checking strategy to
improve the accuracy of analysis. In the aspect of propagation
policy, we focus on improving the taint update policy of flag
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Figure 1: The OFFDTAN framework.

register and related register. To check vulnerabilities, this
paper summarizes two types of specific vulnerability models
applicable to this method and establishes the vulnerability
checking strategy by studying the cause of released vulner-
abilities. Moreover, the approach of backtrace analysis has
been presented to locate taint data’s specific offset within taint
source file. This method further reduces the proportion of
manual analysis and improves the efficiency of vulnerability
analysis.

3. OFFDTAN

In this section, we first outline the framework of OFFDTAN
and then detail each stage.

3.1. General Framework. This paper proposes OFFDTAN, an
approach of offline dynamic taint analysis for binary pro-
gram.We employKVMacceleration onQEMU to implement
OFFDTAN, because it is isolated from the operating system
of the host. In order to better describe this method, it can
be divided into the following four stages: dynamic informa-
tion acquisition, vulnerability modeling, offline analysis, and
backtrace analysis, as shown in Figure 1.

More precisely, dynamic information acquisition stage is
used for dynamically recording the trace of program exe-
cution and taint source log, which can be used for offline
analysis stage.The basic condition of this stage is that QEMU
simulates theCPU andmemory state. Vulnerabilitymodeling
stage establishes the vulnerability model by summarizing
existing vulnerability characteristics and then generates the
vulnerability checking strategy. Offline analysis stage loads
the trace file of program execution and taint source log file
to perform offline analysis on the basis of taint propaga-
tion policy and vulnerability checking strategy. Additionally,
offline analysis stage builds taint propagation flow graph and
generates vulnerability log file. Finally, backtrace analysis
stage takes vulnerability log file and taint propagation flow
graph as input to backtrack taint data to locate vulnerability.

3.2. Dynamic Information Acquisition. This stage is mainly to
extract the runtime information of target program and mark
the taint source.Moreover, the generated trace file of program
execution and taint source file are used for offline analysis.
The key processes of this stage are the capture of program
runtime information and the marking of taint sources.

3.2.1. Capturing Program Runtime Information. The capture
of program runtime information is mainly to obtain four
aspects of information, namely, the information of CPU
running state, memory information, process information,
and the trace file of program execution.

(1) Acquiring the Information of CPU Running State. The
indispensable CPU state informationmainly includes general
register, instruction register, flag register, segment register,
control register, and the internal variable of QEMU. This
information can be obtained by capturing the current CPU
pointer.

(2) Acquiring Memory Information. Clearly, there are four
types of memory addresses in the QEMU, namely, client
virtual address, client physical address, host virtual address,
and host physical address.

Reading and writing the QEMUmemory should actually
be working in the physical address of host. Therefore, the
key point is performing the address translation from client
address to host address to acquire current memory informa-
tion.

(3) Acquiring Process Information. The processes store much
program information, and offline analysis is accompanied
by the virtual replaying of program which requires a large
number of data types and semantic information. Therefore,
the acquisition of process information is the core during the
capture of program runtime information.

In the Windows operating system, data structures asso-
ciated with the process include five structures: KPROCESS,
EPROCESS, KTHREAD, KPRCB, and KAPC STATE. That
almost describes all the information about processes and
threads. To obtain current process, ourmethod first needs the
memory address of KPRCB, which can be acquired by the
reverse analysis of the Windows kernel. On the basis of
KPRCB, our approach can further calculate KTHREAD,
KAPC STATE, KPROCESS, and EPROCESS, respectively, to
acquire process information.

(4) Generating the Trace File of Program Execution. Actually,
the generating process of trace file is to integrate captured
program runtime information in accordance with the orga-
nization and management way of kernel data structure.
The trace file mainly includes obtained CPU running state
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information, memory information, and process information.
Thegenerated trace file of programexecution records instruc-
tion running number, current process number, thread num-
ber, instruction, operand, register, and other information.
Specifically, it can be divided into the following five steps:

(a) Through CPU running state information to obtain
instructions, registers, and other information.

(b) Taking instruction information and relevant register
information as input, the instruction opcode and
operand can be obtained through memory informa-
tion.

(c) Obtaining process-related information by acquired
register information, memory information, and pro-
cess information.

(d) The acquired information is integrated into the trace
file of program execution, including register infor-
mation, instruction opcode, instruction operand, and
process information.

(e) Generate the trace file of program execution.

3.2.2. Marking Taint Sources. Taint markings are prerequisite
for taint propagation, and the way of taint markings and taint
operation recordings has a great influence on the efficiency
of dynamic taint analysis. In the dynamic taint analysis,
the external data, such as file input or network input, are
generally marked as taint data. In order to mark taint source,
the corresponding system services that are responsible for
reading external data need to be monitored. In the Windows
operating system, some system services, such as NtReadFile,
NtCreateFile, NtWriteFile, NtClose, WSARecv, and recv, are
responsible for file input and network input. Thus, in this
paper, OFFDTAN marks taint sources of network input and
file input by coding the Hook function for above system
services to monitor the parameters and return value of those
system services. As a result, our method obtains and records
the offset of taint data in the taint source file, the length of
taint data, and the head address of memory where taint data
is stored.

3.3. Vulnerability Modeling. This paper focuses on the
research of stack buffer overflow vulnerabilities and con-
trolled jump vulnerabilities, so corresponding models have
been established according to the characteristic of offline
analysis.

3.3.1. Stack Buffer Overflow Vulnerabilities Model. Since the
strcpy, memcpy, and other string manipulation functions are
optimized in the process of compiling, this paper summarizes
the assembly code of string library functions to analyze the
program path that could trigger buffer overflows. Moreover,
this paper establishes the dependency among the execution
paths and combines offline analysis with modeling buffer
overflow vulnerabilities.

The stack buffer overflow vulnerabilities model of this
paper mainly concerns whether the operand of instruction
rep movsd can override function return address or EBP to
further affect the control flow of program.

In order to better represent this model, firstly, we explain
various terms used in below definition. The symbol EDI rep-
resents destination address operated by crucial instruction.
The symbols EBP and ESP denote stack base address and
stack top pointer, respectively, and symbol RA represents
function return address. The program counter register is
denoted as ECX. Then the following definitions are giv-
en.

Definition 1. The symbol 𝐼 denotes whether there is a crucial
instruction, 𝐼 ∈ {0, 1}. The value of 𝐼 is 1 if and only if
instruction rep movsd exists in the trace of program execu-
tion.

Definition 2. The symbol 𝐹 denotes whether the instruction
𝐼writes on stack memory, 𝐹 ∈ {0, 1}. The value of 𝐹 is 1 if and
only if 𝐸𝑆𝑃 < 𝐸𝐷𝐼 < 𝐸𝐵𝑃 (or 𝐸𝑆𝑃 < 𝐸𝐷𝐼 < 𝑅𝐴), which can
determine that instruction 𝐼 is operating the stack memory.

Definition 3. The symbol 𝑃 denotes the safe distance of stack
buffer, 𝑃 ∈ [0, 2097152]. The safe distance is defined as 𝑃 =
𝐸𝐵𝑃 − 𝐸𝐷𝐼 or 𝑃 = 𝑅𝐴 − 𝐸𝐷𝐼.

Definition 4. The symbol 𝐷 denotes whether EBP (or RA) is
overwritten,𝐷 ∈ {0, 1}. In this case, the length of source data
operated by instruction 𝐼 is expressed as 𝐿, which is 4∗𝐸𝐶𝑋.
The value of𝐷 is 1 if and only if 𝐿 > 𝑃.

Definition 5. The symbol 𝐸 represents whether ECX is
tainted, 𝐸 ∈ {0, 1}. The value of 𝐸 is 1 if and only if ECX is
tainted.

Definition 6. The symbol 𝐶 denotes whether ECX has a
comparison instruction before instruction 𝐼, 𝐶 ∈ {0, 1}. The
value of 𝐶 is 1 if and only if there is a comparison instruction
to ECX before instruction 𝐼.

Definition 7. The symbol 𝑇 denotes whether the parameters
compared with ECX are tainted, 𝑇 ∈ {0, 1}. The value of 𝑇 is
1 if and only if the parameters are tainted

Definition 8. The symbol 𝑉 expresses whether the program
has stack buffer overflows and 𝑉 is byte type. The values of 𝐼,
𝐹, 𝐷, 𝐸, 𝐶, 𝑇 are the lower six bits of 𝑉 in turn. For example,
the value of𝑉 is 00111010 if the values of 𝐼, 𝐹,𝐷, 𝐸, 𝐶, 𝑇 are 1,
1, 1, 0, 1, 0, respectively.

In summary, this model considers two modes of stack
buffer overflows primarily.

(1) The triggered mode of stack buffer vulnerabilities: in
this mode, 𝐿 > 𝑃, i.e., 𝐷 = 1; thus the data written
to stack could overwrite EBP or RA.The value of 𝑉 is
00111XXX.

(2) The nontriggered mode of stack buffer vulnerabilities:
in this mode, ECX is tainted, thus triggering potential
stack buffer vulnerabilities.This model is divided into
two cases on the basis of the value of 𝐶. (i) When 𝐶 =
0, the value of 𝑉 is 0011010X. (ii)When 𝐶 = 1 and
𝑇 = 1, the value of 𝑉 is 00110111.
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3.3.2. Controlled Jump Vulnerabilities Model. Controlled
jump usually refers to the fact that taint data is used for return
address, function pointer, and destination address, etc. and
makes the program hijacked to the shellcode code, which
causes the program to be controlled by the attacker. First, this
model locates this type of jump instruction by the sequence of
instruction during the program execution. Second, according
to offline analysis, the coincident conditions that triggered
vulnerabilities can be concluded. For any of jump instruc-
tions, it can trigger vulnerabilities if and only if its destination
address is tainted.

This model mainly considers three types of jump modes.

Mode 9 (call/jump register mode). In this mode, the operand
of the instruction is only one register. If the register is tainted,
this instruction operation is tainted.

Mode 10 (call/jump [register + offset] mode). In this mode,
the operand adds the offset on the basis of register. If the
operand or register of instruction is tainted, this instruction
operation is tainted.

Mode 11 (Ret/Retf mode). This instruction is used for func-
tion return, and usually ESP will be assigned to EIP (the
instruction address of CPU execution) before return. If the
data pointed by ESP is tainted, this instruction operation is
tainted.

3.4. Offline Dynamic Taint Analysis. Due to the logic com-
plexity of internal system call, the traditional dynamic
taint analysis has the disadvantages of lower analysis effi-
ciency and higher runtime overhead while analyzing large-
scale programs. OFFDTAN presents an approach of offline
dynamic taint propagation, which combines instruction and
the system call, and separates dynamic analysis fromprogram
execution. More precisely, our approach leverages the trace
file of program execution and taint log file to implement
the offline analysis through virtually replaying program.That
ultimately improves the accuracy and efficiency of dynamic
taint analysis.

3.4.1. Overview of Offline Dynamic Taint Analysis. Theoffline
dynamic taint analysis can be mainly divided into three key
points.

(1) Program virtual replaying: by loading instructions
and contexts recorded by the trace file of programexe-
cution, it is possible to simulate program execution
according to the order of instruction.

(2) Dynamic taint analysis: by loading taint source log file,
it performs taint analysis during the virtual replaying.
This analysis is guided by propagation policy.

(3) Program vulnerability analysis: it checks the program
vulnerabilities in the process of dynamic taint analy-
sis, which is guided by security policy.

The (1) is mainly to simulate CPU’s running process, and
in this context, the semantics of different instructions are
parsed to implement program virtual execution. Specifically,

OFFDTAN first loads the trace file of program execution,
reads line by line, and stores the necessary information such
as instruction and register information. With the help of
udis86, a third-party disassembly engine, read instruction
information then needs to be disassembled. At the same time,
some relevant program runtime information will be copied
to the simulated CPU. Finally, we perform semantic and
syntactic analysis for each instruction within the context of
simulated CPU.

Since (3) is described in Section 3.3, this sectionwill focus
on dynamic taint analysis, which mainly includes taint data
recording and taint propagation.The former records the taint
state of memory and register during the taint propagation.
The latter primarily provides proper propagation policy for
taint analysis. According to the taint data recording and cor-
responding taint propagation, this stage ultimately generates
the taint propagation flow graph, which provides data input
for backtrack analysis and forward analysis.

3.4.2. Taint Data Recording. Taint data recording primarily
includes the introduction of taint source and the state update
of taint data. The introduction of taint source is the first step
in taint analysis. Unlike traditional dynamic taint analysis,
offline analysis introduces taint source by analyzing taint
source log file. Specifically, according to the instruction
number of virtual replaying, the taint source information
with the same number would be loaded into the taint state
space. Next, this method uses shadow memory to store
and maintain taint state of memory address and register in
taint state space. It updates taint state in real time based
on taint propagation policy during the dynamic taint analy-
sis.

Taint state space records the taint state ofmemory address
and register, as shown in Figure 2. However, most of previous
approaches have not recorded taint operation; thus taint
propagation path cannot be stored. In order to support the
backtrace analysis of taint data, taint operation needs to be
recorded according to different storage carrier.

(1) Taint operation recording for memory: the tainted
memory of each byte is stored in the form of data
structure TM, which is arrayed in a form of linked
list based on the order of taint operation when taint
is propagated. Data structure TM mainly contains
memory address, taint state, memory address of taint
source, and pointer to the node of taint propagation
flow graph, as shown in the upper part of Figure 2.

(2) Taint operation recording for register: by learning from
the value of register enumerated variable ud type,
which is the third-party disassembler udis86, seri-
alized storage management would be taken for the
taint state information of register. In the udis86, the
value of register enumerated has 141 types; thus this
paper defines the structure array TRArray[141] of
TR to store the taint state of register, where array
index corresponds to the specific register. The data
structureTRmainly contains taint state, pointer to the
node of taint propagation flow graph, and taint source
operation, as shown in the lower part of Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Taint state space and corresponding taint propagation flow graph.

3.4.3. Taint Propagation Policy. Taint propagation is the
key to taint analysis. Furthermore, a complete and proper
propagation policy, which describes how taint data should
be propagated during program replaying, is crucial for taint
propagation. In order to develop taint propagation policy,
we first extract and analyze common instruction set in
the complex instruction space and instruction semantics
through many program tests. Then we study six categories
of instruction, such as data transfer class, operation class,
shifting instruction class, string operation class, and control
transfer class. According to its instruction semantics, source
operands, destination operands, and addressing mode, taint
propagation policy is developed. Finally, we set query inter-
face, tainting interface, and sanitization interface, which is
used for updating the taint state in real time.

A corresponding taint propagation policy is made for
above six instruction categories.

(1) Data transfer class:MOV, PUSH, XCHG, etc.

(i) If one of the source operands is tainted, the
destination operands will be tainted.

(ii) If source operands are untainted, the destination
operands need to be sanitized.

(2) Operation class: ADD, ADC, AND, XOR, etc.

(i) If any of the operands of an instruction is
tainted, this result of operation is tainted and
destination operands are alsomarked as tainted.

(ii) If the conditional flag of processor is affected by
tainted operand, the affected conditional flag is
also marked as taint data.

(iii) For instruction XOR, if the source operand and
destination operand have identical register or
memory address, the operand of instruction
needs to be sanitized.

(3) Shifting instructions: SAL, SHL, SHLD, RCL, etc.

(i) If the arbitrary operands of this instruction are
tainted, this result of operation is tainted and
destination operands are also marked as taint
data.

(ii) If the conditional flag of the processor is affected
by tainted operand during the shifting, the
affected conditional flag is also tainted.

(4) String operation class:MOVS, LOAD, STOS, etc.

(i) If the source operands of this instruction are
tainted, the destination operands are tainted.

(ii) If an instruction with REP exists, the ECX needs
to be sanitized after this instruction has been
executed.

(5) Control transfer class: JMP, CALL, RET, etc.

(i) If these instruction operands are tainted, theEIP
is tainted.

(ii) If instruction operands are indirect addressing,
the EIP is marked as taint data as long as the
internal register of operand is tainted.

(6) Others: CLD, CLC, STC, CBW, etc.
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(i) For these instructions of clear direction flag reg-
ister, such as CLD and CLC, the corresponding
flag registers need to be sanitized.

(ii) The instruction STC does not need to be pro-
cessed.

(iii) For extended instructions such as CBW, the
extended high register is marked as taint data if
the low register is tainted.

In summary, our propagation policy focuses on improv-
ing the update ways for the taint state of flag register and as-
sociated register. For example, when the taint state of accu-
mulator AX changes, it is necessary to modify the taint state
of associated registers, such as the AL register, AH register,
and EAX register.

3.4.4. Constructing Taint Propagation Flow Graph. Dynamic
taint analysis is the fundamental of the constructing of taint
propagation flow graph. During the offline dynamic taint
analysis, taint operation would be recorded to provide the
data dependency between instruction operands and function
parameters for building taint propagation flow graph. More
precisely, OFFDTAN first loads the trace file of program exe-
cution and analyzes those instructions during the program
virtual replaying. According to the propagation policy and
the taint state space of operand, OFFDTAN then determines
the effect of each instruction on the taint state space. If there
is a change in the taint state space, OFFDTANwill record this
trace of taint operation and point to the corresponding nodes
in the taint propagation flow graph.

Dynamic taint analysis can achieve the forward analysis
and backtrace analysis to taint data by using taint propagation
flow graph. The traditional taint propagation flow graph is
composed of instruction nodes and directed edges. In this
method, the taint state recording structure can reflect the
distribution of taint data in the taint state space. In order to
locate taint source, our method employs a bidirectional edge
as connection edge and adds a serial number for each node
in the taint propagation flow graph to distinguish the upper
and lower relations between the nodes.

In a word, a taint propagation flow graph is composed
of instruction nodes and bidirectional edges, as shown in
Figure 2, which also demonstrates the relationship between
taint state space and the node of taint propagation flow graph.

The node, which is composed a triple, has two types:
the starting node and the intermediate node. Taint source is
taken as starting node, and intermediate node is established
by determining whether the direct or indirect operand of
relevant operation instruction is tainted. If it is, a node is
generated for this instruction. In particular, a pointer of
the taint state recording structure corresponding to tainted
operand points to the node of taint propagation flow graph.
Then intermediate nodes would be created sequentially until
the end of program execution.

The edges are used for connecting these nodes according
to the dependencies between the operands of instruction
nodes. Based on the real-time mapping relationship between
the recording structure of taint state and the corresponding
node of taint propagation flow graph, our approach can find

the corresponding node from the recording structure of taint
state and then connect the current node and the queried node
through bidirectional edge.

3.5. Backtrace Analysis for Taint Data. The backtrace analysis
of taint data can be used for locating taint source. In addition,
the backtrace analysis has a significant effect on improving
vulnerability analysis and assisting manual analysis.

This paper first takes the taint data in the recorded
program vulnerabilities as the source of backtrace analysis.
According to its address, the corresponding node of taint
propagation flow graph can be found from taint state space.
Then, according to the taint source information of this
node, the prior node of taint propagation flow graph can be
further inquired from taint state space. Finally, our approach
successively backtracks taint propagation flow graph until it
located to the source of taint information. In a word, the
process of backtrace analysis is to continuously find a feasible
path from program vulnerabilities to taint source.

Backtrace analysis could be formally described as follows.
Firstly, taint source information can be defined as 𝑆, which
is the 𝑛-tuple of all the set of taint source information and
is denoted as 𝑆 = (𝑠

1
, 𝑠
2
, . . . , 𝑠

𝑛
). We assume that any of

the propagation paths can be represented by the elements in
the 𝑛-tuple 𝑉 = (V

1
, V
2
, . . . , V

𝑛
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𝑖
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nodes. The data structure of V

𝑖
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refers to the destination operand. The

goal of backtrace analysis is to obtain the 𝑠𝑟𝑐
𝑖
in the taint

operation V
𝑖
of program vulnerabilities. Then propagation

path 𝑖-tuple 𝑉 = (V
1
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2
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𝑖
) will be traversed reversely, so

that the 𝑠𝑟𝑐
𝑖
in V
𝑖
belongs to any elements of S; i.e., V

𝑖
- > 𝑠𝑟𝑐

𝑖
∈
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4. Evaluation

This section describes the verification process of proposed
approach. We first analyze the implementation step by step
through a small case and illustrate the correctness and
feasibility of our method. Then, we apply it to six large appli-
cations, such as FeiQ 2.5 andWord 2010, to further verify the
correctness and effectiveness of proposed approach. Finally,
we set a comparative experiment to evaluate OFFDTAN’s
performance.

4.1. Experimental Setup. Our approach is implemented on
QEMU 1.2.0 that supports KVM acceleration. Host hardware
is Dell 8900 with Intel Core i7-4770 processor and 32GB
memory, and host operating system is 64-bit CentOS 7. Client
hardware is the x86 architecture simulated by QEMU with a
virtual CPU and 512M memory, and client operating system
is 32-bit Windows 7.

4.2. Case Study

4.2.1. Case Design. In this case analysis, we manually con-
struct 𝐶 program with vulnerability, which is test.cpp, and
then generate test.exe by compiling it. Algorithm 1 is the
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(1) void myMemcpy(char si[], int count){
(2) char dest[10];
(3) memcpy(dest, si, count); //building program
(4) } //vulnerability point
(5) int main(int argc, char ∗argv[]){
(6) HANDLE hOpenFile = (HANDLE)CreateFile(argv[1], //reading taint

GENERIC READ, //source file test.txt
FILE SHARE READ, NULL,
OPEN EXISTING, NULL, NULL);

(7) . . . . . .
(8) count = readCount(buf); //reading the count
(9) newBuf = readNewBuf(buf); //reading the string
(10) myMemcpy(newBuf, count);
(11) return 0
(12) }

Algorithm 1: Source code of test.cpp.

source file of target program test.exe. In this program, the
test.txt is taken as input file, which is taint source file, and
its contents are “16aaaaaaaa. . .aaaa”. From the test.cpp and
test.txt, we can draw a conclusion that the test program
reads “16” in taint source file as the value of count in the
𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑐𝑝𝑦(𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑠𝑖, 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡), and reads “aaaaaaaa. . .aaaa” as the
value of string newBuf. Moreover, count is the counter that
tracks how many times function memcpy writes data to
destination address dest, where dest is an array whose size is
10. Therefore, this case must cause an overflows.

We first use debugging tool Ollydbg to analyze test.exe in
the local Windows 7 operating system, and then the address
of stack buffer can be obtained, which is 0x401046. At this
time, becuase the value of ECX is too large, the function
return address 0x12FE30 is covered by taint data when the
rep movsd is executed. The taint data that covers the function
return address is “aaaa”.

4.2.2. Case Analysis. This part will analyze this case in
detail in accordance with the implementation process of
OFFDTAN.

(1) Capturing Program Runtime Information. This case exe-
cutes target program test.exe to acquire the program dynamic
information. Specifically, the data structure TraceNode is
defined to integrate the CPU, memory, and process infor-
mation. The trace file of program execution record.log ulti-
mately will be generated. Figure 3 demonstrates the infor-
mation contained in the trace file of program execution,
mainly including instruction running number, thread num-
ber, instruction register, assembly instruction, and general
register. These will be used for program virtual replaying.

(2) Recording Taint Sources. This method writes Hook func-
tion for some services that is related to file input and network
input (such as NtCreateFile, NtReadFile, and recv) to mark
taint source. At last, the taint source log file taintsource.log
will be generated. We take a taint source information as an
example to illustrate the information contained in the taint
source log file, as shown in Table 1. This information will

Records Count : 178301696

id : 1 , tid : 2068 , eip : 0x4010d8 , asm : push esi

eax : 0x1 , ecx : 0x76389754 , edx : 0x775570b4 , ebx : 0x7ffda000
esp : 0x12fe3c , ebp : 0x0 , edi : 0x0 , esi : 0x38
op[0] : 0x38 , op[1] : 0x0 , op[2] : 0x0

id : 2 , tid : 2068 , eip : 0x4010d9 , asm : call dword [0x406000]
eax : 0x1 , ecx : 0x76389754 , edx : 0x775570b4 , ebx : 0x7ffda000
esp : 0x12fe38 , ebp : 0x0 , edi : 0x0 , esi : 0x38
op[0] : 0x7638ca7c , op[1] : 0x0 , op[2] : 0x0

the total number of instructions

instruction number

thread number instruction register

assembly
 instruction

general register
the value of operand

Figure 3: The trace file of program execution.

Table 1: The content of taint source log file.

Name Content
No. 1
The head address of taint data in memory 0X12FE54
The length of taint data 200
The offset of taint data in taint source file 0

be used for marking taint source in the process of offline
dynamic taint analysis.

(3) Offline Dynamic Taint Analysis. This step takes the taint
source log file taintsource.log and the trace file of program
execution record.log as input to perform offline dynamic
taint analysis in accordance with the taint propagation
policy and program vulnerability checking strategy. It will
ultimately generate program vulnerability log file sink.log
(Figure 4(a)) and corresponding taint propagation flowgraph
(Figure 4(b)).

As can be seen from Figure 4(a), our method detects five
program vulnerabilities. The information of each vulnera-
bility includes instruction number, the memory or register
address of taint data, and the length of taint data. All these
will be used for the backtrace analysis of taint data.
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< 396 > < 0x4 4 > , < 0x12fed0 4 > , < 0x12fe30 4 >
< 2233 > < 0xe0 4 >
< 3682 > < 0xe0 4 >
< 3784 > < 0xe0 4 >
< 4067 > < 0xe0 4 >

memory address the length of
taint dataregister address

(a) Program vulnerability log file

test.txt
16aaa...a

<DS:[<%KER
NEL32.ReadFi

le>],
CALL,

SS:[ESP+14]>

<SS:[ESP+14],
MOV,
ESI>

<DS:[ESI],
REP MOVS,
ES:[EDI]>

(b) An example of taint propagation path

Figure 4: The results of offline dynamic taint analysis.

< 396 > < 0x4 4 > , < 0x12fed0 4 > , < 0x12fe30 4 >
< 0x401046 rep movsd 0 Function return address is overwritten and stack overflow occurs, the address of ECX is tainted, the 

address of ESI is tainted. The address of ECX is 0x4; the address of ESI is 0x12fed0; the function return address is 0x12fe30 >
< 0xe0000000 , 0xe0000001 > | < 0xe0000004 , 0xe0000007 > | < 0xe0000000 , 0xe0000001 > < 0xe0000010 , 0xe0000013>

the offset of taint 
data in ECX

the offset of taint 
data in ESI

the offset of taint data that 
overrides function return address

Figure 5: Offline analysis log file.

00000010h : 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 ; aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
00000020h : 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 ; aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
00000030h : 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 ; aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

taint data that overrides function return address

Figure 6: Taint source file.

(4) Backtrace Analysis. This step uses program vulnerability
log file as input and then backtracks taint data according
to the corresponding relationship between taint propagation
flow graph and taint state space. In Figure 4(b), we take
the first program vulnerability as an example to show the
corresponding taint propagation path 𝑉 and illustrate how
to backtrack taint source. Each intermediate node has three
elements, namely, 𝑠𝑟𝑐

𝑖
, 𝑖𝑛𝑠
𝑖
, and 𝑑𝑠𝑡

𝑖
. We start with the 𝑠𝑟𝑐

𝑖

of last node, which is 𝐷𝑆 : [𝐸𝑆𝐼], and inquire it from
taint state space to get the prior node in which the 𝑑𝑠𝑡

𝑖.
is

ESI. Then, the 𝑠𝑟𝑐
𝑖
of obtained node is inquired, which is

𝑆𝑆 : [𝐸𝑆𝑃 + 14], to acquire the prior node related to 𝑆𝑆 :
[𝐸𝑆𝑃 + 14]. Next, we successively traverse acquired node to
inquire its src

𝑖
until it belongs to taint source 𝑆, and 𝐷𝑆 : [<

%𝐾𝐸𝑅𝑁𝐸𝐿32.𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑒 >] is the entry address of function
ReadFile. The memory block 𝑆𝑆 : [𝐸𝑆𝑃 + 14] is the buffer
address read by function ReadFile, and this memory block
stores the string loaded from taint source file test.txt.This step
will ultimately generate the offline analysis log file result.log,
as shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, each offline analysis log is
corresponding to the program vulnerability log file, indicat-
ing that our method backtracks each of program vulnerabil-
ities. Taking the first record in Figure 5 as an example, the
address 0x12FE30, which is detected by proposed method,
is covered by taint data when the instruction rep movs is
executed.This is consistent with the result ofOllydbg analysis.
In addition, the result of backtrace analysis is that the offset

of taint data within taint source file, which covers return
address, is 0𝑥10 ∼ 0𝑥13. The taint source file (see Figure 6)
shows that the “aaaa” covers return address, which also
coincides with the analysis in Figure 5.

According to above case analysis, we elaborate the analy-
sis procedure of our approach and verify the correctness and
feasibility of this method as well.

4.3. Off-The-Shelf Applications. To evaluate our method’s
ability to detect vulnerabilities for real applications, we take
FeiQ and Microsoft Office Word as an example and analyze
the vulnerability information of these two projects in detail.

4.3.1. Experimental Objective. This experiment is mainly
to verify the correctness and effectiveness of taint source
marking, the vulnerability model, and the final experimental
results of this method.

4.3.2. Experimental Design. The design of this experiment is
to use realistic application as test object. Through analyzing
application program, the correctness and effectiveness of
proposed method can be verified.

Two programs have been selected first. FeiQ 2.5 is a
network communication program and widely used in the
enterprise. Microsoft Office Word 2010 is a word processing
program,which is themainstreamof currentword processing
software.
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< 50487 > < 0x4 4 >
< 0x49d04e rep movsd 0 There may be a stack overflow, the address of ECX is 

tainted, the address of ECX is 0x4 >
< 0xe0000026 , 0xe000002f > the offset of taint data in 

taint source file
(a) Offline analysis log file

00000000h : 31 5F 6C 62 74 34 5F 31 23 36 35 36 36 34 23 36 ; 1_1bt4_1#65664#6
00000010h : 43 46 30 34 39 38 37 43 43 31 41 23 35 37 30 23 ; CF04987CC1A#570#
00000020h : 33 31 37 34 31 23 34 32 39 34 39 36 37 32 39 35 ; 31741#4294967295

(b) UDP message

Figure 7: The analysis results of FeiQ.

<1 0X2C1E000 4096 0>
<213263 0X2C1D000 4096 1000>
<283973 0X2C1C000 4096 2000>
<63203752 0X2C1A000 4096 3000>

read the taint data 
in CVE-2014-
1761 POC file

(a) Taint source log file

< 620923169 > < 0xe0 4 >
< 0x66e9195d call dword [ eax+0x4] 0 the address is tainted [0x275a48e8] >
< 0xe0001d3f , 0xe0001d3f > < 0xe0001d4a , 0xe0001d4a >
< 0xe0001d54 , 0xe0001d54 > < 0xe0001e18 , 0xe0001e1a >

program crash address

the offset of taint data 
in taint source file

(b) Offline analysis log file

Figure 8: The analysis results of Word 2010.

Next, in order to perform experiment, taint sources
need to be introduced. In this paper, two different ways are
adopted, respectively. For FeiQ, this paper writes the Python
script and sends UDP packets to the client on QEMU to
introduce network taint source. More precisely, the 2425 port
of the client on QEMU is employed to send UDP packets “1
lbt4 1#65664#6CF04987CC1A#570#31741#4294967295#2.5a:
1317316152: admin:XXCCLI-A10D5C26:288:AAAAAAAAA-
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA”. Where-
as for Word 2010, this paper uses the POC file of CVE-2014-
1761, which is provided by CVE, as input to introduce file
taint source.

4.3.3. Results and Discussion for FeiQ. In order to verify this
method, we first use debugging tool Ollydbg to analyze the
results of FeiQ. Then, the experimental results of proposed
method are given. By comparing two results, it is possible to
verify that our method is correct and effective.

By the analysis of Ollydbg, we obtain the crash address,
which is 0x49D04E. The cause of program crash is that the
value of ECX is too large, resulting in stack overflows when
the instruction rep movsd is executed. In addition, ECX is
assigned to EAX at address 0x49D047, and the tainted value
is “4294967295” in theUDPmessage, which can be converted
to hexadecimal 0xFFFFFFFF.

In our approach, OFFDTAN can generate the trace file of
program execution, taint source log file, program vulnerabil-
ity log file, and offline analysis log file to verify experiment
objective. In this section, we only focus on taint source log
file (Table 2) and offline analysis log file (Figure 7(a)). It can
be seen from Table 2 that this method successfully marks the
UDP message, and the length of taint data is 129, which is
consistent with the length of UDP message. It can be seen
from Figure 7(a) that the address of program vulnerability
is 0x49D04E, which corresponds to the assembly instruction
repmovsd. In addition, OFFDTANanalyzes the cause of stack

Table 2: The content of taint source log file for FeiQ.

Name Content
No. 1
The head address of taint data in memory 0X11F1C4
The length of taint data 129
The offset of taint data in taint source file 0

overflows, which is that ECX is tainted. Furthermore, this
method uses backtrace analysis to analyze taint data in the
ECX derived from the UDP message whose offset is from
0x26 to 0x2F. The specific characters of UDP message is
listed in Figure 7(b). The characters, from 0x26 to 0x2F, are
“4294967295”, and their hexadecimal form is 0xFFFFFFFF,
which is consistent with the results of Ollydbg. Therefore,
we verify the correctness and effectiveness of marking taint
source and stack buffer overflows model proposed by this
method.

4.3.4. Results and Discussion for Microsoft Office Word 2010.
To verify this approach, we first analyze the vulnerability
analysis processes given by CVE. Then, the experimental
results of proposed method are given.

By the analysis of CVE, we find that the crash address of
program is 0x66E9195D. The reason for vulnerability is that
the data in thememory corresponding to the operand [𝐸𝐴𝑋+
4] of call instruction is tainted, leading to a controlled jump
when the instruction call dword[𝐸𝐴𝑋 + 4] is executed. The
jump address is [0x275A48E8].

This experiment uses the POC file of CVE-2014-1761
to analyze Microsoft Office Word 2010 and generates the
taint source log file (as shown in Figure 8(a)) and offline
analysis log file (as shown in Figure 8(b)) to verify experiment
objective.
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Table 3: Program description and evaluation results.

Program Version Vulnerability Crash Address Crash Instruction Offset of Taint
Adobe Reader 9.3.4 CVE-2010-2883 0x0803DDAB call strcat 0x12C
Microsoft Office Excel 2003 CVE-2011-0104 0x300DE834 rep movs 0x300
Firefox 3.6.16 CVE-2011-0073 0x1046659B call dword ptr [ECX + 70h] 0x4A
Microsoft Office Word 2003 CVE-2012-0158 0x275C8A0A rep movs 0xA0F

Table 4: The overhead of OFFDTAN and PANDA when running FeiQ and Word.

Applications PANDA OFFDTAN
Record Time (sec.) Replay Time (sec.) CPU% Mem% Record Time (sec.) Replay Time (sec.) CPU% Mem%

FeiQ 53.67 86.09 17.4% 35.3% 47.04 69.58 12.4% 34.5%
Word 2010 74.02 127.95 18.3% 36.2% 65.92 94.81 14.6% 34.9%

As is depicted in Figure 8(a), OFFDTAN successfully
marks the POC file read by Microsoft Office Word 2010. In
Figure 8(b), OFFDTAN analyzes the vulnerability address of
Microsoft Office Word 2010, which is 0x66E9195D, and the
corresponding assembly instructions is call dword[𝐸𝐴𝑋+ 4].
It also found that the reason of program controlled jump
is that the memory address of [0x275A48E8] is tainted,
which is consistent with the analysis result provided by CVE
previously. In addition, this method uses backtrace analysis
to analyze the taint data in [0x275A48E8] derived from the
POC file of CVE-2014-1761 whose offset is 0x1D3F, 0x1D4A,
0x1D54, and from 0x1E18 to 0x1E1A. Therefore, we verify the
correctness and effectiveness of marking taint source and
controlled jump model proposed by OFFDTAN.

4.4. Further Verification. We proceed to evaluate our ap-
proach on four other applications to further verify the cor-
rectness and effectiveness of OFFDTAN. In addition, we
compared the performance overhead of this method with
other tools to verify the analysis efficiency of proposed
method.

4.4.1. Effectiveness. We analyze the security vulnerabilities of
four programs: Adobe Reader, Excel 2003, Firefox, andWord
2003. For each of these projects, our method generates the
valid description of vulnerability analysis. Table 3 provides
an overview of these results, showing the program and its
version, crash address, crash instruction, and the offset of
taint source. Moreover, the vulnerabilities are shown and
denoted by their CVE-identifiers.

In Table 3, the crash address and crash instruction are the
memory address and corresponding instruction that crashed
during program execution, respectively. The offset of taint
refers to the offset address of taint data in taint source
file.

We take the first vulnerability as an example to briefly
illustrate analysis result. We use the POC file of CVE-2010-
2883 to analyze Adobe Reader and generate taint source
log file. The result shows that the program crashed when
the instruction call strcat at 0x0803DDAB is called, and the

reason for crash is that the string length of field uniqueName
is not judged, causing stack overflows, which is consistent
with the result of CVE.Moreover, our method uses backtrace
analysis to obtain the offset of taint data in taint source file,
which is 0x12C.

4.4.2. Performance. In this experiment, we describe the
performance overheads introduced in two real applica-
tions by our approach to taint analysis and compare them
with PANDA, which is another state-of-the-art whole-
system offline taint analysis tool built onQEMU2.1.0. Similar
to OFFDTAN, PANDA also has the ability to record and
replay executions. We evaluate both tools on four items that
represent time and space overheads.

The comparison results of performance overheads are
shown in Table 4. The record time refers to the time of infor-
mation recording during program execution, and replay time
includes program simulation replay time and taint analysis
time. The CPU% and Mem% mean the percentage of CPU
and memory used during program execution, respective-
ly.

As shown in Table 4, in addition to memory usage, our
tool has improved significantly in terms of other perfor-
mance. OFFDTAN is about 1.13x faster than PANDA during
the recording, and its offline analysis is faster than PANDA
with a factor of 1.29. Overall, OFFDTAN operates about 1.23x
faster than PANDA. Besides,OFFDTAN’sCPUusage is about
24.4% smaller than PANDA, and the memory usage is 2.9%
lower than PANDA. We attribute this to the employ of KVM
acceleration on QEMU.

4.5. Experimental Summary. OFFDTAN can detect two
kinds of vulnerabilities, i.e., stack buffer overflows and con-
trolled jump, which fully validate that the two-vulnerability
model combined with offline dynamic taint analysis can
better achieve analysis effects.

In addition, whether with small program or large-scale
program, such as FeiQ and Microsoft Office Word 2010,
OFFDTAN can correctly analyze the address of program vul-
nerability, the cause of program crash, and the specific offset
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of taint data within taint source file, thus ensuring that
our approach is strictly correct and effective. Compared
with PANDA, our method runs about 1.23x faster than
PANDA. Moreover, OFFDTAN enhances the automation of
vulnerability analysis as well.

5. Conclusion

The analysis efficiency of online dynamic taint analysis is a
challenging problem, which usually occupies a considerable
number of resources. In this paper, we generally eliminate this
limitation by using the research approach of offline dynamic
taint analysis, and on this point we propose OFFDTAN, an
approach of offline taint analysis for binary program, which
includes four stages: dynamic information acquisition, vul-
nerability modeling, offline analysis, and backtrace analysis.
Our evaluation shows the effectiveness and correctness of this
approach, as well as better performance.

However, OFFDTAN still has some deficiencies. First,
program path coverage heavily depends on test cases; thus
test cases will affect the accuracy of our method. Second,
our experimental verification is still not sufficient, which
needs further verification. Moreover, our approach can only
detect stack buffer overflow vulnerabilities and controlled
jump vulnerabilities. As future work, we are confident that
the similar concepts can also be applied to model other types
of vulnerabilities to adapt more scenes.
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Security measurement matters to every stakeholder in network security. It provides security practitioners the exact security
awareness. However, most of the works are not applicable to the unknown threat. What is more, existing efforts on security
metric mainly focus on the ease of certain attack from a theoretical point of view, ignoring the “likelihood of exploitation.” To
help administrator have a better understanding, we analyze the behavior of attackers who exploit the zero-day vulnerabilities and
predict their attack timing. Based on the prediction, we propose a method of security measurement. In detail, we compute the
optimal attack timing from the perspective of attacker, using a long-term game to estimate the risk of being found and then choose
the optimal timing based on the risk and profit. We design a learning strategy to model the information sharing mechanism among
multiattackers and use spatial structure to model the long-term process. After calculating the Nash equilibrium for each subgame,
we consider the likelihood of being attacked for each node as the security metric result. The experiment results show the efficiency
of our approach.

1. Introduction

Security measurement matters to every stakeholder in net-
work security and involves all the stages and aspects of
the entire life cycle. There would be no effective secu-
rity awareness and actions without accurate security meas-
urement. The existing security measurements mainly focus
on the relationship between exploits and system vulnera-
bilities, and their security measurements of unknown threats
like zero-day loophole are very limited. In addition, zero-day
attacks targeting governments and corporates are growing
with time. An increasing number of hackers, motivated by
their persistent love for technology or tempted by profits, are
attempting to discover and propagate zero-day exploits. In
2016, 10822 vulnerabilities were found in China, and 2203 of
them were zero-day vulnerabilities (http://www.cert.org.cn/
publish/main/upload/File/2016CNVDannual1.pdf), which

may cause serious consequences. According to The Hacker
News, hackers exploited the zero-day vulnerability to attack
Bangladesh’s central bank in 2016 and stole over $80 million
from the Federal Reserve Bank (http://thehackernews.com/
2016/03/bank-hacking-malware.html). In such case, it poses
a great challenge as to carry out effective measurements
of threats posed by zero-day vulnerabilities to help system
administrators better understand and guard against them.

Current security measurements are mostly around
known vulnerabilities.They get the result of themeasurement
after analyzing the attacks and coming upwith corresponding
rules. Such measurement can be a distortion from real-life
situation. For example, some vulnerabilities proven highly
threatening according toCVSS’measurement are not actually
exploited too much by the attackers. The work proposed
by Wang et al. [1] has similar problems; this is one of the
few measurement works targeting hidden vulnerability. The
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(1) Have you launched an attack?
(2) Have you been discovered?
(3) What’s your estimation about the

defense capability of defender?

Exchange
information

Exchange
information

Exchange information:

Figure 1: Multiattackers versus a certain company.

paper uses attack graph to analyze and decide the minimal
number of vulnerabilities needed to achieve a set goal,
assuming that there is a hidden vulnerability on any of the
nodes. The number will be used as a reference for security
measurements.This studymeasures only from the dimension
of complexity, not taking the differences in the attackers’
preference, and the result is only a theoretical one, so there
is not too much reference value for the result. For example,
if there is a network with weak protection and only one hole
is needed to break into the network, then the measurement
result should be highly risky according to the method above.
However, the attackers will not attack a network that they
deem of no value; Honeynet is a case in point. Therefore,
when measuring unknown threats, we need to include the
attacking decision of the attacker as a significant metric and
take the degree of complexity, possible risks, benefits, and so
on into consideration. This way, we can analyze the decision
the attacker is most likely to take and get a more realistic
measurement result.That is to say, if, during a certain period,
the attackers are eager to attack a node, then we will think
this node is facing serious threats at this time; otherwise, the
result should not be labeled as highly threatening.

The security measurement of unknown threats with the
attack behavior preferences in mind faces the following three
major challenges:

(i) Modeling zero-day attacks from the time dimen-
sion: current studies express unknown vulnerabili-
ties using attack graph, which are mainly from the
spatial dimension. But zero-day attack is a long-
term process. The zero-day exploit (also called cyber
resources) will always be available unless the vulner-
ability is fixed by the defender. As the process goes
on, the attacker needs to make a tradeoff between risk
and profit for each time point: if the vulnerability is

exploited, the attackermay get some profit but the risk
of being noticedmay also increase. On the contrary, if
the zero-day vulnerability is exploited too late or not
exploited, there is also a chance for the defender to
fix it, leaving no chances for the attacker. So the first
challenge is how to model this process properly from
the dimension of time.

(ii) Identify and calculate the factors that change over
time: in the course of the zero-day attack and defense,
the factors that influence the attacker’s decision-
making include the potential profits, the attacker’s
knowledge of the defending party, and the risks
related to the attack. A comprehensive and reasonable
expression and calculation of these factors are the
basis for predicting attack decision.

(iii) Predict the attack decision andmeasure the unknown
threat: after setting the relevant parameters, how
to use these parameters to accurately predict the
attacker’s possible decision at each time point deter-
mines the accuracy and reliability of the entire secu-
rity measurement.

To overcome these challenges, this paper, which is based
on our previous work [2], uses long-term game theory to
predict the behavior of the attacker (the attack-defense sce-
nario is shown in Figure 1) and then propose a new security
metric based on the prediction. The main contributions are
as follows:

(i) We present a multiple gamemodel: we consider zero-
day attacks as a long-term process. The attacker’s
decision (attack or wait) at any point in time will
have a corresponding effect on the later game process.
Therefore, we discuss the continuous game process in
a certain period of time.
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(ii) We discuss the factors that affect the attack and
defense: we discuss the factors that affect the attack
and defense, particularly the change of the attacker’s
understanding of the defensive ability of the defender.
At the beginning of the game, attackers know little
about the defender. But with the game process, their
understandings become more and more accurate
due to their observation and information sharing.
We design a learning mechanism to simulate the
correction process.

(iii) We propose a new security metric based on attack
prediction: from the attacker’s point of view, we
calculate the Nash equilibria for each subgame. Using
the result as an important reference, we propose a new
security metric for unknown threat.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sur-
veys the related work. Section 3 introduces the preliminaries.
Section 4 introduces long-term game formulation. Section 5
discusses the details about the securitymeasurementmethod.
Section 6 reports experimental results, and Section 7 gives the
conclusions.

2. Related Work

There have been plenty of research studies on network
security metrics. They focus on different aspects, such as
metrics of system vulnerabilities, metrics of defense power,
metrics of situations, and metrics of attack or threat severity
[3]. In detail, when assessing the risk of malware threat,
Hardy et al. [4] proposed the targeted threat index combining
the social engineering and technical sophistication. Thakore
[5] provided a set of metrics such as coverage, redundancy,
confidence, and cost to quantitatively evaluate monitor
deployments. Kührer et al. [6] focused on the effectiveness
of malware blacklists and showed that the current blacklist is
insufficient to protect against the variety of malware threats.
There are other studies focused on evaluating the strength
of IDS or other security products [7, 8], strength of user
password [9, 10], and so on. However, the effects of all the
metrics mentioned above are not ideal when faced with
unknown threats.

In order to make a better understanding of zero-day
attack, some researches focus on analyzing the attack itself
such as detecting and identifying the attack. To identify the
unknown files, Avasarala et al. [11] introduced the class-
matching approach.Mishra andGupta [12] proposed a hybrid
solution which uses the concept of CSS matching and URI
matching to defend against zero-day phishing attacks. Wang
et al. proposed some representative works on measuring
the zero-day attack [1, 13, 14]. To evaluate the robustness of
networks, [13, 14] modeled network diversity as a security
metric and then proposed two complementary diversity
metrics. The paper [1] conducted the evaluation process
based on how many zero-day vulnerabilities are required to
compromise a network asset. However, all these works are
conducted based on attack graph and do not consider the
attacker behavior.

Table 1: Payoff in the two-player one-shot game.

Protect Not protect
Attack −𝐶𝑎, −𝐶𝑑 𝐺 − 𝐶𝑎, −𝐺
Not attack 0, −𝐶𝑑 0, 0

Analyzing the attacker behavior is of great importance
when measuring the network security. Ekelhart et al. [15]
developed a simulation-driven approach which took attack
strategies and attacker behavior into consideration. Al-
Jarrah and Arafat [16] used the time delay neural network
which embedded the temporal behavior of the attacks to
maximize the recognition rate of network. Mitchell and
Chen [17] proposed specification-based IDS which can adapt
to different attacker types such as reckless, random, and
opportunistic attackers. In this way, it could get a higher
detection accuracy. Allodi and Massacci first pointed out
that not all the vulnerabilities were equally exploited by the
attacker [18] and then focused on the choice of attackers [19].
By validating the actual “traces” attacks left on real systems,
they claimed that the real attackerwould behave less powerful
than we thought and would not exploit every vulnerability.
The attackers would strategically choose the busy periods
and some certain vulnerabilities, while the efforts of security
professionals were diffused across many vulnerabilities [20,
21]. Based on this observation, Dumitraş [22] proposed a
novel metrics that enabled a more accurate assessment of
the risk of cyberattacks. Bozorgi et al. [23] used machine
learning method with high dimensional feature vectors input
to predict the vulnerability which was most likely to be
exploited by the attacker. All these analyses, however, are
from the perspective of defender, ignoring the information
sharing mechanism among attackers where the mechanism
is the most important part during the attack and can guide
attackers to changer their strategies dynamically.

3. Preliminaries

Before introducing the long-term game, we begin with the
simple attack-defense game. The players of the game are
attacker and defender. Liang and Xiao [24] divide the game
applications into two subclasses: general analysis and the
specialized analysis. In general analysis, the networks are
often not specific but abstract, and the strategy set of attacker
SA = {attack, not attack}; meanwhile, the set of defender SD
= {protect, not protect}. Let 𝐶𝑎 represent the attack cost, 𝐶𝑑
represent the defense cost, and 𝐺 represent the profit of a
successful attack. In this section, 𝐺 is a fixed value. Their
payoffs are as shown in Table 1. In [25], a Remainder cost was
defined to indicate the damage that the attack brought to the
system after the defender implemented the defense strategy,
and 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐺× 𝜀where 𝜀 ∈ [0, 1]. For simplicity,
we assume that 𝜀 = 0 in this section; that is, if the defender
implemented the defense strategy, there is no damage to the
system and no reward to the attacker.

According to Table 1, we can see that when the attack
cost is fixed, if the attacker and the defender are completely
rational, both of themwillmake their decisions by calculating
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the Nash equilibrium, and the Nash equilibrium is related to
the parameter discussed below:

(1) If𝐺 ≤ 𝐶𝑎, the attackerwill not attack and the defender
will not protect. In this case, we can say the network
is pretty safe.

(2) If 𝐶𝑑 ≥ 𝐺 > 𝐶𝑎, the attacker will attack, but the
defender still not protect. In this case, we can say the
network is of great danger.

(3) If 𝐺 > 𝐶𝑎 and 𝐺 > 𝐶𝑑, no pure Nash equilibrium
exists, but there is a mixed Nash equilibrium; that
is the attacker will choose to launch an attack with
the probability of 𝑃𝐴 = 𝐶𝑑/𝐺, and the protecting
probability 𝑃𝐷 = (𝐺 − 𝐶𝑎)/𝐺. In this case, we can say
the network is a little bit safer than case two, but more
dangerous than case one.

It can be seen from the above model that if the defender
decides to protect the target, the attacker cannot finish his
attack successfully, consequently getting no reward. As time
goes on, this one-shot game is repeated time after time,
and there is no necessary correlation between each of them.
This is a simple case for security metrics, but it does not
apply to the attacker who holds the zero-day exploits of
certain target, mainly for the following two reasons. First,
the payoff is much different. According to the stealth of
zero-day exploits [26], most of the software and the security
products cannot detect the existence of it and thus difficult
to resist the zero-day attacks effectively. So, the attacker
can get the corresponding profit only if he/she launches an
attack. Second, the strategy ismuch different. Comparedwith
the one-shot game, attacker with zero-day exploits is more
concerned about the persistence of the resource, he/she has
tomake sure if this resource will still be useful after this attack
and then makes a tradeoff between risk and profit.Therefore,
the key points to the entire game process are the attacker’s
decision and the defense capability. In next section, we will
discuss the detail of the long-term game.

4. Long-Term Game Formulation

We analyze the attack-defense scenario between multiple
attackers and a single target. The target could be a company
or an organization, and it contains a lot of nodes. And
we assume that each node has at least one cyber resource
(where the node has no resource is out of our discussion).
All of these vulnerable nodes are protected by the same
administrator, so we assume that all the nodes share the
same defense capability. We define an attack-defense game as
a combination of one resource and one node. The attacker
who owns more than one resource means that he will be
involved in more than one attack-defense game. So the
relationship is a many-to-many mapping. As mentioned
above, our discussion takes place over a certain period of
time since the zero-day attack is a long-term process. We
assume that it takes one-time tick to complete an attack, and
if the vulnerability was not discovered by the administrator
this time, it will still be useful to the attacker next time. For
each time tick, we compute the probability of being attacked

for every node and take these results as the security metric.
In this section, we first introduce the game formulation and
some key parameters and then we focus on the attackers
learning strategy.

4.1. Attack-Defense Game

Cyber Resource. We call a zero-day exploit or a set of zero-day
exploits a cyber resource to the attacker [27]. A cyber resource
could help attacker to finish a certain attack. If one or more
exploits are fixed or expired, which could cause the failure of
the attack, then we say the resource is expired.

The Number of Long-Term Game. In this attack-defense sce-
nario, there are total 𝑚 attackers, 𝑛 cyber resource, and𝑞 nodes. During the game, 𝑞 is a constant, but 𝑚 and 𝑛
will change from time to time. Compared with the number
of attackers, we are more concerned about the number of
resources, because 𝑛 resource means 𝑛 attack-defense games.
We use 𝑛(𝑡) to represent the total number at time tick 𝑡.
There are three main aspects that will influence the number.
First, at the beginning of time tick 𝑡, 𝑛new(𝑡) is used to
denote the newly joined resource. Second, at the end of time
point 𝑡, 𝑛exp(𝑡) is used to denote the number of expired
resources. Third, according to the defense capability, some
of the resources are randomly eliminated at the end of time
point 𝑡, and the number is notated as 𝑛dis(𝑡). Then the total
number of attack-defense games at time point 𝑡 + 1 is

𝑛 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑛 (𝑡) + 𝑛new (𝑡) − 𝑛dis (𝑡) − 𝑛exp (𝑡) . (1)

The Duration of Each Long-Term Game. Different from the
one-shot game, zero-day attack-defense game is a long-term
game. It consists of multiple subgames over a period of time.
The game will go on as long as the resource is still useful.
There are mainly three possibilities to terminate the game:

(1) The resource is expired. We use notation 𝐿 to rep-
resent the lifecycle of certain resource. Different
vulnerabilities have different lifecycles. For example,
compared with buffer overflow and executable code,
other vulnerabilities such as PHPvulnerability or SQL
injection often have longer lifecycles [28]. If one of
these vulnerabilities expired, we say the resource is
expired.

(2) The resource was found and patched due to the attack
action. We call this the passive-defense capability
of the administrator, denoted as 𝑃𝑎, indicating the
probability of discovering the vulnerability after being
attacked.

(3) The resource was found and patched when nothing
happens. We call this the initiative-defense capability
of the administrator, denoted as 𝑃𝑏, indicating the
probability of discovering the vulnerability before
being attacked.

𝑃𝑎 and 𝑃𝑏 are determined by the capability of the admin-
istrator itself, and both are fixed values which are known to
the administrator and unknown to the attackers during the
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(a) 𝑔𝑖(𝑡) of attacking a video platform
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(b) 𝑔𝑖(𝑡) of attacking a bank

Figure 2: Sample of 𝑔𝑖(𝑡).

game process. Each attacker has its own assessment about
these two values, denoted as 𝑃𝑖𝑎(𝑡) and 𝑃𝑖𝑏(𝑡). After each
subgame, the attacker will revise the assessment by observing
the state of other neighbors and exchanging information
with each other. This is consistent with the values of most
hackers who believe that all the information should be free.
They think everyone has the rights to access information,
so, many hacker groups form a unique “black ecosystem” to
share information more effectively. According to the director
of Baidu security laboratory (Baidu is the predominant
search engine in China), the information sharingmechanism
among such black ecology is much better than those among
white ecosystem. The details about the update rules will be
discussed at the next subsection.

The Strategy Set for Each Subgame. The same as the one-
shot game mentioned above, the strategy set of attacker SA
= {attack, not attack}; meanwhile, the set of defender SD ={defend, not defend}.
The Payoff for Each Subgame. For any resource 𝑖, at any time𝑡, the payoff of the subgame consists of three parts: the attack
cost denoted as 𝐶𝑖𝑎, the one-time attack income 𝑔𝑖(𝑡), and the
long-term profit expectancy from time 𝑡 to the end of the
long-term game, denoted as 𝐸𝑖(𝑡). 𝐸𝑖(𝑡) is dependent on four
factors including 𝑔𝑖(𝑡), 𝑃𝑖𝑎(𝑡), 𝑃𝑖𝑏(𝑡), and the attacker’s action
last subgame. When making a decision, what the attacker
really cares about is not only the one-time attack income for
the attack, but also the long-termprofit expectancy during the
whole lifecycle. The specific parameter settings are discussed
in the next subsection. For the administrator, the loss also
includes two parts, the defense cost denoted as 𝐶𝑑 and the
loss caused by the attack. In order to reduce the complexity
of this model, it is assumed that the attacking loss equals the
negative of the attacker’s attack revenue.

Game Rules. For each subgame, given the payoffs, both
attacker and administrator determine their decisions by
calculating theNash equilibrium.At the end of each subgame,
if the resource is still useful, attackerwill revise the assessment
by observing the state of other neighbors and exchanging
information with each other in order to recalculate the
payoffs for next subgame.

4.2. Some Key Parameters. Notations lists the key parameters
used in our long-term game model. In this paper, we assume
that 𝐶𝑖𝑎, 𝐶𝑑, 𝑃𝑎, 𝑃𝑏, and 𝐿 are fixed value, and we mainly
discuss the following three parameters.

Gain Function of Time 𝑔𝑖(𝑡). For certain resource 𝑖, gain
function of time 𝑔𝑖(𝑡) represents the one-time attack income
that the attacker can get when he attacks the node at the
certain time 𝑡.This𝑔𝑖(𝑡) could be a fixed value or a function of
time, and that depends on the target type. For example, if the
attacker wants to attack some e-commerce platforms, he can
get better rewards in some specific days such as Black Friday.
For the sake of discussion, Figure 2 shows the instantaneous
yield curves of attacks against a live video platform and a bank
over different time periods. It can be seen that, for a bank
attack, the attack revenue on weekdays is higher than that
on weekends, and the attacks on working hours are higher
than the off-hours. On the contrary, the attack revenue is
relatively higher on weekends and late nights when the attack
target is changed to the video platform. In general, we assume
that 𝑔𝑖(𝑡) is affected by the target’s visiting traffic, business
process, and customer’s work schedule. The specific values
are beyond the scope of this article. This article assumes
that both attackers and administrator have a good under-
standing of the target of the attack, so the value of 𝑔𝑖(𝑡) is
known.
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Profit Expectancy𝐸𝑖(𝑡). For the certain resource 𝑖, we use𝐸𝑖(𝑡)
to represent the profit expectancy from time 𝑡 to the end
of the lifecycle, so 𝐸𝑖(𝑡) = ∑𝐿𝜎=𝑡 𝑃𝐴(𝜎)𝑔(𝜎), where 𝑔(𝜎) =
max{𝑔(𝜎) − 𝐶𝑎, 0} and 𝜎 ∈ [𝑡, 𝐿]. So, we need to compute
all the 𝑃𝐴(𝜎) for 𝜎 = 𝑡, 𝑡 + 1, . . . , 𝐿. If notation 𝑄 is used to
indicate that the resource is still available at time point 𝜎 and
notation 𝑅 is used to indicate that the attacker will choose to
attack, then 𝑃𝐴(𝜎) = 𝑃(𝑄) ∗ 𝑃(𝑅). So we have

𝑃𝐴 (𝜎) = [𝑃𝐴 (𝜎 − 1) ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑎) + (1 − 𝑃𝐴 (𝜎 − 1))
∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑏)] ∗ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑡 − 1) . (2)

𝑃𝐴(𝜎 − 1) ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝑎) means that the attacker has attacked
last time but has not been discovered, and (1 − 𝑃𝐴(𝜎 − 1)) ∗(1 − 𝑃𝑏) means that the attacker has not attacked last time
and has not been discovered. To simplify the computation,
it is assumed that the defender will always be protected when
calculating𝑃𝐴(𝜎). And𝑃𝐴(𝑡−1) used in (4) is an approximate
value. Because the exact value of 𝑃𝐴(𝑡) which is determined
by calculating the Nash equilibrium of the subgame at time
point 𝜎 could not be known, the probability 𝑃𝐴(𝑡 − 1) is used
instead. According to the above recursive formula, we can get

𝑃𝐴 (𝜎) = [𝑃𝐴 (𝑡 − 1) + (1 − 𝑃𝑏) ∗ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑡 − 1)
(𝑃𝑏 − 𝑃𝑎) ∗ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑡 − 1) − 1]

⋅ [(𝑃𝑏 − 𝑃𝑎) ∗ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑡 − 1)]𝑡−1

− (1 − 𝑃𝑏) ∗ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑡 − 1)
(𝑃𝑏 − 𝑃𝑎) ∗ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑡 − 1) − 1 .

(3)

TheEstimation of Administrators Defense Capability 𝑃𝑖𝑎(𝑡) and𝑃𝑖𝑏(𝑡).During the game, the attacker does not know the real𝑃𝑎
and 𝑃𝑏, but each attacker has its own assessment about these
two values, denoted as 𝑃𝑖𝑎(𝑡) and 𝑃𝑖𝑏(𝑡). After each subgame,
the attacker will update the assessment by observing the state
of other neighbors and exchanging information with each
other. The update rule includes the following main steps.

(i) Initializing the assessment randomly at the beginning
of the game: the initial assessments are random
because the attacker knows little about the defender.

(ii) Calculating the observed result of 𝑃𝑎 and 𝑃𝑏: at the
end of the time point 𝑡, the attacker observes his
neighbors and counts the numbers of them (1) who
had attacked this time and been discovered and (2)
who had not attacked this time and been discovered
and then calculates the observed result of 𝑃𝑎 and 𝑃𝑏.

(iii) Combining the observed result, neighbors’ assess-
ment with his previous assessment to be his new
assessment: when combining these three results, the
reference value difference should be considered. For
the neighbor who has survived longer, its assessment
has a higher reference value. What is more, at the
beginning of the game, the observed result plays
an important role. However, as the game goes on,
this importance diminished. Because the observed

samples, that is, attacker’s neighbors, are limited, the
observed result has a strong randomness.

Some new parameters and notations are introduced as
follows. Let 𝑃𝑎𝐷 denote the probability of the attacker being
eliminated after attack, so 𝑃𝑎𝐷 = 𝑃𝑎 × 𝑃𝐷. Similarly, 𝑃𝑏𝐷 is
used to denote the probability of being eliminated without
attack, so 𝑃𝑏𝐷 = 𝑃𝑏 × 𝑃𝐷. For any attacker 𝑖 ∈ 𝐴𝑇 at
the end of time point 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝐿 𝑖], 𝑃𝑖𝑎(𝑡) and 𝑃𝑖𝑏(𝑡) represent
the attacker’s assessment of 𝑃𝑎 and 𝑃𝑏, 𝑃𝑖𝑎(0), and 𝑃𝑖𝑏(0) are
the initial estimates. We use 𝑠 = {𝑠𝑡1, 𝑠𝑡2, . . . , 𝑠𝑡𝑘𝑡} to denote
the neighbors’ strategy and 𝑓 = {𝑓𝑡1 , 𝑓𝑡2 , . . . , 𝑓𝑡𝑘𝑡} to denote
whether these neighbors are found by the defender or not,
where 𝑘𝑡 is the total number of neighbors of 𝑖, 𝑠𝑡𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝑎,
𝑓𝑡𝑗 ∈ 0, 1. 𝐴𝐷 is used to denote the neighbors who had
attacked this time and had been found, so 𝐴𝐷 = {𝑗 | 𝑠𝑡𝑗 =
1 ∧ 𝑓𝑡𝑗 = 1, 𝑗 ∈ [0, 𝑘𝑡]}. 𝑁𝐷 is used to denote the neighbors
who were not attacked and had been found, so 𝑁𝐷 = {𝑗|𝑠𝑡𝑗 =0 ∧ 𝑓𝑡𝑗 = 1, 𝑗 ∈ [0, 𝑘𝑡]}. 𝑃𝑡𝐷(𝑗) is used to denote the 𝑃𝐷
calculated by neighbor 𝑗. Let 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑎𝐷 denote the observed value
of𝑃𝑎𝐷, so𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑎𝐷(𝑖) = |𝐴𝐷|/∑ 𝑠𝑡𝑗; let𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑏𝐷 denote the observed
value of 𝑃𝑏𝐷 so 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑏𝐷(𝑖) = |𝑁𝐷|/(𝑘 − ∑ 𝑠𝑡𝑗). After introducing
above notations, this paper presents three plans for revising
the parameters 𝑃𝑎 and 𝑃𝑏; we will make a brief introduction.

Plan 1: Average Summation. Record all the 𝑃𝑡𝑎 and 𝑃𝑡𝑏 for each
neighbor and resource 𝑖 itself, and then take the average with𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑏𝐷(𝑖) to calculating 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝐷, donated as

𝑃𝑡+1𝑎𝐷 = ∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖) + 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑎𝐷 (𝑖)
𝑘𝑡 + 2 (4)

and then calculate

𝑃𝑡+1𝐷 = ∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)
𝑘𝑡 + 1 (5)

so

𝑃𝑡+1𝑎 = 𝑃𝑡+1𝑎𝐷
𝑃𝑡+1𝐷

= (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖) + |𝐴𝐷| /𝑠𝑡𝑗) (𝑘𝑡 + 1)
(𝑘𝑡 + 2) (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) ,

𝑃𝑡+1𝑏 = 𝑃𝑡+1
𝑏𝐷

𝑃𝑡+1𝐷
= (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖) + |𝑁𝐷| / (𝑘 − 𝑠𝑡𝑗)) (𝑘𝑡 + 1)

(𝑘𝑡 + 2) (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) .

(6)

Plan 2: Staged Average Summation. In the first half of the
resource life cycle, revise 𝑃𝑎 and 𝑃𝑏 according to Plan 1, and
remove 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑎𝑏𝐷(𝑖) and 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑏𝐷(𝑖) when calculating 𝑃𝑡+1𝑎𝐷 and 𝑃𝑡+1𝑏𝐷
in the second half. That is because when this long-term game
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goes to a certain stage, the estimated value 𝑃𝑡+1𝑎 (𝑖) and 𝑃𝑡+1𝑏 (𝑖)
are already close to the actual value, but there is a large

uncertainty in the observations, so we removed the 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑎𝑏𝐷(𝑖)
and 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑏𝐷(𝑖) in the second half.

𝑃𝑡+1𝑎 (𝑖) =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{

(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖) + |𝐴𝐷| /𝑠𝑡𝑗) (𝑘𝑡 + 1)
(𝑘𝑡 + 2) (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) , 𝑡 + 1 ≤ 𝐿

2 ,
∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)

(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) , 𝑡 + 1 > 𝐿
2 ,

𝑃t+1
𝑏 (𝑖) =

{{{{{{{{{{{{{

(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖) + |𝑁𝐷| / (𝑘 − 𝑠𝑡𝑗)) (𝑘𝑡 + 1)
(𝑘𝑡 + 2) (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) , 𝑡 + 1 ≤ 𝐿

2 ,
∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)

(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) , 𝑡 + 1 > 𝐿
2 .

(7)

Plan 3: Staged and Weighted Average Summation. Based on
plan two, we introduce the concept of neighbor weight; that
is, the longer the neighbor exists, the greater reference value it
can provide. It should be noted that the notation 𝑡 in𝑃𝑡𝑎(𝑖) and

𝑃𝑡𝑏(𝑖) is the existing time of resource 𝑖 but not the existing time
of certain neighbor. So we use 𝑇 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑘} to represent
the existing time of 𝑘 neighbors. Then the formula of plan
three is as follows:

𝑃𝑡+1𝑎 (𝑖) =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{

(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) 𝑡𝑗 + 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖) 𝑡 + |𝐴𝐷| /𝑠𝑡𝑗) (𝑘𝑡 + 1)
(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑡𝑗 + 𝑡 + 1) (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) , 𝑡 + 1 ≤ 𝐿

2 ,
(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) 𝑡𝑗 + 𝑃𝑡𝑎 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖) 𝑡) (𝑘𝑡 + 1)

(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑡𝑗 + 𝑡) (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) , 𝑡 + 1 > 𝐿
2 ,

𝑃𝑡+1𝑏 (𝑖) =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{

(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) 𝑡𝑗 + 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖) 𝑡 + |𝐴𝐷| /𝑠𝑡𝑗) (𝑘𝑡 + 1)
(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑡j + 𝑡 + 1) (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) , 𝑡 + 1 ≤ 𝐿

2 ,
(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑗) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) 𝑡𝑗 + 𝑃𝑡𝑏 (𝑖) 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖) 𝑡) (𝑘𝑡 + 1)

(∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑡𝑗 + 𝑡) (∑𝑘𝑡𝑗=1 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑗) + 𝑃𝑡𝐷 (𝑖)) , 𝑡 + 1 > 𝐿
2 .

(8)

5. Measure the Network Security

5.1. Calculate the Nash Equilibrium for Each Subgame. After
calculating the above parameters, we can fill the payoffs
matrix for each subgame (see Table 2) where

𝐺𝐷𝐴 = 𝑔 (𝑡) + (1 − 𝑃𝐴) 𝐸 (𝑡 + 1) ,
𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 = (1 − 𝑃𝑏) 𝐸 (𝑡 + 1) ,
𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 = 𝑔 (𝑡) + 𝐸 (𝑡 + 1) ,
𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴 = 𝐸 (𝑡 + 1) .

(9)

Here is a brief discussion of the game’s Nash equilibrium,
also the optimal timing selection guidelines:

(1) At some time 𝑡, when 𝑔(𝑡) ≤ 0 and 𝐶𝑑 < 𝑃𝑏𝐸(𝑡 + 1),
attacker will not attack but the defender will protect.
When 𝑔(𝑡) ≤ 0 and 𝐶𝑑 > 𝑃𝑏𝐸(𝑡 + 1), attacker will not
attack and the defender will not protect.

Because 𝑔(𝑡) ≤ 0 and 𝑃𝑎 > 𝑃𝑏, so 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 < 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴 ; the
best choice for attackers is not attacking whatever the
defending choice is. But in terms of the defenders, if𝐶𝑑 < 𝑃𝑏𝐸(𝑡 + 1), that means there is some probability
of discovering the vulnerability by expending a little
defending cost, so the defender will defend. But if the
cost is high, that is, 𝐶𝑑 > 𝑃𝑏𝐸(𝑡 + 1), the defender will
not defend.

(2) At some time 𝑡, when 𝑔(𝑡) > (𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏)𝐸(𝑡 + 1) and𝐶𝑑 < 𝑃𝑎𝐸(𝑡 + 1), attacker will attack and the defender
will protect. When 𝑔(𝑡) > (𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏)𝐸(𝑡 + 1) and𝐶𝑑 ≥ 𝑃𝑎𝐸(𝑡 + 1), attacker will attack and the defender
will not protect.
Because 𝑔(𝑡) > (𝑃𝑎−𝑃𝑏)𝐸(𝑡+1), thatmeans the profit
of this attack is higher than the loss caused by the
discovery of the attack, so the best choice for attackers
is attacking whatever the defending choice is. But
in terms of the defender, under this circumstance, if
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Table 2: Payoff in the multiplayer evolutionary game.

Protect Not protect
Attack 𝐺𝐷𝐴 , −𝐺𝐷𝐴 − 𝐶𝑑 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 , −𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴
Not attack 𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴, −𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 − 𝐶𝑑 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴 , −𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴

𝐶𝑑 < 𝑃𝑎𝐸(𝑡 + 1), the defender will defend, but if 𝐶𝑑 ≥𝑃𝑎𝐸(𝑡 + 1), that means the defending cost is higher
than the loss caused by being attacked, so defender
will not protect.

(3) At some time 𝑡, when 0 < 𝑔(𝑡) ≤ (𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏)𝐸(𝑡 + 1)
and𝐶𝑑 ≥ 𝑃𝑎𝐸(𝑡+1), the defender will not protect and
the attacker will attack.
Because 𝐶𝑑 < 𝑃𝑎𝐸(𝑡 + 1) and 𝑃𝑎 > 𝑃𝑏, so −𝐺𝐷𝐴 − 𝐶𝑑 <−𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 and −𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 − 𝐶𝑑 < −𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴 ; due to the high cost
of protection, the defender will not defend whatever
the attacking choice is. Under this circumstance, the
attacker will choose attack.

(4) At some time 𝑡, when 0 < 𝑔(𝑡) ≤ (𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏)𝐸(𝑡 + 1)
and𝐶𝑑 < 𝑃𝑏𝐸(𝑡+1), the defender will protect and the
attacker will not attack.
Because 𝐶𝑑 < 𝑃𝑏𝐸(𝑡 + 1) and 𝑃𝑎 > 𝑃𝑏, so −𝐺𝐷𝐴 −
𝐶𝑑 > −𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 and −𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 − 𝐶𝑑 > −𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴 ; due to the low
cost of protection, the defender will defend whatever
the attacking choice is. Under this circumstance, the
attacker will not choose attack.

(5) At some time 𝑡, when 0 < 𝑔(𝑡) ≤ (𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏)𝐸(𝑡 + 1)
and 𝑃𝑏𝐸(𝑡 + 1) < 𝐶𝑑 < 𝑃𝑎𝐸(𝑡 + 1), there is no pure
Nash equilibrium, but only mixed Nash equilibrium;
that is, the attacker will attack with the probability of(𝐶𝑑 −𝑃𝑏𝐸(𝑡+1))/((𝑃𝑎 −𝑃𝑏)𝐸(𝑡+1)), and the defender
will defendwith the probability of𝑔(𝑡)/((𝑃𝑎−𝑃𝑏)𝐸(𝑡+1)).
We use 𝑋 to denote the probability of attack for the
attacker and 𝑌 to denote the probability of defending.
So the expected utility function of the attacker is

𝑈𝐴 = 𝑋 [𝑌𝐺𝐷𝐴 + (1 − 𝑌)𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 ]
+ (1 − 𝑋) [𝑌𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 + (1 − 𝑌)𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴] ,

𝑈𝐷 = 𝑌 [𝑋 (−𝐺𝐷𝐴 − 𝐶𝑑) + (1 − 𝑋) (−𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 − 𝐶𝑑)]
+ (1 − 𝑌) [𝑋 (−𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 ) + (1 − 𝑋) (−𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴)] .

(10)

Differentiate the above-mentioned function:

𝜕𝑈𝐴𝜕𝑋 = [𝑌𝐺𝐷𝐴 + (1 − 𝑌)𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 ]
− [𝑌𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 + (1 − 𝑌)𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴] .

(11)

Let 𝜕𝑈𝐴/𝜕𝑋 = 0; we get
𝑌 = 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴 − 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴𝐺𝐷𝐴 + 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴 − 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 − 𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 = 𝑔 (𝑡)

(𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏) 𝐸 (𝑡 + 1) . (12)

Similarly,

𝜕𝑈𝐷𝜕𝑌 = [𝑋 (−𝐺𝐷𝐴 − 𝐶𝑑) + (1 − 𝑋) (−𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 − 𝐶𝑑)]
− [𝑋 (−𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 ) + (1 − 𝑋) (−𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴)] .

(13)

Let 𝜕𝑈𝐷/𝜕𝑌 = 0; we get
𝑋 = 𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴 − 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴 + 𝐶𝑑−𝐺𝐷𝐴 − 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝑁𝐴 + 𝐺𝑁𝐷𝐴 + 𝐺𝐷𝑁𝐴

= 𝐶𝑑 − 𝑃𝑏𝐸 (𝑡 + 1)
(𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑏) 𝐸 (𝑡 + 1) .

(14)

5.2.Measure theNetwork Security Using theNash Equilibrium.
After calculating the Nash equilibrium for each subgame, we
use this result as a reference for the safety measurement of
unknown threat.

At any time 𝑡, for the 𝑗th node in the target, let non-
negative vector 𝑝𝑗(𝑡) = [𝑝𝑗,1(𝑡), . . . , 𝑝𝑗,𝐾𝑗(𝑡)]𝑇 denote the
probability distribution of𝐾𝑗 unknown vulnerabilities, where𝑝𝑗,𝑚(𝑡) ∈ [0, 1], 𝑚 = 1, . . . , 𝐾𝑗, and 𝑝𝑗,𝑚(𝑡) represents the
probability of 𝑚th resource being used by the attacker. So we
can compute the probability that the node 𝑗 is being attacked
at time 𝑡:

𝑃𝑗 (𝑡) = 1 −
𝐾𝑗∏
𝑛=1

(1 − 𝑝𝑗,𝑛 (𝑡)) . (15)

Assume 𝑃(𝑡) = [𝑃1(𝑡), 𝑃2(𝑡), . . . , 𝑃𝑞(𝑡)]𝑇 which models
the attack probability distribution of all nodes in the target;𝑊(𝑡) = [𝑤1(𝑡), 𝑤2(𝑡), . . . , 𝑤𝑞(𝑡)] represent the weight of each
node in the target. We use 𝑆(𝑡) to denote the final result of the
security measurement:

𝑆 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑗 (𝑡) ⋅ 𝑊 (𝑡) = 𝑞∑
𝑛=1

𝑃𝑛 (𝑡) ⋅ 𝑤𝑛 (𝑡) . (16)

From the above equation we can see that the higher the
value of 𝑆(𝑡), the greater the threat level. In next section, we
will show how to calculate this score in detail.

6. Experiment

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed evolutionary
games by synthetic data set. All experiments are conducted
on aWindows 7 systemwith Intel Core i7-6700 3.4GHzCPUs
and 8G memory.

Exp1: Numbers of Subgames.We first conduct our experiment
and observe the total number of subgames. We provide
ten types of gain functions with vary monotonicity and
codomain. We set the lifecycle of each resource as 20 (for
each subgame, it equals 1), and the total number of subgames
for the beginning is 12000 (different attackers may keep
the same resource), distributed at a 200 ∗ 100 matrix. The
numbers of new joins can be regarded as a statistic process
obeying Gaussian distribution. We pick different 𝑃𝑎 and 𝑃𝑏
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(a) 𝐶𝑎 = 𝑔(𝑡)/2; new = 2000
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(b) 𝐶𝑎 = 𝑔(𝑡)/3; new = 2000
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(c) 𝐶𝑎 = 𝑔(𝑡)/4; new = 2000
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(d) 𝐶𝑎 = 𝑔(𝑡)/2; new = 4000
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(e) 𝐶𝑎 = 𝑔(𝑡)/3; new = 4000
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(f) 𝐶𝑎 = 𝑔(𝑡)/4; new = 4000

Figure 3: Numbers of resources with varying parameters 𝐶𝑎 and newdis.

to see whether the number could get stable with different
number of new joins. Figure 3 shows the total number of
subgames where the average of new joins equals 2000 and
4000; meanwhile, we set different attack cost.

We can see that the number of subgames can get stable in
all these six experiments. We also can see there are so many
factors that affect the number of subgames during the game.
For example, different attack cost values lead to different
experimental results. The average number in Figure 3(a) is
higher than that in Figures 3(b) and 3(c).This is becausewhen
the cost of the attack is too high, the attacker’s probability
of attack will drop drastically, so the probability of being
discovered is relatively lower. We can also find that when 𝑃𝑏
equals 0.1 (notated as the black line and blue line), the number
is greater than those where 𝑃𝑏 equals 0.2 (the red line and
pink line). This is because the greater 𝑃𝑏 is, the greater the
number of discovered vulnerabilities is. However, compared
with 𝑃𝑏, the difference of 𝑃𝑎 does not have a major impact on
the change of total number.That is reasonable because during
the whole game process, the probability of attack is much less
than the probability of waiting, so the impact of 𝑃𝑎 is much
less.

Exp2: Measure the Network Security Using the Attack Prob-
abilities. After calculating the attack probability for each
vulnerability at each time, we use these results as important
references to measure the network security. This experiment
aims to show how to measure the network security using
the attack probabilities. Due to the space limitation, it is
impossible to list all the nodes and the attack probabilities
of the game, so we use a lite version to explain our method.
We assume that the target has seven nodes and each node
has at least one vulnerability. Table 3 lists the probabilities
of these nodes at the certain time period. The attack prob-
ability for each vulnerability is computed through the game
Nash equilibrium, and the attack probability for each node,
recorded as “tot” in the table, is computed through (15). From
the table we can see that, for some vulnerability, the attack
probability decreased to zero and never increase, such as the
vulnerability 2 in node 1, which means this vulnerability had
been fixed at certain time. And for some other vulnerability,
the attack probability stayed at zero for a period and then
increased such as vulnerability 2 in node 2, which means
the vulnerability is newly discovered at time 𝑡6. We take
node 1 as an example; there are total 2 vulnerabilities, and at
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time 𝑡1, we compute each probability of vulnerability being
exploited, that is, 0.25 and 0.06. After that we compute the
probability of node 1 being attacked, that is, 0.3. Similarly,
we can get the probability of being attacked for each node
at time 𝑡1. Finally, we measure the network security through
(16) and the final score of the system at time 𝑡1 to 𝑡10 is shown
in Table 4.

7. Conclusion

This paper focuses on measuring the network security with
unknown threats. Although there are a lot of research studies
on network security metrics, most of them are not ideal
when faced with unknown threats. To help administrator
have a better understanding about the potential zero-day
attack, we analyzed the behavior of attackers and predict
their attack timing. Due to the stealth and persistence feature,
we modeled the zero-day attack as a long-term game. We
specified and computed all the key parameters during the
game and then got the Nash equilibrium for each subgame.
We use these results as important references to measure the
network security. The experiment showed the efficiency of
our approach.

Main Parameters and Descriptions

𝐶𝑖𝑎: Attacking cost𝐶𝑑: Defending cost𝑃𝑎: Real passive-defending capability of the
administrator𝑃𝑏: Real initiative-defending capability of the
administrator𝑃𝑖𝑎(𝑡): The estimation of administrator’s
passive-defense capability at time 𝑡𝑃𝑖𝑏(𝑡): The estimation of administrator’s
initiative-defense capability at time 𝑡𝐿: Resource lifecycle𝑔𝑖𝑛(𝑡): The gain function of time for certain
attacker 𝑛𝐸𝑖𝑛(𝑡): Profit expectation from time 𝑡 to the end
of lifecycle.
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The rapid development of communication and network technologies including mobile networks and GPS presents new
characteristics of OSNs. These new characteristics pose extra requirements on the access control schemes of OSNs, which cannot
be satisfied by relationship-based access control currently. In this paper, we propose a hybrid access control model (HAC) which
leverages attributes and relationships to control access to resources. A new policy specification language is developed to define
policies considering the relationships and attributes of users. A path checking algorithm is proposed to figure out whether paths
between two users can fit in with the hybrid policy. We develop a prototype system and demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
model.

1. Introduction

Online social networks (OSNs) have attracted widespread
popularity nowadays. Users can conveniently share personal
information with friends via OSNs. More than 300 hours
of videos are uploaded to YouTube and nearly 25 million
photos are posted to Instagram every minute [1]. Consid-
ering the fact that sensitive information may be leaked,
the protection of users’ privacy becomes a challenging task.
To address this problem, researchers have proposed the
relationship-based access control (ReBAC)mechanism [2–5].
Resource owners specify access control policies on the basis
of relationships between individual users. Bymaintaining the
balance between ease of use and flexibility, ReBAC has been
commonly applied in real OSN systems. It has also been
recognized as one of the most straightforward and useful
ways in protecting user’s privacy.

With the development of mobile technologies, plenty of
smart devices are connected to the network. These devices
may generate a large amount of private information, such as
location and health status, and then share the information
through OSNs [6]. In general, mobile technology contributes
the following features to the online social networks.

(i) More andmore privacy information collected through
smart mobile devices may be uploaded to online social
networks.

(ii) Privacy information collected by smartmobile devices
can be used for access control scheme of OSNs.

These features have brought about new challenges for
access control schemes of online social networks. For exam-
ple, Alice is shopping at Bergdorf Goodman in New York.
She has recorded a video of the megamall with her Google
glasses and published it in OSN to see if any female friends
can give her some pieces of advice in choosing cosmetics.
Perhaps some of her friends nearby may come to have lunch
together. She does not want every friend to know what
she is doing now, so friends who do not live in New York
will not be granted access to this video. The widely used
relationship-based access control methods cannot describe
the attribute “location: in New York” and cannot meet Alice’s
needs. To provide finer-grained access control over private
data generated by wearable devices or m-health, researchers
should take attributes such as location, profession, and gender
into consideration.

The access control mechanism named UURACA [4]
was the first mechanism that took attributes of users into
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consideration. Better expression ability and finer-grained
access control policies are characteristic of it. However, the
attribute-based policy is separated from the relationship-
based one. In other words, the policy of UURACA falls into
two parts: the relationship-based policy and the attribute-
based policy. For this reason, UURACA canmerely figure out
common attributes of one or several users on the relationship
path instead of specifically identifying different attribute of
different users.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid access control model
based on both attribute and relationship. It designs a new
language of policy specification to specify policies based on
attributes and relationships. Compared with the study of
Cheng et al. [4], the policy specification language is char-
acteristic of better expression effectiveness and easier usage.
It presents detailed instructions on the policy specification
language and several application examples. A path checking
algorithm is proposed to find out whether paths between two
users involved in OSNs would fit in with the attribute-based
policy. The path checking algorithm is implemented to con-
duct experiments to validate the feasibility and performance
of the scheme.

2. Related Work

As large amounts of private personal data are created by
Web 2.0 applications, Carrie [7] summarized four techni-
cal requirements of access control mechanisms for social
networks based on Web 2.0 technologies. He emphasized
that the access control mechanisms for Web 2.0-based social
networks should have characteristics of relationship-based,
fine-grained, interoperability, and sticky policies and named
it relationship-based access control (ReBAC).

To meet these requirements and protect privacy of
social network users, researchers have proposed a variety of
access control mechanisms for OSNs. These mechanisms are
broadly divided into three categories. Methods of the first
type leverage relationships between users and resources to
constrain the access of privacy information. Some researchers
introduce modal and hybrid logic into their access control
model of OSNs. Others make use of cryptography to prevent
unwanted access.

Most access control schemes made use of various rela-
tionships between users and resources to protect sensitive
information inOSNs. In [8], the authors tried to define access
control policies based on the type, depth, and trust level of
relationships between web-based social networks (WBSNs)
users. They proposed an access control model for WBSNs
which is characterized by using certificates for verifying
the authenticity of relationships and enforcing a rule-based
access control approach at the client side. Carminati et al. [9]
extended themechanismpresented in [8] by providing details
on the enforcement of the access control model.They defined
two protocols to verify the authenticity of relationships and
analyzed the security of them. In [10, 11], Carminati et al.
leveraged OWL, SWRL, and semantic web technologies to
express filtering, administration, and authorization policies.
They proposed an access control model to describe the rela-
tionships between users and resources. A relationship-based

access control model was proposed by Cheng et al. [12]
which utilized user-to-user, user-to-resource, and resource-
to-resource relationships to define access control policies. It
can be used to capture controls of administrative activities
of users together with other normal usage activities. In
[13], the authors presented an object-to-object relationship-
based access control model (OOReBAC) which leveraged
relationships between objects to control access of them. In
[14], the authors presented a graph-based access control
model which can be used in various systems, not just social
networks. It introduced concepts of path conditions and
principal matching and has better policy expression ability
and request evaluation efficiency.

With the development of semantic web technology, some
researchers considered using modal and hybrid logic in their
access control schemes of OSNs. Masoumzadeh and Joshi
[15] presented a scheme of access control based on ontology
that can be used on semantic web-based social networks
to support both system and user policies. Fong et al. [16]
formalized the privacy preservationmechanismof Facebook-
style social network systems and proposed an access control
model for them.The policies of this model are able to express
access control requirements such as common friends and
clique. Fong [17] defined a modal logic-based language to
specify and do composition of ReBAC policies. He presented
a case study of EHR systems to prove that ReBAC can be used
in application domains other than social computing. In [3],
the authors demonstrated that policy language proposed in
[17] was incomplete and it was unable to express all ReBAC
policies.They extended the policy language of [17] to identify
vertex and support for disjoint intermediaries and proved it
to be representationally complete. As an extension of modal
logic, Bruns et al. [18] utilized hybrid logic to specify policies
and enforce access control decisions in relationship-based
access control approach. A fragment of hybrid logic was used
to express complex relationship-based access control policies
such as “at least three friends”. Several other works [19–21]
also utilized the hybrid logic to support better expression
capacity of access control needs.

Researchers then considered adopting cryptography and
other technologies to the access control mechanisms of
OSNs. Anwar and Fong [22] designed a visualization tool
to show the result of policy configurations. In [23], the
authors presented an access control mechanism to pro-
tect textual contents in online social networks which is
enforced to be transparent to content publishers and readers.
The proposed system leveraged automatic semantic anno-
tation to analyze the semantics of the contents in order to
generate different versions according to types of readers.
Apart from relationship-based access control mechanisms,
other works concentrated on security protocols that leverage
cryptographic techniques to achieve access control goals
[24–30].

3. HAC Model Foundation

This section presents the foundation of HAC, including the
attributes in OSN, the social graph with attributes, and the
model components.
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Figure 1: A sample social graph.

3.1. Attributes in OSN. Most of the recent access control
schemes for OSNmake access control decision based on rela-
tionships. By considering the relationships only, data owners
cannot make proper access control policies based on location
and time. Recent studies have shown that attribute-based
access control (ABAC) can provide flexible and fine-grained
access control in dynamic distributed systems [31–34]. As
only the attributes of the subject, object, and environment are
considered, most current solutions of typical ABAC schemes
cannot be directly used inOSNs. Relationship of users should
also be checked here. When registering an OSN account,
users are always required to submit personal information,
such as name and gender. This personal information is
recognized as profile attribute, which can be used to define
policies.

Attributes are categorized into profile attributes and
relationship attributes in HAC.

Profile Attribute. Profile attribute contains information of
environment and identity, or characteristics of users. In
HAC, profile attributes fall into two types: user-defined
attribute and objective attribute. The user-defined attributes
are specified by the profile owner, such as gender, name, job,
hometown, and hobbies. In contrast, the objective attributes
are gained or defined by the OSN systems, such as time,
location, and IP address.

Relationship Attribute. Relationship attribute is used to
describe type, weight, and other information of relationships
in OSNs.

3.2. Social Graph with Attributes. As shown in Figure 1, the
researchers use a directed labeled simple graph 𝐺 to abstract
anOSN.The nodes of𝐺 represent users while edges represent
the relationships between them. Each user is associated
with a profile containing his profile attributes. Relationships
between users are noted as relationship attributes. The social
graph ofHACcontains two types of information: (1) users and
their profile attributes and (2) relationship attributes between
the users.

The researchers use a triple 𝐺 = ⟨𝑁, Σ, 𝐸⟩ to describe the
social graph in an OSN.

𝑁 = {⟨𝑢, 𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟 g𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝⟩ | 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟 g𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 ∈ 𝑃}
denotes the set of nodes (or vertices) of the graph, containing
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Figure 2: Model overview.

profile attribute information of users in anOSN.𝑈 represents
user set while 𝑃 is the set of profile attributes.

∑ = {𝑟1, 𝑟2, . . . , 𝑟𝑛} is the set of relationship attributes,
each element of which represents a relationship attribute.

𝐸 = 𝑁 × 𝑁 × ∑ is the set of edges in the social
graph, representing relationship attributes between users in
the OSN.

3.3. HAC Model Components. Figure 2 shows the conceptual
diagram of HAC. Model components are access requester,
target user, access requester attribute, target user attribute,
environment attribute, sessions of access requester and target
user, policy, authorization, and social graph.

Access requester (𝑢𝑎) is a registered human being who
may initiate an access request to a profile or a resource of
a target user in the OSN. Each access requester has a set
of attributes (𝑎𝑎) to describe his personal information, such
as gender, name, job, and hometown. Target user (𝑢𝑡) is
a registered human being whose profile or resource is the
recipient of access. Each target user is also related to a set
of attributes (𝑎𝑡). Environment attribute (𝑎𝑒) represents envi-
ronment information used in access control procedure, such
as time, location, and IP address. Session of access requester
(𝑠𝑎) is an active instance of an access requester logged into
the OSN system while session of target user (𝑠𝑡) represents
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the active instance of a target user. Policy (𝑝) is defined by
the target user based on various attributes governing the
access of his profile or resources. According to different kinds
of attributes, policies are categorized into profile attribute-
based policy and relationship attribute-based policy. Social
graph (𝐺) describes the relationships between users on social
networks. It is denoted as a directed labeled simple graph.
Authorization is an abstract function with attributes, request,
social graph, and policy as inputs. It makes a decision to grant
or deny the access of the target user. Request represents an
access requester’s initiation of access. It is described as a tuple
⟨𝑢𝑎, operation, target⟩, where 𝑢𝑎 is the access requester, target
may be a profile or resource of the target user, and operation
represents the access that can be performed on targets.

4. HAC Policy Specification and Evaluation

In this section, the researchers present policy language, policy
specification, and the policy evaluation of HAC.

4.1. Policy Language. Policy of HAC is defined by the target
user. It constrains the profile and relationship attributes of
users along the relationship path. The policy language is
defined as follows.

(i) 𝑁 and 𝐸 are user (or node) set and relationship (or
edge) set, respectively.

(ii) 𝑃𝑁 = {𝑛1, 𝑛2, . . . , 𝑛𝑠} (1 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑆) is the profile
attribute name set for users (or nodes), where 𝑆 is the number
of profile attribute names.

(iii) 𝑃𝑉 = {V1, V2, . . . , V𝑚} (1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑀) is the predefined
profile attribute value set for users (or nodes), where 𝑀 is the
number of profile attribute values.

(iv) 𝑅𝐴 = {𝑟1, 𝑟2, . . . , 𝑟𝑘} (1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐾) is the predefined
attribute set for relationships (or edges), where 𝐾 denotes the
number of relationship attributes.

(v) 𝐴𝑇(𝑛) and 𝐴𝑇(𝑒) are attributes of node 𝑛 and edge 𝑒,
respectively. 𝐴𝑇(𝑛) ∈ 𝑃𝑁 × 𝑃𝑉 is a binary relation on sets
𝑃𝑁 and 𝑃𝑉, and 𝐴𝑇(𝑒) ∈ 𝑅𝐴. The node attribute is a profile
attribute while the edge attribute is a relationship attribute.

Profile attribute of a node is a binary relation on profile
attribute name set and profile attribute value set. A profile
attribute-based policy rule is composed of a profile attribute
name, a relationship specifier, and a profile attribute value as
shown below.

(i) profile attribute name, 𝐴𝑇(𝑛), profile attribute value.
Note that the profile attribute-based policy rule is spec-

ified by the data owner. For example, policy rule 𝑅1 says,
“the current user’s profession must be teacher”. Policy rule
𝑅2 requests the current user to be an adult.

R1: profession = “teacher”
R2: age > 18
A complete attribute-based policy rule is composed of

one relationship attribute and several profile attributes as
shown below.

(i) [𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒1, (𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒11; . . . ; 𝑝𝑟𝑜-
𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒1𝑛)] . . . [relationship 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒ℎ, (profile
𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒ℎ1; . . . ; 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒ℎ𝑛)]

For example, 𝑅3 indicates that “the requester must be a
teacher living in New York, and he should be a friend of the

Table 1: Grammar for path sentences.

path sentence& path word | path word connector path word
connector& ∨ | ∧

path word& “(” path “,” hop count “)”
hop count& num
Path& attr specs | attr specs path
attr specs& “[” rel attr “,” pro attr group “]”
rel attr& 𝑟1 | 𝑟2 | .. | 𝑟𝑘 | 𝑅𝐴 where 𝑅𝐴 = {𝑟1, 𝑟2, . . . , 𝑟𝑘}

pro attr group& pro attr pair | pro attr pair pro attr group
pro attr pair& “(” pro attr name “,” pro attr value “)”
pro attr name& 𝑛1 | 𝑛2 | .. | 𝑛𝑙 | PN where 𝑃𝑁 = {𝑛1, 𝑛2, . . . , 𝑛𝑙}

pro attr value& V1 | V2 | .. | V𝑚 | PV where 𝑃𝑉 = {V1, V2, . . . , V𝑚}
num& [0 - 9]+

data owner”. 𝑅4 specifies a rule saying that “only the adult
male colleagues of the owner can access the resource”. In 𝑅5,
the relationship attribute is not used and it is shown as “-
”, which indicates that the relationship is not constrained.
𝑅5 requires that the location of the requester should be
London and the access time must between 2017-09-05 and
2017-10-05.

R3: [𝑓, (occupation = “teacher”; howetown = “NewYork”)]

R4: [𝑐, (gender = “male”; age > 18)]

R5: [-, (time ∈ “2017-09-05: 2017-10-05”; location = “Lon-
don”)]

4.2. Policy Specification. Policies are evaluated according to
the paths between the access requester and the target user
in social graph. The access control policy is composed of
an operation and a path sentence. As shown in Table 1, the
syntax of the path sentence is definedwithBackus-Naur Form
(BNF).

A path sentence consists of several path words that are
connected by connectors. Every path word is composed
of path and hopcount. The path specifies the relationships
from the access requester to the target user. The hopcount
represents the maximal number of edges along the path.

Unlike UURAC and UURACA, our path is aiming at
expressing policies based on attributes. The researchers use
relationship attribute and profile attribute to express the
restriction on users and the relationship between them.

Several examples are given to show how to use hybrid
rules to express the access control need in OSNs.

Example 1 (relationship attribute and profile attribute policy).
If Jim wants to allow some users to access his photos, those
users should share a common friend named “Jack” with him
and their occupation must be doctor. He can specify a policy
like this:

P1: ⟨photo access, ([𝑓, (name = “Jack”)] [𝑓, (occupation =
“Doctor”;)], 2)⟩

If Jim wants to show his photos to his friend Jack or his
colleagues who are interested in medicine, the policy can be
specified as below:
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(1) for all (attr specs) of path
(2) path reg exp = path reg exp + attr spec.rel attr
(3) if (attr specs) is the last one on the path then
(4) return path reg exp
(5) else
(6) break

Algorithm 1: RegularExpressionTrans(path).

P2: ⟨photo access, ([𝑓, (name = “Jack”)], 1) ∨ ([𝑐, (interest
= “medicine”)], 1)⟩

For P1, the system has to figure out the basic path (𝑓𝑓, 2)
according to the social graph and examine profile attributes
of users along the path. If the access requester is a doctor and
he has a common friend named “Jack” with Jim, he may get
the permission. For P2, two kinds of access requesters can get
the permission. First, the user’s name is equal to “Jack”, and
an (𝑓, 1) path is found between him and Jim. Second, the user
is interested in medicine and there is a (𝑐, 1) path in the social
graph between him and Jim.

For each policy, the last attribute spec restrains the
attributes of the access requester.

Example 2 (relationship attribute policy). Profile attributes
of the following policy are empty. The policy specifies that
coworkers of Jim’s friends can access his profile. Policies like
this can capture UURAC policies.

P3: ⟨profile access, ([𝑓, (-)][𝑐, (-)], 2)⟩

4.3. Policy Evaluation. Algorithms of policy evaluation are
presented in this section. The algorithms are used to eval-
uate whether the access requests should be granted. The
algorithms have to find a required path between the access
requester and the target user according to the social graph.
The required path found in the social graph may ensure that
the relationships between the access requester and the target
user can satisfy the hybrid policy.

Regular Expression Transformation Procedure. Relationship
attributes can be extracted from the path to form a regular
expression as shown in Algorithm 1. For a path (attr specs
| attr specs path), the algorithm traverses each attribute
specification in the path and gets the relation attribute.
All relation attributes are then catenated to be a regular
expression which is used to match the paths in the social
graph.

Path Checking Algorithm. Algorithm 2 shows the path check-
ing method of HAC. It takes the social graph 𝐺, the path,
the number of relationship attributes’ limit hopcount, the
source node start, and the target node end as input. It returns
a Boolean value, of which the output T means the access
request will be granted and F means denied. Here, the source
node start and the target node end represent the target user
and the access requester, respectively.

Similar to [8], the path checking method leverages a
depth first search (DFS) to find the proper path in the social

(1) currentPath ← NIL; ℎ ← 0
(2) nodeHistory ← start
(3) path reg exp ← RegularExpressionTrans(path)
(4) if ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ̸= 0 then
(5) return ADFS(start)

Algorithm 2: PathCheck (G, path, hopcount, start, end).

graph. Without the limit of hopcount, DFS may search along
a path in the social graph too deep to find the proper path.
Operations in OSNs always occur between the people with
close relationships. Limited with hopcount, DFS is suitable
for our model.The researchers improve the DFS to cope with
profile attribute check and name it ADFS.

The variable currentPath is used to hold the node
sequence traversed from the source node start to the current
node. Variable ℎ is used to tell if the currentPath exceeds the
limit of hopcount. All nodes traversed are recorded by variable
nodeHistory. These variables are initialized with NIL, 0, and
the source node start, respectively. The main procedure gets
regular expression of relationship attributes through Regu-
larExpressionTrans(path).Then, it launches traversal function
ADFS() with parameter start to find out if the proper path
exists in the social graph.

The function ADFS() is shown in Algorithm 3. It takes 𝑢
as the only parameter. If the algorithm takes a further step
from the node 𝑢 and makes ℎ + 1 bigger than the hopcount,
it returns F. Otherwise, the further step is legal. ADFS() picks
up one edge (𝑢, V, 𝜎) starting with node 𝑢 in the social graph.
Then, the algorithm faces five cases. For if 1, the current target
node V belongs to the variable currentPath. This means that
the edge (𝑢, V, 𝜎) has been visited.The algorithm breaks from
the loop. For if 2, the node V is unvisited and it is exactly the
target node end.ADFS() first checks whether the relationship
attribute of the current edge (𝑢, V, 𝜎) is equal to the 𝑑th
regular expression of relationship attributes extracted from
the attribute-based access control policy. If not, the algorithm
breaks. Otherwise, it means that the path between start and
end matching the regular expression is found. If the profile
attribute of node V fits the requirement of the attribute-based
access control policy, the algorithm sets ℎ to be ℎ + 1 and
concatenates the edge to currentPath.Then, it saves the node V
in nodeHistory. In if 3, the node V is unvisited, and it is exactly
the target node end. But the relationship attribute of the
current edge (𝑢, V) is not equal to the ℎth regular expression
of relationship attributes extracted from the attribute-based
access control policy. The algorithm will break from the
current loop. In if 4, node V is unvisited and it is not the
target node end. The relationship 𝜎 is not path reg exp[h],
and the algorithm breaks from if 4. In if 5, node V is unvisited,
and it is not the target node end. The relationship attribute
of the current edge (𝑢, V, 𝜎) is equal to the 𝑑th regular
expression of relationship attributes. The algorithm sets ℎ
to be ℎ + 1, concatenates (𝑢, V, 𝜎) to currentPath, sets V to
be currentNode, and saves the current node to nodeHistory.
Then, the function ADFS() is called recursively from node V.
If a matching path is found, the algorithm will return T from
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(1) if ℎ + 1 > hopcount then
(2) return F
(3) else
(4) for all (V, 𝜎) where (𝑢, V, 𝜎) in 𝐺 do
(5) if 1 (V ∈ currentPath)
(6) break
(7) if 2 ((V ∉ currentPath) && (V = end))
(8) if (path reg exp[ℎ] != 𝜎) then
(9) break
(10) if (! match (path.attre spec[ℎ].pro attr group, v.pro atr group)) then
(11) break
(12) ℎ ← ℎ + 1; currentPah ← currentPath.(𝑢, V, 𝜎)
(13) currentNode ← V
(14) nodeHistory ← nodeHistory.(currentNode)
(15) return T
(16) if 3 ((V ∉ currentPath) && (V = end) && (path reg exp[ℎ] != 𝜎))
(17) break
(18) if 4 ((V ∉ currentPath) && (V ̸= end) && (path reg exp[ℎ] != 𝜎))
(19) break
(20) if 5 ((V ∉ currentPath) && (V ̸= end) && (path reg exp[ℎ] = 𝜎))
(21) ℎ = ℎ + 1; currentPath ← currentPath.(𝑢, V, 𝜎)
(22) currentNode ← V
(23) nodeHistory ← nodeHistory.(currentNode)
(24) if (ADFS(V)) then
(25) return T
(26) else
(27) break
(28) if ℎ = 0 then
(29) return F
(30) else
(31) ℎ = ℎ − 1; currentPath ← currentPath\(𝑢, V, 𝜎)
(32) nodeHistory ← nodeHistory\currentNode
(33) return F

Algorithm 3: ADFS(𝑢).

if 5. Otherwise, the algorithm will set ℎ to be ℎ − 1, remove
(𝑢, V, 𝜎) from currentPath, remove V from nodeHistory, and
move to another edge from node 𝑢.

The algorithmwill test all paths from start to end. If any of
them fits the access control policy, the algorithm will return
T. Otherwise, it may return F as the depth of each path which
will be checked is constrained by hopcount. We use min and
max to represent the minimum and maximum out degree of
node on the social graph, respectively. The time complexity
of this algorithm will fall into the range of 𝑂(𝑚𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡) and
𝑂(𝑚𝑎𝑥ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡).The check of profile attribute will bring about
extra overhead to the algorithm. In the first experiment, we
evaluated this overheadwhich proved it to be acceptable.This
experiment is presented in Section 5. So, the path checking
algorithm of HAC is effective.

5. Implementation

This section presents the implementation of the path check-
ing algorithm. Five sets of experiments are arranged to test the
usability and performance of the algorithm. The researchers
implement the algorithm in Java and store the social graph
and sample access control policies in MySQL databases. All

the experiments are conducted on a machine with 4GB
memory and an Intel quad-core CPU at 3.6GHz which runs
the operating system of an Ubuntu 12.04 image.

5.1. Datasets. When selecting datasets in the organization
of the experiments, there are two choices as reported in
[35]: public available real datasets and synthetic datasets.
As collected from real-world OSN systems, most of the
public available datasets do not considermultiple relationship
types or attribute information [36]. In order to meet the
requirements, this necessary information should be added
manually. However, if the dataset is modified, it may no
longer present user behaviors [36]. Hence, synthetic dataset
is a better choice for us in this evaluation. The researchers
generate a random regular graphwith 𝑛 nodes, and each node
has a fixed number of edges. Graphs with different nodes
and edges can be created by changing parameters 𝑛 and 𝑑
according to the need of the experiments.

In the first experiment, to evaluate the effect of attribute
evaluation on performance of the algorithm, the researchers
test the time of ADFS to make an access control decision and
compare it with the one without attribute support described
in [36] (DFS). To do this, the researchers comment out the
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Figure 3: Time of path checking.

code of the profile attribute match. As discussed in [36], 𝑛
is set to be 1000. On average, main users of Facebook have
173.6 friends as described in [37]. Then, the researchers set
that each node has 174 randomly selected neighbors. Only
one relationship attribute is considered in this experiment.
Five profile attributes, such as user name, gender, career, date
of birth, and hometown, are assigned to each node. The user
names are set to be different from each other. The gender of
each user is randomly selected from male and female. The
researchers collected twenty different careers in the career
set which are randomly assigned to each user in the social
graph. The date of birth is randomly chosen between 1927
and 2007. The hometown of each node is randomly selected
from a location set which includes twenty cities. Two sets
of experiments are arranged. One set returns the true and
the other returns the false. Each 4-hopcount policy runs
five times over the two algorithms on 1000 nodes randomly
selected from the node set. The average value of those 5000
runs is the final result.

Before the path checking algorithm is invoked, the rela-
tionship attributes should be extracted from the path to form
a regular expression by the regular expression transformation
procedure. This procedure is also called preprocessing. In
order to confirm that the policy language is appropriate
to be used in an attribute-based access control model, the
researchers should make sure that the preprocessing would
not take too much time compared with the ADFS algorithm.
So, the time of preprocessing is evaluated in the second
experiment where the parameters are set to be the same as
those in the first experiment.

In the near future, OSNs may support more than one
type of relationship. To evaluate if HAC can meet the access
control needs of multiple types of relationships in OSNs, in
the third experiment, the researchers discuss the variety of
time with the increase of the relationship attribute types. The
number of relationship attribute types varies from 1 to 8.
Other parameters are the same as in the first experiment.

To evaluate how the scale of OSN will impact the
performance of the algorithm, in the fourth experiment,
the researchers test the variety of time with the number of
nodes in the social graph. The number of nodes is set to
be 1000, 2000, 5000, and 20000, respectively. The rest of the
parameters are the same as in the first experiment.

To evaluate how he density of OSN will impact the
performance of the algorithm, in the last experiment, the
researchers examine the variety of time with the number of
neighbors.The number of neighbors is set to be 100, 174, 200,
and 500, respectively.The social graph becomes denser as the
number grows. Other parameters are kept consistent with the
first experiment.

5.2. Performance. DFS and ADFS algorithms are compared
in the first experiment.The researchers consider four policies
with different numbers of relationship attributes (hopcount)
which varied from 1 to 4. Figure 3 presents the result of the
experiment. It takes slightly more time for ADFS to make an
access control decision than DFS does, as ADFS takes profile
attribute check after finding a qualified relationship attribute.
More relationship attributes mean more profile attributes
should be checked. So, the time gap of those two algorithms
increases as the number of relationship attributes grows. The
slight increase of time in ADFS is acceptable, as the use of the
profile attribute makes access control policy more powerful.
In the false case experiments, it takes significantly more time
to finish the path evaluation as more paths in the social graph
have to be checked.

Figure 4 presents the result of the second experiment. It
shows a comparison of the time of preprocessing and ADFS
algorithm. Both of them increase along with the number
of hopcounts. For each hopcount, the time of preprocessing
is nearly a tenth of ADFS. This result is acceptable which
indicates that the policy language is appropriate to be used
in an attribute-based access control model.
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Figure 5: Time of path checking versus types (hopcount = 4).

The result of the third experiment is shown in Figure 5.
Since people always tend to share information with friends
within a close distance, 4-hopcount policies are used here.
In both true and false cases, the time of ADFS to make
access control decision increases linearly with the number
of relationship attribute types. It reaches the peak value as
4 types of relationship attributes exist in the social graph. A
larger number of relationship attributes may not affect the
time of policy check as 4-hopcount policies are used in the
experiment. The result means that our algorithm will work
well with the future social networks as more relationship
attribute types will be supported.

Figure 6 shows the result of the fourth experiment. Time
of path checking grows with the increase of nodes from 1000
to 20000. In the true case, it takes nomore than 1 millisecond
to make the access control decision. For the false case, the

time it takes becomes longer because all possible paths should
be checked.

The result of the last experiment is presented in Figure 7.
In both true and false cases, the time of path checking
increases as the social graph gets denser. The time grows
sharply as the number of degrees exceeds 200. In most
social network systems, the number of friends may be
approximately 200 [37], so ADFS algorithm is feasible.

6. Comparison

This section discusses several related works of relationship-
based access control schemes and compares HAC with [4, 5,
16, 36] (see Table 2).

The first column of Table 2 represents nine characteristics
discussed in this section. The next three columns represent
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Figure 6: Time of path checking versus number of nodes (hopcount = 4).
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Figure 7: Time of path checking versus degree (hopcount = 4).

the characteristics of the access control schemes discussed
above. Characteristics of HAC are listed in the last column.

The scheme in [16] is a formal algebraic access control
model for Facebook-style systems. But user attributes and
relationships beyond friendship are not supported in this
model. OSNs access control models presented in [5, 36] have
similar user graphs to HAC. However, these models do not
explicitly take into account user attributes.

Thiswork is similar to [4].Despite its flexibility,UURACA
[4] is still far from perfect. It does not support specific user
attribute. More concretely, its policy specification language
can merely figure out common attribute requirements of one
or several users on the relationship path, lacking specification

ability of different attribute requirements of different users
along the path. Additionally, it cannot describe some policies,
such as “the adult colleagues of my friend Tom can access the
resource”, which requires the attribute of my friend “name is
Tom” and the attribute of the colleagues of my friend Tom
“age > 18”. Besides, compared with UURACA, HAC is simple
and easy to understand. It is easier for users in the OSNs to
set up access control policies with HAC.

7. Conclusion

This research proposes an attribute and relationship-based
hybrid access control model HAC for OSNs based on two
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Table 2: Comparison.

Fong et al. [16] UURAC [5, 36] UURACA [4] HAC
Multiple Relationship Types √ √ √

User Profile Attributes √ √

Specific User Attribute √

User-user Relationship √ √ √ √

Directional Relationship √ √ √

Relationship Depth √ √ √ √

Policy Individualization √ √ √ √

Attribute Composition none none attributes of user set attributes of exact user
Relationship Description ff path pattern of different types path pattern of different types exact type sequence

aspects, including policy language and path checking. The
policy language contributes to the literature on ReBAC by
allowing users to specify spatial, temporal, and historical
based policies with better expressiveness and flexibility. This
research also presents several attribute and relationship-
based hybrid policies and formally expresses them in the
proposed policy language. Path checking algorithm enables
users to figure out whether an access request can be satisfied.
A prototype is implemented, and several experiments are
evaluated to validate the feasibility of the scheme. HAC is
advantageous compared with existing OSN access control
models in terms of the expressiveness ability of policy
language and the evaluation algorithm of access request.

In the future, researchers plan to improve the hybrid
policy language to gain better expressiveness ability and
support for more relationship types including one-to-many
relationship and temporary relationship.
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Rapid progress of networking technologies leads to an exponential growth in the number of unauthorized or malicious network
actions. As a component of defense-in-depth, Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) has been expected to detect malicious
behaviors. Currently, NIDSs are implemented by various classification techniques, but these techniques are not advanced enough
to accurately detect complex or synthetic attacks, especially in the situation of facing massive high-dimensional data. Besides, the
inherent defects of NIDSs, namely, high false alarm rate and low detection rate, have not been effectively solved. In order to solve
these problems, data fusion (DF) has been applied into network intrusion detection and has achieved good results. However, the
literature still lacks thorough analysis and evaluation on data fusion techniques in the field of intrusion detection. Therefore, it is
necessary to conduct a comprehensive review on them. In this article, we focus on DF techniques for network intrusion detection
and propose a specific definition to describe it. We review the recent advances of DF techniques and propose a series of criteria
to compare their performance. Finally, based on the results of the literature review, a number of open issues and future research
directions are proposed at the end of this work.

1. Introduction

Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) is a new gener-
ation of network security equipment following the traditional
security measures such as firewall and data encryption
[1], which has been rapidly developed in recent years. It
successfully resists many attacks and malicious actions and
is called the second line of defense in the Internet. However,
in the current big data era, the large amount of traffic data
makes NIDS face critical challenges. First, large amounts of
high-dimensional data increase processing complexity and
need huge computing and storage resources. Second, many
redundant and unrelated data could adversely affect network
security detection. Third, some new attacks are difficult to
detect due to big data process and analytics. Besides, the
inherent weakness of NIDSs, such as high false positives
(FP) and high false negatives (FN), raises urgent requests
on effective solutions. Data Fusion (DF), as a promising
technology of big data, has been applied into the domain
of network intrusion detection to overcome the above-
mentioned challenges in recent years.

The concept of DF originated from the US Air Force
project; the US Department of Defense first proposed a
Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) DF model based on
national defense monitoring needs in 1987 [2]. Subsequently,
DF was gradually studied and applied in other fields, such as
automatic control, image recognition, target detection, and
cyber security, and many scholars have proposed definition
of DF based on their own studies and researches [3]. In
order to clearly show the role of DF technology in network
intrusion detection, an expression of DF in the field of NIDS
is presented in this article.

In general, DF can be applied into three layers according
to where fusions are needed, namely, data layer, feature
layer, and decision layer. The data layer is the lowest system
layer, playing the role of processing and integrating raw
network data; the feature layer is the middle layer, fusing and
reducing features of the preprocessed data; the decision layer
is the highest layer, fusing and combining the inferences or
decisions of various processing units. In the field of NIDS,
most researches of data fusion only focus on the feature layer
and the decision layer. It is because the network data they
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need to fuse comes from public datasets that have already
been fused at the data layer. The use of DF technology at the
feature level can greatly reduce the size of data processing,
thereby enhancing the efficiency of NIDSs. Besides, useful
and refined data generated by feature fusion can support
decision-making and further improve the robustness and
accuracy of the system. As for using of DF technology at the
decision level, the decision fusion center fuses the decisions of
multiple local detectors to obtain more accurate and reliable
identifications of network behaviors.

Currently, a lot of research work has been carried out on
DF for intrusion detection in order to improve the perfor-
mance of NIDS. However, we found that the open datasets,
the number of experimental data samples, and the fusion
techniques used in many literatures are diverse. It is difficult
to understand and analyze the strengths and weaknesses of
different fusion techniques. Thus, it becomes essential to
specify uniform criteria to evaluate them in view of a large
number of references and give performance statistics of the
current literature. This work is meaningful because it can
make it easier for researchers and practitioners to under-
stand the characteristics of the current DF techniques and
methods.

In this article, we provide a thorough review on DF
techniques in NIDS. We first describe DF for NIDS by
representing the process and role of fusion for motivating
this research work. We review existing DF techniques used
in intrusion detection and propose evaluation criteria to
analyze and compare the characteristics and performance
of different fusion techniques. Besides, we simply analyze
different open network datasets that can be used for testing
intrusion detection techniques. Based on our review, we put
forward current main challenges and point out promising
research directions in this field.

Themain contributions of this survey are listed as follows.
(1) We give a description of DF for NIDS in order to

motivate related research in this field.
(2) We propose a number of evaluation criteria for

evaluating fusion techniques for network intrusion
detection.

(3) We further employ the proposed criteria to review
the performance of different fusion techniques, which
offers a good reference for scholars in the fields of
network security and information fusion.

(4) We propose the challenges and promising research
directions of DF for network intrusion detection
based on our review.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives a brief introduction about the background
knowledge of NIDS and DF. Several commonly used fusion
techniques are elaborated in Section 3. Section 4 puts for-
ward the evaluation criteria of data fusion techniques based
on a large amount of literatures. The power of different
fusion techniques is analyzed and compared in Section 5.
In Section 6, the existing issues of DF are discussed, and
some promising research directions are proposed. Section 7
summarizes the whole article.

2. Background Knowledge

In order to better understand this article, this section
introduces some basic theory, including network intrusion
detection and DF. Network intrusion detection is an old
topic that has been repeatedly studied. We mainly present
two kinds of intrusion detection techniques, anomaly-based
and misuse-based, and explain their advantages and disad-
vantages, separately. As regards DF, we introduce it from its
source, definitions, levels, and applications and put forward
a general DF framework for intrusion detection to facilitate
intuitive understanding.

2.1. Network Intrusion Detection. NIDS is a kind of network
security scheme that can monitor the network transmission
in real time and alert or take corresponding measures when
detecting some behaviors that threaten network security.
Actually, NIDS can be regarded as a pattern of recognition
system that can distinguish malicious attacks from normal
network behaviors. Intrusion detection technology plays an
important role in the process of identifying malicious behav-
iors. The intrusion detection techniques based upon data
mining generally fall into two categories: misuse detection
and anomaly detection [4, 5]. The misuse-based detection,
also called signature-based detection, is based on known
attack signatures. It usually uses the well-known attack
signatures to match and identify attacks. The advantages and
disadvantages of the misuse-based detection are as follows
[6].

(1) Advantages

(i) Fast and efficient detection of known attacks or
specific attack tools.

(ii) Detecting attacks without generating an over-
whelming number of false alarms.

(iii) Allowing system administrators, regardless of
their security skills, to track their system secu-
rity issues and run exception handlers.

(2) Disadvantages

(i) Hard to detect novel or unknown attacks.
(ii) Hard to detect the variants of known attacks.

Due to the efficient detection and low false positive rate
(FPR), the misuse-based IDSs are widely used in commercial
networks. Furthermore, much excellent open-source soft-
ware has also been implemented, typically represented by
Snort. The Snort IDS is one of the commonly used misuse-
based NIDSs, which performs real-time traffic analysis,
content searching, and content matching to discover attacks
using preidentified attack signatures [7]. It is popular with
many researchers because of its open source and adaptability
to various platforms. In [1], Tian et al. fused the alerts through
Snort to test the performance of their proposed detection
fusion system.

Although the misuse-based detection is efficient, it can
only detect known attacks and cannot detect novel or zero-
day attacks [38]. To detect novel attacks, the anomaly-
based NIDS have been proposed. In many related literatures,
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most of the network behaviors acquired by researchers are
normal, so NIDSs usually uses the anomaly-based detection
techniques. Anomaly detection is a recognition model based
on normal behaviors of the network connections. Any devi-
ation from the established pattern of normal behaviors is
considered to be a suspicious action. The anomaly detection
seems to be able to detect all types of attacks, including
unknown attacks. However, it indicates that some activities
are suspicious but not malicious, resulting in high FP [39].
The advantages and disadvantages of the anomaly-based
detection are as follows [6].

(1) Advantages

(i) It can detect novel or unknown attacks.
(ii) It Produces information that can in turn be used

to define signatures for misuse detectors.

(2) Disadvantages:

(i) It requires extensive training data of network
connections and behaviors.

(ii) FPR is not ideal.

The misuse-based detection is efficient in detecting
known attacks but cannot detect novel attacks, while the
anomaly-based detection can detect unknown attacks but
usually has a high FPR. Therefore, NIDS used only one
of these two which could be limited in performance and
scope of application. To avoid the above defects, many
hybrid approaches have been proposed, which combine the
advantages of both misuse and anomaly detection [40].
Hybrid intrusion detection technology can be divided into
three categories as follows.

(1) Anomaly-based detection on top of misuse-based
detection

(2) Misuse-based detection followed on top of anomaly-
based detection

(3) Misuse-based and anomaly-based detection in paral-
lel

Zhang et al. [15] implemented a hybrid system through
the following first approach. This hybrid system can be
used to detect known intrusions in real time and to detect
unknown intrusions offline. Generally, in the past two
decades, NIDSs have been fully studied. Intrusion detection
technologies continue to improve and update. The perfor-
mance of NIDSs has been greatly optimized accordingly, but
NIDSs still face many challenges. The use of DF technology
in the field of NIDS is a very promising research direction,
which holds great potential to deal with these challenges.

2.2. Data Fusion

2.2.1. Data Fusion Definition. The concept of DF first
appeared and applied in the military field in the 1980s, with
strongmilitary characteristics, which was called “intelligence
synthesis.” Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) defines DF

from the perspective of military applications as follows: DF is
a process dealing with the association, correlation, and com-
bination of data and information from single and multiple
sources to achieve refined position and identity estimates,
complete and timely assessments of situations, threats, and
their significance. Waltz and Llinas [41] supplemented and
modified the above definition in their work, replaced the
“position estimate” with the “state estimate,” and added the
detection function, which gave the definition: data fusion is a
multilevel andmultifaceted process andmainly completes the
detection, integration, correlation, estimation, and combina-
tion of data from single andmultiple data sources. Its purpose
is to achieve an accurate estimate of the status and identity
of the target and to make a complete and timely assessment
of the situation and threats. Many other DF definitions are
presented by some scholars based on their own researches
and analysis. Although these definitions give us inspiration
and guidance to some extent, they are not exhaustive in
a particular area. A more specific expression of DF in the
field of intrusion detection is beneficial to researchers within
the field and motivates their own work. Therefore, based
on these facts, we presented a specific description of DF in
NIDS: “single source or multisource data collected from the
network is preprocessed to obtain a uniform data format.
More refining data of greater quality is obtained through
feature fusion and association, which greatly improves the
identification of malicious network behaviors. The initial
decisions generated from multisource data are integrated
in a decision fusion center to achieve more accurate and
comprehensive inferences or decisions.” This expression is
based on network intrusion detection; the goal of DF is
to improve efficiency, accuracy rate (ACC) and robustness
while reducing FNR and FPR, saving computing resources
of system. We believe that the proposed definition is helpful
to practitioners and researchers in the field of intrusion
detection.

2.2.2. Data Fusion Levels. The data fusion is mainly applied
at three levels with respect to the processing stage of the
fusion [42]. Normally, three main levels are discerned: data,
feature, and decision. At different levels, the representation of
information is different: the outputs of the data level fusion
and the feature level fusion are the “states,” “characteristics,”
and “attributes,” and the outputs of the decision level fusion
are “inferences” or “decisions.” Different fusion techniques
and methods are usually used in different levels to improve
overall performance of data processing.

The brief description of fusion levels is shown as below.
(1) Data level fusion: it is also called low level fusion,

which combines several different raw data sources
to produce refined data that is expected to be more
informative and synthetic.

(2) Feature level fusion: it combines many data features
and is also known as intermediate level fusion. The
objective of feature fusion is to extract or select a lim-
ited number of important features for subsequent data
analysis through feature reduction methods, which
can reduce computation and memory resources.
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(3) Decision level fusion: it is also called high level
fusion, which fuses decisions coming from multiple
detectors. Each detector completes basic detection
locally including preprocess, feature reduction, and
identification to establish preliminary inferences on
observed objectives. And then these inferences are
fused into a comprehensive and accurate decision
through the decision fusion techniques.

2.2.3. Data Fusion Applications. As a technology, DF is a
multidisciplinary research field with a wide range of poten-
tial applications in such areas as automatic control, image
recognition, target detection, and intrusion detection. The
following is a brief introduction to DF applications based on
the review of some related literatures.

In [43], Cao et al. presented a fire automation control
system based on DF by applying it into intelligent building.
The control system consists of six layers (sensor layer, sensor
subsystem layer, primary fusion subsystem layer, decision
management subsystem layer, actuator subsystem layer, and
actuator layer). It can be applied into intelligent building to
automatically realize accurate fire alarm and fire protection.

Zhang et al. proposed a DF based smart home control
system [44]. The proposed smart home control framework
includes the Internet access module, information acquisition
module, and internal network service module with Bluetooth
connection, data fusion controller that uses fuzzy logic and
fuzzy neural network, and embedded computer in household
appliances. It integrates information from multiple sources
to control household appliances to create an intelligent home
environment.

In [45], DF system based on D-S (Dempster-Shafer)
evidence reasoning was proposed, in which two Charge
Coupled Device (CCD) cameras and an Infrared Radia-
tion (IR) sensor are used to extract the characteristics for
identifying a missile target. Based on the D-S evidence
reasoning, the authors recognizedmissile target and jamming
light on region square feature and clutter and fire pile on
position feature, respectively.The probability of identification
obtained by integrating the three sensors with D-S evidence
is greatly improved comparing with the method of using a
single sensor.

Hu and Wang applied DF fuzzy theory to develop
a fire alarm system based on a wireless sensor network
[46]. This system not only offers detection correctness, but
also improves the intelligence of monitoring. The proposed
method has excellent performance and it is superior to
traditional diagnostic methods with a single sensor.

In [47], a deep model for remote sensing DF and clas-
sification was proposed. The Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) is used to efficiently extract abstract information char-
acteristics from Hyperspectral Image/Multispectral Image
(MSI/HSI) and Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) data,
respectively. Then, Deep Neural Networks (DNN) was used
to fuse the heterogeneous characteristics obtained by CNN.
The proposed depth fusion model provides competitive
results in terms of classification accuracy. In addition, the
proposed deep learning idea opens a new window for future
remote sensing data fusion.

In [48], Yan et al. appliedDF to reputation generation and
proposed a reputation generation method based on opinion
fusion and mining. The opinions were fused and classified
into a number of major opinion sets containing opinions
with similar or identical attitudes. Based on these opinion
sets, the rating is aggregated to normalize the reputation of
the entity. The experimental results from actual data analysis
of several popular Chinese and English commercial websites
demonstrated the versatility and accuracy of the method.

Liu et al. collected four articles to study the application of
DF in the Internet of Things (IoT) [49]. With a large number
of wireless sensor devices, IoT generates a large amount
of data, which are massive, multisourced, heterogeneous,
dynamic, and sparse. In the special issue, they believed that
DF was an important tool for processing and managing these
data to improve processing efficiency and provide advanced
intelligence. By exploiting the synergy among the datasets,
DF can reduce the amount of data, filter noise measurements,
and make inferences at any stage of data processing in
IoT.

A DF model for intrusion detection was presented in
[42], based on clustering. The model uses a centralized
approach to fuse data from different analyzers and then
make a final analysis decision. The main strength of the
proposed approach lies in its accuracy to fuse information
from different detection modules and its adaptability to
scalability. In addition, the DF module takes into account the
efficiency of each analyzer in the process of fusion and can
predict upcoming network threats.

2.2.4. A General Fusion Framework for Network Intrusion
Detection. Herein, we specify a general fusion framework
for network intrusion detection, as shown in Figure 1. The
framework is comprised of the following parts.

(a) Input/Data Source. In order to monitor network status
and detect and prevent attacks, we need to collect data from
multiple sources in the network. These data include different
types of packets and the statistical logs of network devices,
for example, hosts, routers, and switches. They have different
types and formats and cannot be processed directly.

(b) Data Preprocessing. The function of data preprocessing
is to eliminate obviously wrong, invalid, or duplicate data
and to get the valid data that can be used. The raw data
is normalized and digitized through data preprocess, which
is then converted into a unified format for analysis and
processing.

(c) Feature Fusion. The network data has the characteristics
of big data. Massive network data not only overly consumes
computing and storage resources, but also cause dimensional
disasters. Feature fusion occurs at the feature level and can
reduce a large number of features to few features. The more
streamlined data after feature fusion play a more important
role in decision-making than the original features while
accelerating data processing and increasing the detection
accuracy of NIDS.
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Figure 1: A general fusion framework for network intrusion detection.

(d) Classification. Intrusion detection can be seen as a pattern
recognition system. Its performance is determined by the
classifiers. Classifier models are obtained through training
to identify abnormal network behaviors and make timely
responses to the network attacks.

(e) Decision Fusion. Decision fusion is the integration of
multiple results of basic detectors. The so-called decisions in
the intrusion detection can be understood as the detection
results of network behaviors. Decision fusion can achieve
improved accuracy and more specific inference than the way
of using a single detector alone. Besides, decision fusion
can effectively detect complex attacks by integrating multiple
decisions.

(f) Output/Decision. Output is the final decision, which
usually is a judgment in the NIDS, either an abnormal
behavior (e.g., an attack) or a normal behavior.

3. Data Fusion Techniques for NIDS

This section introduces the data fusion techniques, mainly
focusing on feature fusion and decision fusion. We classify
the fusion techniques shown in Figure 2 and describe the
commonly used fusion techniques.

As mentioned above, DF techniques in NIDS can be
classified into the data layer fusion, the feature layer fusion,
and the decision layer fusion. To the best of our knowledge,
the majority of researches on NIDS are based on open
datasets, which leads to the result that the data level fusion is
omitted in the related literatures.Therefore, wemainly review
the DF techniques at the feature layer and the decision layer.

There are two main categories for feature fusion in
NIDS: filters and wrappers [50]. The filters are applied
through statistical methods, information theory based meth-
ods, or searching techniques [51], such as Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
Independent Component Correlation Algorithm (ICA), and
Correlation-Based Feature Selection (CFS).Thewrapper uses
a machine learning algorithm to evaluate and fuse features to
identify the best subset representing the original dataset. The

wrapper is based on two parts: feature search and evaluation
algorithms. The wrapper approach is generally considered
to generate better feature subsets but costs more computing
and storage resources than the filter [27]. The filter and
the wrapper are two complementary modes, which can be
combined. A hybrid method is usually composed of two
stages. First, the filter method is used to eliminate most of the
useless or unimportant features, leaving only few important
ones, which can effectively reduce the size of data processing.
In the second stage, the remaining few features representing
the original data are used as input parameters to send into
the wrapper to further optimize the selection of important
features.

The decision fusion methods are divided into two classes:
winner-take-all and weighted sum, by considering how to
combine decisions from basic classifiers [32]. Majority vote,
weighted majority vote, Näıve-Bayes, RF (Random Forest),
Adaboost, and D-S evidence theories are classified as the
type of winner-take-all because they all havemeasured values
for each basic classifier and the final decision depends on
the classifier with the highest measured value. In case of the
weighted sum, the weight of each basic classifier depends
on its own capabilities. The weights of basic classifiers are
calculated, and then their outputs with the weights are added
to give a final decision. The method of weighted sum mainly
includes average and neural network. Figure 2 gives the
categories of fusion techniques. In what follows, we briefly
described several commonly used feature fusion and decision
fusion techniques, respectively.

3.1. Feature Fusion Techniques. There are many types of fea-
ture fusion methods in the literature. We introduce some of
them due to space limitations. Some classic fusion techniques
are described below.

3.1.1. PCA. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a multi-
variate statistical technique used for feature reduction [12, 52].
The goal of PCA in intrusion detection is to extract n (small
integer) most important features representing the dataset.
It can achieve dimensionality reduction while removing
noise from the data and improving the performance of
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Figure 2: Categories of fusion techniques.

the system. In order to achieve these goals, PCA needs to
extract new variables, that is, the main components. The
first principal component has the largest variance that is
the most representative of the entire dataset. The second
principal component is computed under the constraint of
being orthogonal to the first component and to have the
largest possible variance. The other principal elements are
calculated in the sameway.These principal components form
the new features of the original data. Before applying PCA,
the data must be averaged and normalized to avoid the
imbalance between the data values. PCA is popular in feature
fusion because its simplicity and high precision. Nonetheless,
in fact, each principal component can be represented by a
linear combination of primitive features, which leads to a lack
of interpretability for these principal components, especially
when a large number of features are involved.

3.1.2. CFS. Correlation-Based Feature Selection (CFS) evalu-
ates and ranks feature subsets rather than individual features
[27]. It tends to have a set of attributes highly correlated
with the class but with low intercorrelation. CFS often uses a
variety of heuristic search strategies (such as hill climbing and
best-first) to search a feature subset space within a reasonable
time period. It first calculates the matrix of feature-class and
the feature-feature correlation from the training data and

then uses best-first to search the feature subset space [50].The
equation for CFS is

𝑀𝑠 =
𝑘𝑟−𝑐𝑓

√𝑘 + 𝑘 (𝑘 − 1) 𝑟−𝑓𝑓
, (1)

where 𝑀𝑠 is the heuristic of the feature subset 𝑆 con-
taining 𝑘 features, 𝑟−𝑐𝑓 is the average value of all feature-
classification correlations, and 𝑟−𝑓𝑓 is the average value of
all feature-feature correlations. The molecular 𝑘𝑟−𝑐𝑓 means
the predictive ability of features, and the denominator
√𝑘 + 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)𝑟−𝑓𝑓 indicates the redundancy between fea-
tures.

3.1.3. GA. Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic
model for simulating natural selection processes [53]. This
heuristic approach is often used to generate useful solutions
for optimization and search problems. GA is a kind of
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), which uses natural evolution-
inspired techniques (such as genetic, mutation, selection, and
crossover) to generate solutions for optimizing results. We
can use the evaluation function to calculate the goodness of
each chromosome.This operation begins with the initial pop-
ulation of randomly generated generations of chromosomes,
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and the quality of each individual is gradually increased.
Each individual chooses three basic GA operators, namely,
selection, crossover, and mutation. In intrusion detection,
in the face of a large number of features of original data,
the GA can search for a subset of the raw features through
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Networks (NN), or
other classifiers as evaluation functions.The advantage of this
approach is that it has a flexible and powerful global search
capability that converges from multiple directions without
regard to previous knowledge of system behaviors. The main
drawback is the high consumption of computing resources.

3.2. Decision Fusion Techniques. Comparing with feature
fusion, the level of decision fusion is higher, and the data
to be merged is more abstract. The decision fusion further
improves the performance of the detection system, especially
when a single detector is difficult to identify complex network
behaviors. In what follows, we introduce several common
decision fusion techniques.

3.2.1. Weighted Majority Vote. Weighted majority vote can
assign weights to each basic classifier, which indicates the
importance of the outputs of different classifiers for a final
decision [32]. The weight varies according to the ability of
the basic classifier to separate the samples. The formula is as
below.

𝐿

∑
𝑖=1

𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖,𝑘 (𝑥) = max
1≤𝑗≤𝑐

𝐿

∑
𝑖=1

𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖,𝑗 (𝑥) , (2)

where 𝑑 = [𝑑𝑖,1, . . . , 𝑑𝑖,𝑐]𝑇 ∈ {0, 1}𝑐, 𝑖 = 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐿 is the
outputs of the classifiers from the decision vector 𝑑, where 𝐿
is the number of classifiers and 𝑑𝑖,𝑗 = 1 is 1 or 0 depending
on whether classifier 𝑖 chooses 𝑗, or not, respectively. The
final decision to fuse multiple classifiers is determined by the
base classifier’s output 𝑑𝑖,𝑗(𝑥) and corresponding weights 𝑏𝑖.
This method assigns a higher weight to the basic classifier
with higher accuracy, but it ignores other inaccurate base
classifiers. The weights for the base classifiers are difficult
to obtain and adjust. Therefore, it is difficult to detect new
network attacks.

3.2.2. Bayesian Estimation. Bayesian estimation is applied
to DF for a long time. It is an excellent method if prior
probability is known. In order to obtain themost accurate and
comprehensive information, this method first analyzes the
compatibility of various sensors, removes false information
with low confidence, andmakes the Bayesian estimate of use-
ful information under the assumption that the corresponding
prior probabilities are known. The advantages of Bayesian
approach include explicit uncertainty characterization and
fast and efficient computation. Moreover, Bayesian networks
offer good generalization with limited training data and easy
maintenance when adding new features or new training data
[23].The disadvantage of Bayesian estimation is that it cannot
distinguish unaware and uncertain information, and it can
only handle the related events. In particular, it is difficult
to know the prior probabilities in practical applications.

When the hypothetical prior probabilities are contradictory
to reality, the results of the inference will be undesirable and
will become quite complicated when dealing with multiple
hypotheses and multiple conditions. In fact, the Bayesian
inference methods are now rarely applied in DF because of
these defects.

3.2.3. D-S Evidence Theory. The Dempster-Shafer evidence
theory, abbreviated as D-S theory, is a complete theory of
dealing with uncertainty. Its most notable feature is the
usage of “interval estimates” rather than “point estimates”
for the description of uncertainty information. It shows
great flexibility in distinguishing between unknown and
uncertain. These advantages make it widely applicable to
information fusion, expert systems, intelligence analysis, and
multiattribute decision analysis.

In the NIDS using the DS evidence theory, the results of
each basic classifier are considered to be different “evidences.”
Different pieces of evidence of the same hypothesis (e.g.,
network connection categories, such as normal or attack) are
integrated to obtain the supporting degree of the hypothesis.
On the basis of the supporting degree, whether the network
connection is normal or intrusion can be finally judged [31].
Zhao et al. used D-S theory to fuse several basic classifiers
[33]. The correct rates of fused results in terms of every
kind of intrusions are all close to, or even higher than, the
highest correct rates of all basic detectors, which achieves
a high correct rate to all intrusions. D-S Evidence Theory
is considered as the generalization of the Bayesian theory.
It can well represent “uncertainty” and does not need to
know prior probabilities, compared with the Bayesian theory.
Besides, it also has some drawbacks, such as the fact that the
evidence is required to be independent and there is a potential
exponential explosion in computation.

3.2.4. Neural Network. Neural Network (NN) is a supervised
learning method that consists of input neurons, output
neurons, and hidden neurons. In order to represent the rela-
tionship between the input neuron and the output neuron,
the neural network needs a large amount of labelled data to
train and obtain an accurate model. NN has the character-
istics of self-learning, self-adaptation, self-organization, and
fault-tolerant, which enable it to solve complex nonlinear
problems. Furthermore, the advantage of NN is that it
can automatically adjust the connection weights without
any domain-specific knowledge, while other methods use
preselected weights to combine outputs [32]. Therefore, its
strong capabilities can be well adapted to the requirements of
multisource DF in NIDS. In network intrusion detection, the
classification results of multiple detectors are used as input
neurons, and the output neurons are integrated classification
results. The output of the neural network is used as feedback
to adjust the training parameters. With the improved param-
eters, the detectors can be fused to produce an improved
resultant output.Themain drawback ofNN is the lack of valid
criteria for creating, selecting, and combining the results of
the base classifiers. For example, one may use a Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) or a radial basis function to find fusion
weights with different structure.
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Please note that the DF techniques are not limited to
the above-mentioned ones. Other techniques are no longer
described in detail. These techniques can be applied to
fuse network data. The performance comparison of different
fusion techniques is given in Section 5 based on the criteria
proposed in Section 4.

4. Evaluation Criteria of DF Techniques

The application of DF techniques in intrusion detection has
received particular attention in the field of network security.
Many studies on DF have been conducted to improve the
performance of NIDS. However, DF in NIDS still faces many
serious challenges, such as how to reduce the complexity
of massive data, how to ensure data security, and how to
overcome the complexity and improve the efficiency of the
fusion. Therefore, in order to facilitate the analysis and
comparison of different fusion techniques, we propose a
number of criteria for evaluating the performance of fusion
techniques in NIDS based on the traditional criteria of
IDS performance. Herein, we introduce specific evaluation
criteria. Sincemost of the experiments forNIDS performance
testing are based on a few public datasets, we firstly introduce
the commonly used datasets for intrusion detection.

4.1. Datasets. Since real-time network data brings personal
or organizational privacy issues and cannot be used for
comparison of different algorithms, most of researches con-
duct experiments based on open datasets. Fusion techniques
may show different performance based on different datasets.
Herein, we introduce some classic datasets and new but
more realistic datasets that are used in the field of intrusion
detection research.

4.1.1. DARPA Dataset. In order to evaluate difficult intru-
sion detection techniques, the United States MIT Lincoln
Laboratory successfully constructed a complete dataset in
1998, namely, DARPA 1998. The dataset is a 9-week network
connection data collected from a simulated US Air Force
LAN, dividing into training data and testing data.The testing
data contains some types of attacks that do not appear in the
training data, which makes the dataset more realistic. The
KDD99 dataset was generated for the KDD cup competition,
which extracts 41 features from the DARPA 1998 dataset.
It is one of the most popular and comprehensive intrusion
detection datasets and is widely applied to evaluate the
performance of NIDSs [54]. It includes a complete training
set, 10% training set, and a testing set. Each connection record
in the KDD99 training dataset contains 41 feature attributes
and an attack type label.The type of attack in KDD99 training
dataset mainly includes Denial-of-Service (DOS) attacks,
Probe attacks, User-to-Root (U2R) attacks, and Remote-to-
Local (R2L) attacks. The KDD99 10% packet is a 10% sample
of KDD99 packets, with approximately 490,000 data records,
which is used in most of the literatures. However, there
are many problems in KDD99; for example, the number
of different types of attacks is not balanced and some data
records are duplicate or invalid. To address these problems

in the KDD99 dataset, as a new revision of the KDD99, NSL-
KDD was proposed by Tavallaee et al. [55]. The training and
testing datasets of the NSL-KDD consist of approximately
125,973 and 22,544 connection records, respectively. Similar
to the KDD99 dataset, each record in this dataset has 41
quantitative and qualitative features.

4.1.2. Kyoto 2006+ Dataset. There is a fatal problem in the
existing dataset benchmark (KDD99) for network security,
which does not reflect the current network security situa-
tion and the latest attack characteristics. This is because it
generated from a simulated network nearly 20 years ago.
To overcome its limitations, the Kyoto 2006+ dataset was
presented by Song et al. [56]. It is a dataset based on
actual traffic data from 2006 to 2009, which comes from
different types of honeypots installed in the Kyoto University.
The dataset consists of 14 conventional features captured by
honeypots based on the KDD99 dataset and 10 additional
features. Conventional features include the duration of the
session, service, source byte, and destination byte, which is
meaningful and important for subsequent data processing
or decision-making. In addition to 14 statistical features,
additional features were extracted, which may enable us to
investigate effectively what kinds of attacks happened in
networks. It can be used for further analysis and evaluation
of NIDSs.The Kyoto 2006+ dataset includes about 50,033,015
normal sessions and 434,343,255 attacks, in which 425,719
attacks are unknown. Each connection in the dataset has
23 features. Compared to the KDD99 dataset, the Kyoto
2006+ dataset is generated in the real network. By using the
Kyoto 2006+ dataset, researchers can access more realistic
and practical network security attacks.

4.1.3. UNSW-NB15 Dataset. The above-mentioned datasets
cannot meet the needs of research on the current network
security situation, especially KDD99 and NSL-KDD. The
UNSW-NB15 [57] was created by the IXIA PerfectStorm tool
in the Cyber Range Lab of the Australian Centre for Cyber
Security (ACCS) for generating a dataset that consists of
real modern normal activities and synthetic contemporary
attacks. The data collection period was 16 hours on January
22, 2015, and 15 hours on February 17, 2015. Tcpdump tool
is used to capture 100GB of the raw traffic. This dataset
contains nine types of attacks, namely, Fuzzers, Analysis,
Backdoors, DoS, Exploits, Generic, Reconnaissance, Shell-
code, and Worms. Moreover, the Argus and Bro-IDS tools
are used and twelve algorithms are developed to generate in
total 49 features with class labels. There are 175,341 records
in the training set and 82,332 records in the testing set. The
key characteristics of the UNSW-NB15 dataset are a hybrid
of the real modern normal behaviors and the synthetic attack
activities.Thus, this dataset is considered as a newbenchmark
dataset that can be used for evaluating NIDSs by the NIDS
research community [57]. It is worth noting that the IXIA tool
contains all the information about the new attacks that are
continuously updated from CVE site 4. This site is a public
information security vulnerability and exposure dictionary.
However, it is undeniable that the UNSW-NB15 dataset is
more complex than the KDD99 dataset [58].
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Table 1: The formulas of the metrics.

Measures Equations
ACC (TP + TN)/(TP + FP + TN + FN)
PR TP/(TP + FP)
RR TP/(TP + FN)
F-Measure (2 ∗ PR ∗ RR)/(PR + RR)
FPR FP/(TN + FP)
FNR FN/(FN + TP)
FAR (FPR + FNR)/2

4.2. Validity. The validity is the key to measuring the quality
of the NIDS. The purpose of the application of fusion tech-
nology is to improve the performance of intrusion detection.
Therefore, the validity can still be used to measure the fusion
technology.

The elements of the validity evaluation metrics include
TP (the number of positive samples predicted to be positive),
FP (the number of negative samples predicted to be positive),
FN (the number of positive samples predicted to be negative),
and TN (the number of negative samples predicted to be neg-
ative). Based on these measurement elements, the accuracy
(ACC), precision rate (PR), recall rate (RR), F-Measure, FPR,
andFNRare applied to evaluate the performance of the fusion
techniques. These metrics’ formulas are listed in Table 1.

4.3. Efficiency. In the big data era, communications and
activities between people generate high volume and high-
dimensional network data that require real-time classifica-
tion. In NIDS, not only the network behavior classification
technology needs to be efficient, but also the efficiency of
data fusion is crucial [59], which determines the efficiency
of NIDS. Training time and testing time can be used to
measure the efficiency of fusion technology. Besides, the
number of features produced by feature fusion also measures
the efficiency of the fusion technique.

4.4. Data Security. In actual network monitoring, DF and
classification techniques concern data security issues in order
to provide trustworthy data fusion results, such as data
confidentiality, integrity, and creditability. We must consider
that the privacy of individuals or organizations cannot be
compromised when we analyze and fuse network data.
Therefore, data security and data privacy also need to be
considered in data fusion.

4.5. Scalability. Digital communications will enter the era
of 5G with the rapid technology development. Large-scale
heterogeneous networks have become the trend of network
development, and mass data and heterogeneous DF tech-
nologies are increasingly important. Fusion techniques and
frameworks should take scalability into consideration, such
as compatibility with different data formats and scalability of
memory and CPU, which, therefore, becomes a measure of
fusion technologies.

5. Comparisons and Discussions

Based on the above evaluation criteria, we conduct a rig-
orous review and analysis on 31 related studies, of which
23 are feature fusion techniques and the remaining 8 are
decision fusion techniques. The results of research and
analysis are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The exper-
iments reported in the above work were conducted based
on published datasets, including KDD99, NSL-KDD, Kyoto
2006+, and UNSW-NB15. We analyzed and compared the
performance of different fusion techniques in terms of the
feature fusion and the decision fusion based on the proposed
criteria and specified metrics. It must be mentioned that the
following comparisons are made based on different datasets.
In addition, the experimental details in the literature are
different, which may affect the performance evaluation of
data fusion techniques.

5.1. Comparison of Feature Fusion Techniques. In this part,
we review feature fusion techniques based on our proposed
criteria and show our evaluation results in Table 2.

The original intention of feature fusion is to reduce the
size of data and improve the operation efficiency of NIDS.
Therefore, the efficiency is the key to measure the quality
of feature fusion. We concern with training time compared
with testing time in evaluating the efficiency of feature fusion.
This is because the training time is usually far longer than
the corresponding testing time.We first analyze and compare
the training time of classifiers using different feature fusion
techniques based on different datasets. For the KDD dataset
series (DARPA99, KDD99, and KDD99 10%), we can find
that the training time of network intrusion classifier using
the following feature fusion techniques is shorter than others,
such as GFR, FRM-SFM [18], and CART [23]; CFS-GA [25]
is very efficient for the NSL-KDD dataset; based on the Kyoto
2006+ dataset, PLS [12] helps to reduce time consumption
of classifier training. In summary, these mentioned fusion
techniques are outstandingly efficient in the training time
of network behavior classifier. What these fusion techniques
have in common is that fewer features are generated regard-
less of the dataset, with a minimum of 4 features in [25].
The filter is more efficient than the wrapper among these
feature fusion techniques, and the hybrid methods usually
have excellent efficiency.

In addition to efficiency, the validity is also an important
measure of feature fusion techniques. For the KDD dataset
series, SA-SVM [20], GA-LR [16], (Filter-MISF, FMIFS) [17],
PCA [11], MIFS [24], (FRM-SFM, GFR) [18], SVM [9, 10, 19],
(GeFS-mRMR, GeFS-CFS) [19], and NN [9] achieved very
high accuracy, exceeding 99.20%, and the highest was 99.96%
of SA-SVM. In addition, the FPR of Filter-MISF, GA-LR,
Filter, MIFS, MLCFS [24], and SVM are less than 0.50%.
We found out that GA-LR, SVM, Filter-MISF, and MISF
perform very well in terms of validity in the KDD dataset
series. As for the NSL-KDD dataset, (FMISF, MIFS, FLCFS)
[24], Chi-Square [21], FVBRM [27], and CFS [30] performed
excellently in accuracy, both exceeding 96.75% and up to
99.91% of FMIFS. The FPR of FMISF, MIFS, and FLCFS are
all lower than 0.53%, and Chi-Square’s FAR is 0.13%. These
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feature fusion techniques have outstanding characteristics in
NIDSs based on NSL-KDD datasets. In the Kyoto 2006+
dataset, the accuracy of (FMIFS, MIFS, FLCFS) [24] and
(HVS, PCA) [12] was all higher than 97.12%, and the FPR of
FMIFS, MIFS, and FLCFS are all below 0.58%.

A notable fact is that the accuracy of the classification
in the new dataset (UNSW-NB15) is not as good as the old
datasets mentioned earlier (such as KDD dataset series). The
major reason is that the UNSW-NB15 dataset is considered
complex due to the similar behaviors of the modern attack
and normal network traffic compared to the KDD99 dataset
[55]. So far, the effectiveness of network intrusion detection
is not good based on the UNSW-NB15 dataset. The accuracy
in [16] reached the highest accuracy 81.42% based on our
statistics, and the corresponding feature fusion technique
and classifier are GA-LR, C4.5, respectively. Decision Tree
(DT) classifier has indeed performed better in the UNSW-
NB15 dataset [55] than other methods. The misfortune is
not alone. The FAR of NIDSs in the UNSW-NB15 dataset is
also bad. Therefore, advanced classification techniques and
feature fusion techniques need further study. In general, GA-
LR, SVM, Filter-MISF, and MISF show excellent validity
in the KDD dataset series; FMISF, MIFS, FLCFS, and Chi-
Square are more valid in the NSL-KDD dataset; the feature
fusion techniques with high-validity are FMIFS, MIFS, and
FLCFS in the Kyoto 2006+ dataset. Because the performance
of network intrusion detection based onUNSW-NB15 dataset
is not very good, more advanced fusion and classification
techniques should be further investigated in order to identify
the anomalies from this complex dataset.

Unfortunately, the fusion techniques in the literature we
have reviewed have not considered the security of data fusion.
The data privacy issues were not covered because existing
experiments were based on the public datasets. In addition,
the scalability of fusion technologies and frameworks were
normally not mentioned in the past work. However, these
properties of data fusion are particularly important in the big
data era.More efforts are needed in order to solve these issues.

5.2. Comparison of Decision Fusion Techniques. In this sub-
section, we analyze the performance of different decision
fusion techniques based on the proposed criteria and show
our evaluation results in Table 3.

According to Table 3, we can find that the training and
testing time of the classifiers are not recorded. The reason is
that decision fusion techniques fuse the recognition results
of basic classifiers. Although the training and testing time
of classifiers can reflect the efficiency of classifiers, it cannot
reflect the merits of decision fusion techniques. Besides, the
KDD dataset series are used in the most statistical literature.
So herein, we mainly analyze the validity of decision fusion
techniques based on the KDD dataset series. The accuracy
of D-S Evidence Theory [32, 33] and NN [33] is over 99%,
which is usually higher than the accuracy of a single basic
classifier. The FPR is also reduced through the integration
of basic classifiers. The FPR in [31] (D-S Evidence Theory)
is as low as 0.19%. As a group, D-S Evidence Theory, Data-
Dependent Fusion, NN, RF, and Adaboost show good fusion
performance in combining multiple basic decisions.

Like the feature fusion techniques, the existing decision
fusion techniques did not consider the credibility of basic
decisions and data security in the process of integration,
which will affect the reliability of the final results or cause
privacy leakage. Besides, most of the literatures also fail to
analyze the scalability of decision fusion. We believe that
these aspects are very important and should attract special
attention.

6. Open Issues and Future
Research Directions

In recent years, DF has achieved special attention and
has developed rapidly in many fields. In the field of net-
work intrusion detection, scholars have conducted extensive
researches in DF and have made significant progress. How-
ever, the current data fusion techniques still face some serious
challenges or open issues, which are summarized as below
according to our literature review.

First, most of the existing researches were conducted
based on open datasets and the practicability of these
fusion algorithms or techniques needs further validation. Few
researches used real network data because it is easy to expose
privacy and cannot measure or compare with other existing
works, which is not conductive to the development of data
fusion technology. In fact, this is a difficult contradiction,
which hinders the further development of network intrusion
detection.

Second, in the era of big data, the network security
monitoring and prevention may need real-time fusion and
processing of massive network data. However, large data
communication overhead and long computation delay are
obviously a big challenge to overcome.

Third, existing DF technologies do not consider data
security, including confidentiality and credibility.The feature
fusion techniques could reveal the privacy of individuals or
organizations, and the decision fusion techniques need to
identify the credibility of local decisions. All above are not
considered in the past work.

Fourth, sincemost of the researches conducted their work
over some public datasets and these datasets are prepro-
cessed, there are few data level fusion techniques used in
intrusion detection. However, we are facing a large number of
different types of raw data in actual networks. Thus, the data
layer fusion becomes indispensable for intrusion detection.
Special efforts are expected on data fusion with regard to
network intrusion detection.

Fifth, there is a lack of studies on the visualization of data
fusion. Through utilizing the visualization algorithm, we can
not only deeply understand the features and effectiveness of
the fusion technology, but also easily identify the distribution
characteristics of the fused data. Few articles use a visual
method to analyze classical datasets. In [60], Ruan et al.
performed a visual analysis of theKDD99 dataset usingMDC
and PCA techniques to clearly identify normal and attack
clusters. Based on this research, we believe that it is also
necessary to provide a beautiful and comprehensive data
fusion expression.
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In addition, based on the above open issues, we further
proposed a number of promising research directions in the
field of data fusion for network intrusion detection.

First, the improvement of data fusion technology depends
on new datasets to evaluate and verify. Most of the fusion
techniques and intrusion detection technology show excel-
lent performance on some old datasets, such as KDD99 and
NSL-KDD. However, these datasets are out of date and do
not represent the current network security situation, which
deviates from the actual network security detection. More
research needs to be done on new dataset collection, such as
UNSW-NB15. The existing problem is that the performance
of feature fusion based on the UNSW-NB15 dataset is not
good.We should further studymore advanced or appropriate
fusion techniques to better identify abnormalities from com-
plex network data.

Second, big network data fusion techniques should be
investigated. The current fusion techniques are difficult to
effectively and adaptively integrate network data of high-
velocity, varieties of formats and types. In the era of big data,
in addition to the large amount of data, the network data that
needs to be collected come from different sources in different
types of networks.Therefore, the collection of heterogeneous
network data is required to research more advanced fusion
methods.

Third, universal, flexible, and extensible fusion frame-
work should be studied. There are many kinds of data fusion
technologies, and the principles and mathematical theories
of some fusion technologies are not easy to understand.
Therefore, the simple, easy-to-use, universal, and easy-to-
expand network data fusion architecture is worth studying. It
can modularize mature fusion techniques and provide open
interfaces for new fusion methods and architectures; thus, it
greatly promotes the development of data fusion in the field
of intrusion detection.

Fourth, data security in data fusion should be ensured.
Most of the existing researches are based on public datasets,
and security issues were not considered at all. In an actual
network, network data includes personal or organizational
information, which is easily revealed during the integration
process, and the credibility and integrity of network data are
difficult to guarantee. Data security and privacy should be
protected and ensured in order to achieve trustworthy data
fusion.

Finally, data layer fusion is an essential part of study
towards efficient and practical data fusion in real-time
network intrusion detection. The data layer fusion has not
been seriously studied by relevant literature because of the
widespread use of public datasets. The study of data layer
fusion is also very significant, especially for practical applica-
tions. However, it is very difficult to collect and evaluate the
original network data containing various modern attacks.

7. Conclusion

In this article, we categorically presented a detailed review
on the feature fusion techniques and the decision fusion
techniques used in NIDSs. A specific description of DF in

the field of intrusion detection was presented in order to
motivate thiswork. Based on the literature study,we proposed
the evaluation criteria of data fusion techniques in terms of
NIDS. The performance of different data fusion techniques
is measured using the proposed criteria. We found that,
in the feature fusion, in addition to some excellent fusion
techniques, such as SVM and MIFS, the improved types of
fusion techniques and hybrid fusion techniques are generally
efficient and valid. For the decision fusion techniques, D-
S Evidence Theory, NN, RF, and Adaboost can combine
multiple decisionsmore precisely than othermethods regard-
ing the studies based on KDD dataset series. In addition,
we found many effective classification algorithms in NIDS,
namely, RF, C4.5, NN, and SVM, as well as their variants.
Unfortunately, the current fusion techniques normally did
not consider the security and the scalability of DF.

DF has been regarded as one of the most important
technologies in improving the performance of theNIDSs.The
use of DF can well alleviate the defects of network intrusion
detection and improve the comprehensive performance of
NIDSs. However, there are still many deficiencies in current
DF techniques. Based on our review, we pointed out themain
challenges and promising future research directions in this
field of research. In summary, this article provides a good
reference for researchers and practitioners in the field of
network intrusion detection.
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The dark web is a concealed portion of the Internet that can only be accessed through specialized software. Although multiple dark
web technologies exist, with a common trait of using encryption to enforce anonymity, the Tor network remains themost prominent
dark web network. To visit websites on the network, the user must use a heavily modified Firefox browser. The use of encryption
to achieve anonymity poses a significant challenge for law enforcement that wishes to monitor users and content for illicit activity.
This study examines Tor by focusing on the network structures created between websites via hyperlinks. Examining hyperlinks
can provide insight into how virtual communities form on a network. We explore traditional social disorganization principles as a
basis to draw comparisons between these virtual communities and real-life crime-prone neighborhoods. Automated data collection
techniques were used to leverage the interconnected nature of domains on Tor. Using social network analysis, website hyperlinks
are examined and core sites are identified.The analysis shows that these core sites form a significant portion of all connectionsmade
on the network with a density of 0.132. This core serves a critical function and has implications for detecting how users connect on
Tor.

1. Introduction

The Internet has been shown to be a very powerful com-
munication tool, enabling individuals to connect globally
to access and exchange material with very few obstacles,
including governmental or jurisdictional interference. While
the Internet has been a significant driving force in the
globalization of knowledge, it has simultaneously created an
environment where nefarious users can disseminate illicit
content, connect users with similar interests, and facilitate
the proliferation of virtual illicit communities. Today, the
majority of global Internet users still only access a fraction
of the Internet, the portion known as “the surface web” [1].
As opposed to the surface web, which is open and reachable
by anyone with an Internet connection, the “dark web” uses
the infrastructure of the surface web but, through encryp-
tion, creates a subnetwork that is anonymous, concealed,
largely unindexed, and only accessible through encrypted
Internet browsers [1, 2]. A true dark web has three central
characteristics [2]: (i) it uses peer-to-peer technology rather
than centralized servers that information can be tracked back
to; (ii) it uses the infrastructure of the Internet; and (iii)
it operates through nonstandard protocols and ports. As a

result of these characteristics, the structure of the dark web
is constantly evolving. At the same time, these characteristics
can foster a potentially risky environment within which illicit
behaviors can more easily occur.

Dark webs are employed for a multitude of objectives,
including keeping Internet activities and identities anony-
mous, evading censorship, and communicating sensitive
information securely. Simultaneously, darkwebs also increase
opportunities and support for individuals conducting illicit
activities [3]. Online connections can be created instanta-
neously and those interested in pursuing malicious activities
or accessing illicit content can network with little effort
[4]. This has led to growing concerns over the extent to
which dark webs may be facilitating and fostering serious
criminal activity, as well as assisting the operations of ter-
rorists and violent extremist groups [5]. Law enforcement
and researchers have realized the need to understand the
extent of criminal activity on dark webs but have faced
three related challenges. First, the extent of criminal activity
remains unclear due to the sheer size and dynamic structure
of dark web networks. Second, research is hindered by a lack
of adequate tools and methods to examine the immensity
and evolving structure of dark webs. Finally, criminological
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theories have yet to be applied to the dark web as a means of
understanding how crime can flourish in this environment.

This study responds to these challenges by examining
dark web-based networks through the use of advanced data
collection tools and analytic methods. While many dark
web browsers exist, the Tor network remains one of the
most well-known and frequently operated networks used
to access and operate on the dark web [1] and, as such, is
well suited to provide an in-depth understanding of network
structures. Tor is a peer-to-peer network that operates by
connecting users through specialized software designed to
anonymize and encrypt data sent between those users. The
Tor network allows users to access the dark web through a
specially developed web browser. Since its inception in 2002,
Tor has become one of the most universally used dark web
technologies due to its anonymity features and its ability
to efficiently access dark web content and information [6].
AlthoughTor developersmaintain that the network’s primary
mission is to provide users with the technology to evade
intrusive surveillance and data collection by governments
and corporations while simultaneously fostering innovative
research in online anonymity and privacy, there are increas-
ing concerns about the illicit opportunities that could be
provided to malicious users.

1.1. Content on Tor. A key research interest has been the
nature of the content available on the Tor network. Con-
tent analyses have revealed that an extremely high volume
of unethical content is available through the network [5],
where unethical content was defined as negative behavior
and included “anti-social behavior, drugs, weapons, hacking,
cannibalism, bomb making, hit man services, black mar-
kets, and child pornography” [5]. Some researchers have
concluded that the prominence and pervasiveness of this
unethical content far outweigh the benefits of Tor services
[5]. However, such findings have been based exclusively
on content found on forum discussions from three main
databases, potentially limiting their generalizability [5]. Past
research has also demonstrated a varying degree of illegal
activity on the network where virtual interaction and illegal
file sharing were found to be the most prominent illegitimate
uses of dark webs such as Tor [7]. File sharing includes
sharing copyright-infringing files, such asmusic, movies, and
TV [5]. Cybercriminals also have been known to utilize the
network in order to exchange information and transfer data
for hacking, identity fraud, and buying and selling illegal
goods [8].

1.2. Malicious Uses of Tor. Tor and similar dark webs allow
users to access websites that sell illegal goods and services,
similar in functionality and structure to eBay, although car-
rying illicitmaterial.. Such sites, known as darkmarkets, carry
a variety of illegal commodities and appear to cater to users
looking for specific materials. Most of these markets require
Bitcoin as virtual trading currency. Bitcoin is an increasingly
popular peer-to-peer decentralized payment system [9]. Var-
ious types of malware have also been identified on the Tor
network. Such malware presents a highly dangerous threat to
individuals and uses ransomware to encrypt individual’s files

and prohibit access to these files until a payment is provided
[2]. It has been speculated that terrorist organizations operate
on these markets to finance their activities through the
selling of illegal weapons and drugs. This is possible for two
important reasons: first, unlike the regular Internet, these
domains are not registered to a central authority; and second,
Tor is highly anonymized, whichmeans users feel safe posting
this content.

1.3. Tor Hyperlinks. Tor websites, like those found on the
regular Internet, do not exist in a vacuum; rather, they are
hyperlinked both with themselves and to each other.Without
hyperlinks, websites could only be found if the exact URL
was known to the user. Hyperlinks thus form the basis for
how users traverse this network, connect to domains, explore
content, and connect with other users. Social network analy-
sis allows for the analysis of these hyperlinks and illuminates
website connectivity. Websites with more incoming and out-
going hyperlinks may be considered to be more popular and
more important to the dissemination of information within
the Tor network. Network analysis can help to determine not
only how information is being distributed and shared among
network structures but also the importance of particular
websites to the network. Like other Internet structures, there
may be a small dense cluster of nodes that form the center
of the network and guide the way information travels. This
would have significant implications for how the structures
of communities develop and function and could improve
strategies used by law enforcement agencies to detect and
remove illicit users and content.

In this study, we examine Tor’s hyperlink connections
through social network measures to gain insight into the
network structures that form onTor and how these structures
create conditions favorable to deviant or criminal activity. An
automated data collection tool, known as The Dark Crawler
(TDC), was employed to collect and capture a sample of
dark web content. TDC was able to navigate and collect
hyperlink information for 1,220 unique dark web websites
on the Tor network. This study also explores whether the
core principles of social disorganization theory can explain
the prevalence of “bad” communities on Tor. Traditional
social disorganization theory hypothesizes that community
structures characterized by instability, heterogeneity, and
weak social ties can foster crime and disorder [10]. We
suggest that Tor social network structures, formed through
hyperlinks, have a similar nature in that sparse and unstable
networks composed of weak connections could potentially
foster illicit online activity and content. Although no known
studies have yet to determine the time Tor domains are
online and offline, the transitivity and instability of Tor
have been widely speculated by researchers [11]. Additionally,
like crime-prone neighborhoods, networks that form on
Tor lack regulation or monitoring by law enforcement and
government. Social disorganization theory proposes that
the absence of a governing system can limit community
members’ ability to formally or informally control the behav-
ior of others and increase opportunities for individuals to
engage in criminal activities. If connections on Tor are
found to be unstable and weak, coupled with a lack of
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regulation, it is possible that these characteristics present
unique opportunities for users to leverage the network to
engage in devious activity similar to that of socially disor-
ganized communities. There is currently a void in research
that has specifically examined this link between dark web
online communities and offline communities and, as such,
the application of this criminological theory is only used
as an exploratory lens in the current study. Previous work
on Tor has examined individual websites such as The Silk
Road, an online black market, [9, 12] or as a larger con-
struct providing a content analysis of the domains found
within the network [2, 5]. Using social network analysis,
this study aims to examine (a) hyperlink connections and
the structure of website communities they form on Tor
and (b) how characteristics of these communities could
have implications for criminal activity on Tor as understood
through the lens of social disorganization theory. From a
law enforcement perspective this may have implications for
disruption strategies or target selection for policing interven-
tions.

2. Theoretical Background

Past research has examined how Internet communities cre-
ated through hyperlink connections can be understood as
individuals connecting and developing ties, thereby form-
ing small online communities within a large network [4].
These virtual communities are not constrained by geographic
barriers and have provided an avenue for users to connect
worldwide [13]. This has resulted in the development of
large, globally connected social networks that allow users
to connect with like-minded individuals, gain social sup-
port, and share information and material. Researchers have
suggested that communities that form online have a sim-
ilar nature to offline communities, where complex social
networks are formed through similar interests or purposes
and are sustained through continuous interactions among
users [7, 14]. Further, researchers have proposed that, like
the offline world, the Internet also contains “bad neigh-
borhoods” with crime distributions resembling the offline
world. These virtual neighborhoods have been considered
to have greater concentrations of crime to the extent that
they are largely composed of IP addresses hosting illicit
content or performing malicious activities. Malicious users
can also acquire criminal capital through formed connections
by sharing information and material within online criminal
communities [4]. As part of this study, we draw inspiration
from a major criminological approach to explore whether
this could be true of dark web network connections. While
parallels can be drawn between regular Internet structures
and dark web structures in how they connect websites,
they are distinct enough to warrant a separate examination
of Tor’s hyperlinking structures. That said, it is probable
that Tor is used in the same manner by malicious users.
As such, the primary assumptions of social disorganization
theory are used as basis to understand how the structure
of Tor itself, and how users connect on the network, could
potentially increase the opportunities for deviant or criminal
activity.

2.1. Social DisorganizationTheory. Many criminologists have
focused on the relationship between urban and community
organization and crime [15–17]. Social disorganization theory
specifically draws attention to the reciprocal connection
between communities and crime and has become one of the
most influential models of crime within criminology over
time. Central to the social disorganization approach is the
idea that community organization and social ties are impor-
tant mechanisms through which communities can control
crime. As such, the theory suggests urban organization can
influence patterns of crime. In particular, the research of [10]
proposed that four structural factors, instability, heterogene-
ity, weak social ties, and lack of supervision, can increase
the likelihood of crime and delinquency in a community. It
is argued that such factors disrupt the social organization
in a community, where social organization is measured by
the prevalence and interconnectedness of social networks.
As such, they theorized that weak social structures decrease
the ability of the community to maintain informal social
control over members’ behavior. Informal control in a com-
munity has been known to occur when members can control
crime through informal surveillance of the neighborhood
and intervene in problematic or suspicious activity. Strong
and cohesive social ties within community networks have,
therefore, been shown to increase the effectiveness of social
control in reducing crime because community members are
more willing to engage in monitoring and guardianship
behaviors against crime [16, 18]. Thus, the prevalence of
community organization or community disorganization are
regarded as separate traits that have an influence on crime
rates.

Social disorganization theory has generally been used
to analyze urban crime geographies where researchers have
focused on demographic, economic, social, familial, and
urban factors when assessing criminal activity. The three
variables most often assessed are those related to poverty,
ethnic heterogeneity, stability, and population mobility in a
community, as these are viewed as factors that can weaken
a community’s ability to manage the prevalence of crime
[17]. In examining and testing these factors, researchers have
found that such characteristics present in a community do
appear to have a relationshipwith increased crime rates.With
regard to the role of poverty, studies have found that commu-
nities of low socioeconomic status lack money and resource
to organize and mobilize a community [19, 20]. In a study
by [21] ethnic heterogeneity present among communities was
found to be associated with social disorganization, where the
degree of ethnic mix and population density to violent crime
was analyzed. With regard to population mobility, meaning
the rate of incoming and outgoing community members,
[17] found that residential instability had a negative effect
on network connections in a community, which in turn was
related to an increase in crime. Additionally, [22] found that
instability, measured by residents living in a community less
than 2 years, had a reciprocal relationship with community
disorder where the more instability that was present in a
community led to increased disorder, and vice versa.

Network density has also been proposed as an influential
characteristic by indicating the extent to which individuals
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are connected to each other by direct relations [17]. For
instance, high network density within a community has been
found to increase its ability to control criminal behavior as
communitymembers aremore apt tomonitor and respond to
such behavior. Alternatively, low network density and weak
social ties can result in the inability to exert social control
[17]. Social disorganization theorists have proposed that
supervision is an important component within communities
[23]. Crime and disorder can develop where there is lack of
supervision over activities and these activities are not held
in check through social control. A lack of supervision or
regulation of activities within a community can lead to higher
rates of crime,whereas cohesive communities are able to exert
control and intervene in criminal or delinquent activities.
Indeed, in studies on teenage delinquency, researchers found
that gang developed in communities when teenagers were
left unsupervised whereas more cohesive communities were
better able to collectively supervise teenagers and control
potentially delinquent behaviors [10, 17].

Overall, criminological studies of social disorganization
principle have consistently demonstrated how characteristics
of a disorganized community, sparse networks, unsuper-
vised groups, instability, and heterogeneity, are important in
explaining variation in crime rates across geographies. How-
ever, it is noted that these studies measured concepts related
to disorganization and are thus subject tomeasurement error,
with the potential that other underlying variables could be
influencing crime rates. Despite such limitations, the results
of these studies have proved to be consistent with the key
principles proposed by social disorganization theory.

Drawing on social disorganization theory, we propose
that Tor structures exhibit similar characteristics to offline
crime-prone communities. In this study, these characteristics
will be adapted in a more general sense through the results of
social network analysis and what such measures reveal about
the Tor network. Weak connectivity, low network density,
and large diversity within Tor could indicate disorganization
within these structures. Structural disorganization could be
a contributing factor to the presence of illicit activity and
material on Tor. Due to its anonymization features, Tor is
also inherently void of regulation and guardianship, which is
likely to increase or attract malicious users operating within
the network.We propose that examining hyperlink structures
is an important step to understanding Tor networks, as
hyperlinks play a crucial role in facilitating the transmission
of information and content, connecting malicious users and
websites, and providing opportunities to engage in criminal
activities.

2.2. Current Study. Examining the Tor network, how it
is deployed, and who comprises the Tor community is
an imperative undertaking to better understand the dark
web. The current research aims to achieve an in-depth
understanding of the network’s structure through the use
of innovative collection and analytic techniques. Using a
specialized web crawler enables efficient collection and the
ability to filter a vast amount of information from the Tor
network. Subsequent analysis of this information can help
determine the extent to which Tor websites are connecting

to other websites within the network through hyperlinks.
Social network analysis can assess these connections and
provide a macro-level understanding of the network struc-
tures within Tor. The social network measures serve as a
way to analyze how legitimate and illegitimate users are
able to navigate and connect on Tor. These connections are
implicit in understanding the structures within the network
and determining the impact of each website within this
dark web. This can generate insights into what content exists
within Tor and how the structures of the network may
foster online illicit activity. The overall network form will
be examined along with social network measures including
cohesion, homophily, and core-periphery to provide insight
into whether the network structures are characterized by
sparse, weak, and heterogeneous social connections between
domains.

Networks can take many forms but generally exhibit
two dichotomous structures: random or scale-free. Random
networks are composed of a disconnected set of nodes that
are paired with a certain probability [24]. These networks
often have low heterogeneity, in contrast to real world
observed networks where edge formation is likely a product
of choice [24]. Scale-free networks often follow a power-law
distribution where nodes are more likely to connect to a
central few nodes rather than forming connections to only
unique nodes [25]. New nodes in the network are more likely
to select edges to these central actors rather than follow
a random pattern. These scale-free networks characterize
the regular Internet, which may provide insight into the
connections between nodes on the dark web (Tor). Scale-
free networks may contain a central core of hubs that contain
most of the connections within the network.These hubs then
are important to how information and users traverse the
network. Identifying these hubs through a core-peripheral
model will provide insight into how a user may traverse the
network with an additional focus on how criminal activity
may proliferate within Tor. Legal domains acting as hubsmay
provide access and opportunities to illicit ones, which would
be largely isolated otherwise. The presence of a core then
reduces the distance that a user will have to travel to find illicit
content increasing criminal opportunities.

3. Data and Methods

The Dark Crawler (TDC) is a modified version of the
webcrawler presented in previous research [26–28] and is
shown in detail in Appendix. It operates by collecting and
downloading webpages into an offline database. Prior to data
collection, a list of seed websites was compiled to provide
the crawler points of departure. Seed websites are universal
resource locators (URLs) that are manually selected and can
be as few as one website or more than 1,000 websites. In the
current study, Tor domains were used as seed websites.These
Tor domains were found through a Google search of themost
widely known.onion directory called the Hidden Wiki, with
additional URLs found on Reddit and other regular Internet
sites. The Hidden Wiki categorizes and shares known Tor
domains, allowing users to search for various types of legal
and illicit content. Overall, a collection of 150 seed websites
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were identified to start the search process. These 150 websites
were selected at random using a random number generator
and through content analysis the domain was categorized
(Drugs, Child Exploitation, Directory, Hosting, Weapons,
etc.) The categories were modeled from previous studies
[2, 5] with some categories collapsed into others (guns and
hitman services were coded as weapons) while others were
expanded. Often the “Other” or “Misc.” categories were used
as a catchall for hard to identify websites and those were
disaggregated for this study into appropriate subcategories
such as politics.

Starting with the seed websites, the crawler downloaded
each top level domain and added any found hyperlinks
containing a.onion address to its internal queue. It recursively
followed these links from the queue until either no.onion
domains were found or it reached the termination criteria.
For the purposes of this study, the termination criterion was
the downloading of 1 million webpages across any number of
domains. Among the 1 million Tor webpages that comprise
the sample there were 1,220 unique domains.

3.1. Social Network Analysis

3.1.1. Homophily. Homophily looks to explain why nodes
with similar features are more likely to share social relation-
ships or ties [29]. This relationship has not been explored
through the analysis of the links between top level domains
in an online network. If domains are more likely to share
hyperlinks with similar domains, this can be compared
to homophily observed through website content. Network
topography may play a more prominent role in which
webpages hyperlink to other webpages rather than simply
connecting to webpages with similar content. This has impli-
cations about the nature of node hyperlinkages operating
within the dark web. Tor nodes are not necessarily looking
to increase visibility and might only be interested in remain-
ing part of the underground community. The presence of
homophily within the network would indicate the possibility
that websites were more likely to form connections with
similar others. Alternatively, a lack of homophily would
indicate that the network structure was not driven by homo-
geneous website connections but instead was driven by a
motley crew of users and content. If network connections are
dissimilar and diverse, this could be a contributing factor to
the presence of illicit activity onTor. As social disorganization
theory proposes, diversity within a community can lead to
higher delinquency as it interferes with members’ ability
to develop strong social connections and effectively work
together to communicate and provide surveillance within the
community [10].

3.1.2. Cohesion. A scale-free network features highly central-
ized nodes or hubs connecting to other nodes forming large
clusters [30]. Traditionally, a network that is characterized by
the small-world phenomenon has an average path length of
6 [31]. The Internet is characterized as having small-world
features despite containing an average path length of 19 [30].
This is due to the sheer size of the Internet which follows
logarithmic scaling, where the degree centralization remains

relatively high despite the sheer volume of domains present
[32]. Similar to the regular Internet, Tor will likely follow
these properties, which has important considerations regard-
ing network traversal, information flow, and law enforcement
disruption.

Given the novel nature of examining Tor through social
network analysis, examining these properties was essential
before comparing results and the generalizability of this
network to the regular Internet. If Tor does not resemble
the regular Internet, then comparing the importance of the
nodes within the network would be ill-advised. Determining
the nature of the Tor network would also allow additional
network measures to be examined on the overall network.
A core-periphery analysis was conducted to determine the
importance that some hubs might be having on the overall
network. If there was no identified core, this would indicate
that the websites were connected to each other and had a
similar number of network ties. Alternatively, the presence
of a core would suggest that the Tor network was operated
by a few centralized hubs that serve as crucial links to the
entire network. As the adoption of Tor by users remains
relatively low, accessing content on Tor can be difficult
without prior knowledge of where to look. To remedy this
problem, it is likely that central hubs have emerged which are
responsible for linking new users to onion domains. Without
hubs directing users to various domains, Tor users would
have difficulty accessing desired content. The Tor network
takes advantage of the high density of users to operate on a
peer-to-peer systemwhich increases anonymity for the entire
community. Social disorganization theory would suggest that
this anonymity within a dense network increases criminal
activity as it interferes with accountability to other Tor users.
Further, opportunities to engage in illicit activity on Tor
are not constrained by isolation. While some studies have
suggested that living in a sparsely populated area can reduce
opportunities for offending due to the offender’s distance
from targets [33], this is unlikely to impact deviant users
in the online realm. Users wishing to access or share illicit
content can do so without being constrained by geographical
barriers and likely desire to remain hidden and disconnected
on the network to avoid law enforcement.

3.2. Core-Periphery Analysis. Core-periphery analysis has
been used successfully on smaller pockets of the Internet.
Researchers hypothesize that the Internet, due to its archi-
tecture, retains an inherent core structure [34]. Although
researchers suggest that the core is formed by connections
based upon network traffic, hyperlinks serve as another way
to measure connectivity. Most of the research focusing on
online communities uses core-periphery to look at user social
relationships [35, 36], but few use websites to examine these
connections.While the existence of a core is briefly discussed
in [10], no social network analysis regarding the structure was
conducted. We propose that while a core may be present in
the network and even necessary for users to find content,
hyperlink connections outside of the core are likely to be
infrequent and weak. Tor users interested in accessing or
distributing illicit content can be expected to remain isolated
in order to avoid detection. Assuming website linkages are
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Table 1: Comparison of categorical and continuous core-periphery models.

One mode categorical
𝑁 = 61

One mode continuousminres
𝑁 = 8

One-mode continuous
score (Corene) Website content Website type

N531 N531 0.76 Offline Offline
N514 N514 0.31 Links Directory
N1007 N1007 0.26 Wiki Hosting
N899 N899 0.20 Politics Directory
N938 N938 0.20 Politics Directory
N937 N937 0.19 Politics Directory
N898 N898 0.19 Politics Directory
N515 N515 0.16 Links Directory
Fit = 0.22 Fit = 0.07

a valid form of network construction, and the nature of the
Tor network is to be covert, then examining offline covert
networks appears to be the logical choice from which to
draw comparisons. The Tor network most closely resembles
criminal networks, where the actors are attempting to avoid
detection. The types of offline networks that share these
characteristics wouldmost likely be gang affiliation networks,
given that actors are actively trying to avoid detection and are
interested in conducting illicit activities.

Core-periphery analysis has been shown to be effective
in determining who the central actors are within numerous
networks, both offline and online [34, 37, 38]. Core-periphery
analysis can potentially reveal websites that provide highly
important positions within the network, even though they
would not appear to be influential based upon network
scores or using the naked eye. A person may appear highly
influential in a network while actually not being a central
component of the core. Some nodes that may appear as
peripheral entities actually have significance to the core of the
network and would be overlooked. Previous studies utilizing
the various forms of the TDC have discussed the biases
and limitations associated with using this data collection
technique [26]. The current sample of the Tor network relied
upon the manual data collection of seed websites through
content analysis which may influence what Tor nodes are
represented within the network [26, 28].

4. Results

The analysis of the 1,220 nodes in the Tor sample revealed
a sparse network with an average degree score of 2.27. Each
node was connected to only a couple of other websites,
showing the scale-free nature of the network. There were
2,763 ties between the nodes, leading to a network density of
0.002.This indicated that less than one percent of all possible
connections exist within the network. Websites within the
network were only connected to a few select nodes. These
ties were directed, as not all hyperlinks are reciprocated back
between websites. Of the 2,763 edges within the network
only 136 were reciprocal between nodes, while 2,627 were
not. Node reciprocity then only happened in 4.9% of all
connections within the network. The average distance of this
network was 4.95, meaning that it took, on average, about

5 connections to get from one end of the network to the
otherwhen considering all possible links between pairs of two
nodes. The surface web, on average, has an average distance
of 16–19 connections [25], suggesting that Tor exhibits a
different structure. The average score additionally suggested
that the network contained properties associated with small-
world networks. The degree centralization for the network is
41.88%, which indicated there were scale-free features present
within the network. We suggest the identification of these
sparse connections and a lack of reciprocity between the
hyperlinks contributes to the presence of crime among the
Tor community as compared to the surface web. This allows
domains to remain hidden from unwanted attention, such
as law enforcement, while still retaining the ability to attract
interested users.

4.1. Categorical versus Continuous Models. Multiple tests
were conducted using core-periphery analysis to determine
the best model fit for the dataset. The final results, reported
in Table 1, compared the categorical model and the one-
mode continuous model using the minres algorithm. The
minres algorithm is a form of factor analysis that can be
used if the diagonal values within the relational matrices
are not valued and only detect the presence or absence of
a tie [39]. The minres algorithm works best with binary
networks where the presence of a tie is captured. Model fit
is represented as a Pearson’s correlation coefficient between
the current model and an ideal model with a maximized
core structure [39]. The procedure inherently maximized
nodes with connections into one block in a matrix (the
core) while the nodes with few connections (the periphery)
were minimized and placed into a second block [39]. This
immediately biased any significance testing and thus model
fit was largely a descriptive process, rather than reaching an
arbitrary cut-point. The categorical model suggested a core
of 61 websites with a periphery of 1,159 nodes and had a
model fit of 0.22. The one-mode continuous analysis was
conducted using the minres algorithm and a core of eight
nodes with 1,212 periphery nodes was suggested with amodel
fit of 0.07. Comparison between the categoricalmodel and the
continuous model demonstrated the categorical model was
a better fit for the data given the large differences between
the scores in model fit. Table 1 contains the top 8 websites as
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Table 2: Group densities between core and periphery across categorical and continuous models.

Categorical (Fit = 0.22) Core Periphery Continuous (Fit = 0.07) Core Periphery
Core 0.132 0.019 Core 0.250 0.160
Periphery 0.001 0.001 Periphery 0.001 0.001

Figure 1: Core-periphery categoricalmodel.Note: dark grey squares
represent core nodes; light grey squares represent periphery nodes.

ranked by the continuous model and their associated corene
scores.

Determining the variability of subject matter through
content analysis on all sixty-one core domains indicated by
the categorical model proved cumbersome, therefore only
the nodes present in both models were analyzed; this was
a limitation with the data capture which could be solved
by automated methods in future. Eight nodes from the
continuousmodelwere used to highlight the types ofwebsites
found within the core and it is important to note that these
eight nodes were identified as part of the core structures of
both models. The structural position of the core within the
network is shown in Figure 1. With the addition of more
attributes, the core 61 nodes could be assessed to determine
if there were any similarities between them. There may be a
correlation between domain membership and content, with
certain typologies more likely to exist in the core.

A content analysis of the core eight nodes was conducted
to determine if any particular type of website or content was
contributing to the core. The top eight nodes all appeared
to have similar domain structures (directory sites), while
the content varied between the sites. Notably, the website
with the highest corene score was offline when the content
analysis was conducted two months after data capture. While
the continuous model was not selected to represent the
network visually, the corene scores demonstrated which core
nodes were the most central to the network. The core is
represented by the dark grey squares, while the periphery
is represented by the light grey squares in Figure 1. Visually,
these 61 nodes, given their centralization and large number
of ties, represented what would be expected of a core as
demonstrated by their position in the network. The large
cluster of dark grey squares, shown centre left in Figure 1,
represented approximately 60% of the core. Many nodes
overlapped, which suggested they held a similar place within
the network and may be part of the same community.

4.2. Core-Periphery Analysis. Group densities were also com-
pared to determine the best model to use for the core-
periphery analysis and are shown in Table 2. These com-
parisons helped to identify how connected the core is to
itself and the periphery. If the core connections were not
above the network average it could have indicated the
model was a poor fit for the data. The density measured
the proportion of connections that existed as a ratio of all
possible connections available within the network [39]. In the
categorical model the core density was 0.132, as compared to
the overall network density of 0.002. The large discrepancy
indicated that there was in fact a core present within the
network. The density from the core to the periphery was .019
and from the periphery back to the core it was 0.001. The
connection of the core nodes to the peripheral nodes was low,
having only formed connections to 1.9% of possible nodes.
From periphery to periphery the density was also 0.001, less
than the total network. The peripheral connectivity was the
same for both the core and other peripheral nodes making
connections with only 1.16 nodes. The core nodes connected
to an average of eight other members of the core. The core
also connected, on average, to approximately 22 periphery
nodes.This was in comparison to the periphery which linked
to other peripheral nodes at just over one connection per
node. These large differences indicated that there was a core
present within this network and was consistent with other
online communities containing scale-free properties.

In the continuousmodel the core density was 0.25; mean-
ing 25% of all the possible ties between core members were
present. Each core node on average connected to at least two
other members in the core. The core to periphery was 0.16,
which was also quite large given that the periphery consisted
of 1,212 nodes. On average, the core nodes connected to 194
periphery nodes within the network. The periphery back
to the core was 0.001 and the periphery to the periphery
nodes remained the same at 0.001. While the continuous
model had amuchdenser core, the categoricalmodel retained
connectivity while including more nodes. This was ideal for
identifying the nodes that possessed a significant number of
the connections within the network. Adding the ties from all
dyadic pairs within the core, and ties from the core to the
periphery in the continuous model, 57% of all the ties in the
network were present. In the categorical model this rises to
66%, indicating that the core was responsible for almost two-
thirds of all present ties.

4.3. Network Structure. The fundamental assumption under-
lying a network using websites as nodes was that domains
can have social relationships or meaningful connections to
other websites [26].These assumed relationships suggest that
websites have properties that can be considered analogous
to the connections made by people. Websites at their core
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are still operated by users, so while this remains a possible
limitation, the hyperlinks are still chosen by individuals,
an action no different than choosing friendships offline.
Comparing networks across group typologies then should
be considered in this context, such as those containing child
exploitation materials [4, 30], terrorist networks [40], or
abstract structures [25, 32]. Domains hyperlinking to other
domains are a product of this decision-making process and
do not significantly differ fromhow edges are formed in other
contemporary groups in different contexts. In this study,
examining the network characteristics revealed that Tor
shared some similarities with these other observed networks.
Without an extensive meta-analysis of all network types, it
was impossible to place Tor into a specific category.

Comparing results across online networks can help to
clarify how online networks operate. For example, a compar-
ison of the cohesion measures indicated that the density of
0.002 found in the Tor network was lower than those found
in two regular Internet child exploitation networks (0.05
and 0.11, resp.) [30]. It is possible this observed difference
was due to network size; however, networks containing
CE materials may be the best comparison available due to
criminal domain saturation. Comparing the features of the
network to licit alternatives provides little benefit except to
simply say that Tor is in fact different.The average distance of
4.95 hops (the sum of all dyadic pairs between nodes) within
the Tor network is consistent with the literature regarding
online networks exhibiting small-world properties [32]. As
defined by Milgram, small-world properties are networks
with an average path length of six or less [41]. In addition to
containing properties associated with small-world networks
the Tor network also had features consistent with a power-law
distribution that defines scale-free networks [32]. This was
measured through the degree centralization score, which in
the Tor network was 42%; this was quite large and surpasses
other online networks [32, 42]. Although it was difficult to
speculate as to the exact network structure of Tor without
a more exhaustive review, the Tor network appeared to
share similar properties with other online networks although
definitively more centralized.

5. Discussion

5.1. Core-Periphery. The results of the core-periphery model
were consistent with the findings regarding the overall degree
centralization of the network. As noted above, the reported
degree centralization of 42% indicated the network contained
properties associatedwith a scale-free network: few hubswith
many connections. This indicated there were some parallel
attributes between the regular Internet and the dark web, as
both contained features of a scale-free network. A core of
61 nodes (or 5% of the network) was identified and had an
overall group density of 0.132. At 18.019, the core to periphery
densities were also larger than those of the overall network
(0.002). This core contingent accounted for a significant
portion of all ties in the network and connections to other
core nodes, indicating this data reduction technique may
be useful for examining the Tor network. Core-periphery
analysis works best in an environment that cannot be divided

reasonably into cohesive subgroups [39]. Without a dataset
containing attributes to interpret these subgroups or factions,
core-periphery allowed for the identification of a subset of
nodes containing a significant majority of the connections
[39]. The Internet was also typically considered to reflect a
core-periphery model as conceptualized by [34, 43] when
they describe how links are formed through specific network
paths, as opposed to random chance.These authors suggested
the Internet was inherently designed in such a way that
information travels along designated paths to form a core
[34]. The idea that new nodes within the network were more
likely to form connections with existing popular nodes. For
example, a newly registered domain will link to Google�
at a significantly higher rate than cbc.ca. Again, the Tor
network appeared to operate in a similar manner, with
websites connected to a small number of central nodes
rather than similar peripheral websites. This demonstrated
that new nodes, or websites, were more likely to form
connections to older, more well-established websites than to
newer sites. New domains on Tor were more likely to link
to this centralized core than form connections to peripheral
nodes.This could be due to the relative anonymity associated
with domain creation within Tor, where users are simply
unaware of the other nodes’ existence. Either way it has
implications for law enforcement regarding authorship and
domain generation, nodes which connected outside of the
norm to more peripheral nodes may be authored or created
by the same individual.

The results also deviate from those found in relation to
an offline gang network [44], insofar as the current study
suggested a much denser core. The similarities between the
two types of networks both being elusive and illicit in nature
did not seem to link these structures. The core-periphery
analysis in the current model is more conducive to Internet-
based networks, suggesting that network topography plays a
larger role than network typology. Online networks may not
be comparable to offline networks despite the symmetries in
the content of those networks due to the scale-free nature of
online networks.Thepresence of overlapping nodes indicated
they belong to the same community on the network. This
finding suggested that connections between websites were
not driven by homogeneous characteristics and content. The
core-periphery analysis also suggested that connections on
the network are dispersed and cannot be tied into reasonably
cohesive subgroups. It was also more difficult to determine
any key members within the network – obfuscating the enti-
ties that produced the majority of illicit activity or content.
This made sense given the Tor network is employed by users
aiming to avoid detection by law enforcement.

The absence of homophily in the network structures also
showed that websites were dissimilar in content and that
ties were not created or limited by shared characteristics.
However, this can be seen as a benefit for Tor users. Forming
connectionswith dissimilar websites can increase embedded-
ness and the ability of users to operate without being tracked
ormonitored, a key objective of Tor users.These ties were also
more likely to dissolve, which may contribute to the transient
nature of the Tor network [29]. As social disorganization the-
ory suggests, the diversity of users can interfere with the Tor
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community’s ability to form relationships between users and
develop effective communication. Without communication,
surveillance of activities on the network is greatly inhibited
and dissimilarity between users can instead breed mistrust
among the community.Thus, the weak ties and heterogeneity
found within network communities lend credence to the
possible roles these characteristics have in fostering illicit
activity on the Tor network.

Online illicit networks provide an additional advantage
for individuals seeking to engage in malicious or illicit
activities as compared to offline illicit networks.Unlike offline
networks, websites do not need to spend costly resources
to maintain social capital and sustain relevancy within the
network. Thus, core membership was likely less intensive in
online networks, allowing these key sites to maintain their
structural positioning within the network. This was differ-
ent from offline networks where core-periphery structures
provided different network contexts. Larger cores allowed
the network to sustain its structure if users left, while larger
peripheries allowed more adaptability within networks [44].
For law enforcement removing nodes within a network
with a large core would have little disruption effect as the
pathways through the network are easily attained through
other avenues. Targeting of nodes for removal then should
not be based upon the principles of disruption or fragmen-
tation but instead should be aimed towards deterrence or
desistance where the impact would affect the largest number
of users possible. Cryptomarkets and large forums would
make ideal targets where users have made investments into
accounts whether financially or through gaining trust and
reputation. Additionally, dispersed cores are not impacted
when peripheral nodes continually enter and exit the net-
work. A single core node does not serve as the only linkage
between the cluster of peripheral nodes and the rest of
the network. Conversely, removing core nodes within larger
peripheries, as in the case of the current study where the core
is characterized by scale-free features, will have a substantially
larger impact on network traversal. For example, the targeted
law enforcement efforts on the “Silk Road” by the FBI saw
a large disruption effect for Tor users who were not simply
displaced to competing cryptomarkets [12].

In determining if the Tor network shared similar proper-
ties to the regular Internet, it is likely that the connections
between domains are formed using the same principles
[25]. Edge formation was not random and not all nodes
within the network have the same probabilities of forming
connections [25]. There was, to some degree, a form of
preferential selection taking place, where new nodes were
more likely to link back to these already established core
nodes.The encrypted nature of Tor means information is not
routed in exactly the same way, as data still travels through
a designated path. Core modeling of the regular Internet
further reinforced the use of this analysis in assessing these
models within a social network context [34]. The 61 core
nodes identified through the categorical model should be
compared further with attribute data to speculate about the
types of websites comprising this crucial component. The
results of the content analysis for the core eight domains
indicated that over half are primarily focused on supplying

hyperlinks to other domains on Tor. Due to the anonymity
and obscurity of Tor, it is likely these directory sites are
necessary for users to find content. If the dissemination of
information on Tor is reliant upon these directory sites to
such a large degree, it has implications for how crime occurs
within this context. Future research is necessary to assess
if directory sites are linking illegal or criminal websites to
other criminal sites or if these sites are forming their own
communities.

Following a power-law distribution, the network prop-
erties of Tor indicate that it is less likely to recover fol-
lowing domain failures of the hub nodes [25, 43]. Two
important considerations are that this leaves the network
vulnerable to attack from groups looking to disrupt the
network (law enforcement, hacktivists, governments, etc.) or
internal causes such as the lack of infrastructure may cause
significant disruptions to accessibility and network fluidity.
While removing one node remains a challenge and has shown
to be a costly endeavour by law enforcement [12], targeting of
a select few nodes representing the core structure may have
larger and more impactful disruption effects than focusing
on the criminal activities within a single domain. The core
structure will also regulate how new users can move from
domain to domain on Tor likely having to pass through
a hub before specific URLs are identified. A hub which is
offline for a significant amount of time may vastly restrict
the access of users to content which may funnel them into
following a different path. Consider the example of a user
looking to purchase a firearm in the context of the results.
They download the Tor browser and follow the steps and find
the Hidden Wiki. This domain has links to a few domains
which reportedly sell firearms; however the links are dead or
broken.Theperson decides to try one of themarketplaces and
see if someone is selling there. On the marketplace someone
may be advertising a different domain which sells firearms
because it may go against the policies of the marketplace.The
person then follows the hyperlink to the final domain and is
able to purchase the gun. Alternatively, in a less centralized
network, the domain which sells firearms may be directly
hyperlinked by many websites and is accessible by simply
clicking it directly from theHiddenWiki.The addition of one
domain does not seem like a preventative factor in stopping a
motivated user from purchasing the firearm but due to the
factors listed above may be critical. The user needs to find
the content on the marketplace, law enforcement has another
avenue for intervention and both need to remain stable long
enough for this user to make the critical leaps.

6. Conclusions

The Tor network is a relatively unknown and unexplored
region of the dark web allowing users to anonymously
communicate and browse content through encrypted means.
Past research has speculated on the content of Tor through
limited studies focused on small sections of the network [5, 7].
A more thorough and systematic process was necessary to
conduct analysis of the Tor network. In the current study,
an automated tool was used to collect data and social net-
work analysis was applied to examine how websites formed
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connections through hyperlinks to other websites. This type
of analysis adds a further dimension to how users access
content on Tor.

The results of the social network analysis provided insight
into the characteristics of the virtual communities formed
through hyperlink connections. Support for a homophily
effect regarding the way Tor nodes were connecting to others
within the network was found. This was also supported
by the notion that the Tor nodes had, on average, more
incoming ties than the link sites. The core-periphery model
identified the main 61 central nodes within the network and
guide users through this dark network. Although there was
a slight homophily effect regarding the core nodes, websites
within the networks appeared to be largely composed of
heterophilous connections. As such, similar content did not
appear to be the driving force connecting websites. Reference
[4] found a similar finding when analyzing online child
exploitation communities and suggested that connections
with similar content may have a negative impact; similar
connected websites may experience decreased traffic to their
domains as users can access the information on competitor’s
sites. When considered under a social disorganization per-
spective, it is also probable that dissimilar and heterogeneous
connections are contributing to the Tor community’s inability
to effectively surveil deviant users and activity.

Social disorganization principles can provide insight into
how network structures may foster illicit activity on Tor. The
sparse online networks appear to share similar characteristics
to real world crime-prone neighborhoods; they are largely
composed of weak and heterophilous ties between domains.
Although it was not specifically examined in this current
study, Tor is also known for its inherently transient nature;
a vast number of domains are created and taken down on
a daily basis. Such instability may amplify the facilitation
of illicit activity; users specifically choose to operate on
Tor and other dark webs to avoid detection and obfuscate
their activities. The extension of a criminological theory and
concepts should be further explicated to understand how
dark web community structures could be fostering illicit
activity. The integration of criminology theory is useful to
the extent that it can potentially help inform police strategies
and reduce criminal activity by targeting formed network
communities. Further, it would be advantageous to take a
later sample of the data to determine if the characteristics of
Tor network structures remain consistent. Due to the sheer
volume and size of Tor, measuring change over time within
the network structures is needed to refine and corroborate
our findings.

As the data was not collected through a randomized
sample and may be reflective of the seed websites, the results
are not without limitations. For example, if the seed websites
were entirely focused on drug markets, without attribute
data it would not be possible to tell if the entire sample
consists of drug relatedwebsites.The seed sitesmay be biasing
the sample based upon content rather than overall network
position. The lack of attribute data hampers the ability of
the data to be generalizable to a broader sample without
first examining what types of websites were collected. Future
research should include as many attributes as possible from

each website such as content, legality, page views, visitors,
registered users, and Bitcoin wallets to allow comparison
between the network measures and website characteristics
as was previously done in child exploitation research [4].
The attributes would also allow for community detection
to be used to examine how these websites were grouping
together to form connections. The core-periphery analysis
used in the study examined only one set of these communities
and it is likely that many others exist. Moreover, applying
criminological concepts and measures to the online realm
has many challenges and this study did not empirically
test social disorganization theory or examine how other
structural factors can mediate or influence the relationship
between communities and crime [23].

Dark web networks have received significant attention in
the past decade, in both the public and political realm, and are
being viewed as the only way to protect one’s information and
privacy in a world where the collection and flow of personal
data are nearly inescapable for Internet users. It remains an
important task for researchers and law enforcement to pursue
a further understanding of how these networks are exploited
by individuals and entities for criminal purposes, as this may
better inform strategies to disrupt illicit activities on Tor
and other dark webs. By understanding the characteristics
that foster criminal structures on the network, this could
aid enforcement in targeting malicious users and removing
illicit content. Still, only a portion of the Tor network was
explored in this study, leaving a significant portion still in
the dark. Employing social network analysis to examinemore
domains and the networks they form will allow for a better
picture of how users are traversing the Tor network and can
better indicate whether social disorganization principles can
provide an understanding of crime on Tor.

Appendix

In the seed data collection 1000 domains were found using
Google, Reddit, and the Hidden Wiki. Of which 150 were
selected using a random number generator to seed the
crawler to start the data collection period. This was done to
eliminate potential selection bias where if a core structure
was identified it would simply represent the seeds chosen.
If the core was made up of primarily seed domains the
network structure would more accurately represent the ego
networks of the seeds rather than a representative sample
of the Tor network as a whole. The results of a QAP
regression (UCINet 6 v. 6.644) showed that (𝑅2 = 0.13)
seed domains did not significantly predict core membership
(exp(𝐵) = 1.05, 𝑝 > .05); however, seed domains did have
significantly greater indegree (exp(𝐵) = 0.31, 𝑝 < .001)
and average geodesic distances (exp(𝐵) = 0.13, 𝑝 < .01).
The crawler recursively followed found hyperlinks on each
collected webpage subsequently stored in a queue. Awebpage
was scraped and the XML document which comprises the
underlying structure of the webpage was stored in the crawler
database. The webpage could then be viewed offline from
the database and visually verified by a researcher at a later
date for content analysis. Data collection could be terminated
by manually cancelling the TDC after a certain time period
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or by specifying a criterion. For this study TDC ran until
it had collected 1 million webpages and lasted ∼90 days or
3 months. The 1 million webpages comprise 1,220 unique
domains. Each hyperlink found on a webpage then was
collapsed into representing a specific domain. If a hyperlink
was found on page 1 or page 820 (the mean number of
webpages per website) of Website A both represented a tie
to Website B and C and was coded as such. The hyperlinks
were then aggregated for each domain and used to generate
the networks.
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A network security metric may provide quantifiable evidence to assist security practitioners in securing computer networks.
However, research on security metrics based on attack graph is not applicable to the characteristics of internal attack; therefore
we propose an internal network security metric method based on attack probability. Our approach has the following benefits:
it provides the method of attack graph simplification with monitoring event node which could solve the attack graph exponential
growth with the network size, while undermining the disguise of internal attacks and improving the efficiency of the entire method;
the method of attack probability calculation based on simplified attack graph can simplify the complexity of internal attacks and
improve the accuracy of the approach.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of network and information
technology, the role of information system in enterprise
becomes more and more important. At the same time, the
number of attacks from internal network has also increased.
Therefore, it is necessary to build an effective security metric
technology for the internal network.

According to the definition and analysis of internal
attacks provided by Computer Emergency Response Team
(CERT) [1], the internal attacks have the transparency to
defense intercepts, such as access control or firewalls. Internal
attacks also have the camouflage system privileges, high
risk to access the core confidential resources easily, and
the complexity of gradual attacks. The security metric as a
proactive defense technology, whose role is actively analyzing
and evaluating what is existing in the current security risks
or potential security risks before the attacks. When the
attack action occurred, the security metric method needs to
analyze and assess the threat of attack incidents, then predict
the attack paths, and take appropriate measures to defend
[2].

The analysis method in network security can be divided
into two types: one is the unknown vulnerabilities in a
network, mainly considering the prevention measures; the
other one is the known vulnerabilities in a network, repairing
the weak parts of the network and improving the security of
the whole network. As for the unknown vulnerabilities, the
information security experts have already carried out a lot of
research; the main methods are as follows:

(i) Analysis protocol vulnerabilities, such asARP address
resolution protocol: researchers try to find out the
protocol vulnerabilities, sum up the vulnerability
in some areas, give the solutions for the lack of
agreement, and achieve the purpose of prevention.

(ii) Analyze the source code of the software: mistakes
are unavoidable when programming, such as buffer
overflow vulnerabilities. By studying some important
codes, researchers take necessary precautions against
possible errors and give patches of software, so as to
improve the overall safety of software.

Although these methods are effective, they are very
abstract and not easy to implement, and the results are
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relatively few. But if we start from the knownnetwork security
vulnerabilities, it is relatively easy, for example, all kinds
of graph theory based model checking methods, such as
attack graph. The attack graph is a kind of graph theory
method to judge the network security by studying the nodes
and the relationship between nodes in the network. By
building the actual network into a theoretical graph theory
model, the attack graph can give us many places to think
deeply, sometimes with unexpected results. For example,
constructing a model from the known aspects to simplify or
idealize the actual elements allows us to focus on the most
important or important aspects of cybersecurity, ignoring
the secondary and quickly determining the security of the
network. The attack graph model has great advantages over
other assessment models, becoming one of the most widely
used and most studied security metrics models.

Although the attack graph can visually indicate the origin
and destination of the network attack, it cannot quantitatively
describe the network security. In order to conduct quanti-
tative analysis of the possibility of attacks, we introduce the
cumulative reachable probability for each node. Above all, we
proposed an internal network security metric method based
on attack probability to solve the problem of the existing
security metrics with attack graph for the internal network.

2. Related Work

The numerous existing researches on network security met-
rics based on attack graphmainly focus on the representation
of attack graphmodels, themetrics of indicators, and the con-
clusions of network security metric. Those early researchers
conducted research mainly including the following aspects.

The representation of attack graph models. Xie et al. [3]
firstly explored three sources of uncertainty in the attack
graph, but the attack graphmodel they established is carrying
on probability derivation only when the attack behaviors are
determined, resulting in the fact that the probability of uncer-
tainty testing data is not calculated in the final derivation
process. Wang et al. [4] proposed the probabilistic attribute
description of the attack graph based on the probability of
attacks and the cost of the network deployments, using the
method of cumulative reachable probability to evaluate the
safety of thewhole network, but they did not take into account
the impacts of other uncertain factors.

The metrics of indicators: Li et al. [5] used CVSS to
evaluate vulnerabilities and proposed a general approach for
the network security metrics based on vulnerabilities, but
they only considered the probability of a single vulnerability
node, while ignoring the vulnerability of the vulnerability
node in the whole system, especially the indicators between
the vulnerability nodes.

The conclusions of network security metric: in terms of
attack probability calculation, Wang et al. [6] use Bayesian
network algorithm to calculate the risk probability for inter-
nal nodes and quantify the node variables, the node variable
values, and the conditional probability distribution. Based on
the improved likelihood weighting algorithm, the calculation
of Bayesian network node parameter is more convenient;
the internal threat forecast also is more accurate. However,

this approach did not take into account the vulnerability of
their own indicators. Zhang et al. [7] proposed satisfying
the temporal order of attack evidence, using the Bayesian
network algorithm to analyze the security for all attack paths.
However, the probability confidence of nodes in the attack
graph is complicated and lacks mathematical theory, and
the computational model is also too complicated to work
efficiently.

We proposed an internal network security metric of the
attack probability based on the attack graph model [8] in
this paper. Because of the internal attacks’ characteristics of
camouflage and complexity, we decided to add the monitor-
ing event node and the key-value pair in the attack graph.
Compared with other security metrics, our internal network
security metric improved the efficiency and the accuracy
obviously with the help of attack graph simplificationmethod
and cumulative reachable probability calculation method.

3. An Approach for Internal Network Security
Metric Based on Attack Probability

3.1. Method Overview. In order to understand the charac-
teristics and the occurrence environment for the internal
attacks, first of all, according to the original attack graph
and the attack evidence provided by the security monitoring
system, we could get the temporal difference relationship of
the monitoring event nodes and simplify the attack graph
with the temporal difference relationship. Second, we divide
the simplified attack graph into key-value pairs and then
calculate the probability of the key-value pairs. Third, we
calculate the cumulative reachable probability by the method
of attack probability calculation we proposed. Finally, the
quantitative evaluation of the current internal network is
represented by the cumulative reachable probability of target
node. The specific steps are shown in Figure 1.

3.2. The Attack Graph Model. Based on the complexity of
internal attacks, internal attack events are mostly multistep
and continuous attack behaviors. An attack event includes
multiple attack subtargets and a series of related subattack
events; that is, from a resource node to the next resource,
the event requires a minimum set of basic attack actions. In
the initial stage, the attacker has a certain system access or
operating authority and through an atomic attack can help
the attacker to reach the next state node, so as to obtain
more resources and permissions to achieve the next attack
subtarget. Therefore, in the attack graph model constructed
in this paper, the resource state node ismapped to the original
attribute node; the attack action node is mapped to the
original atomic attack action node. The attack graph model
includes the following contents.

(1) The Atomic Attack. An attack action is a different
instruction or a set of operations, which could divide into
different basic actions. For example, to open a word file,
we need two methods. Method 1: open the file by double-
clicking it; Method 2: click on the file, and then click “Enter”
to open it. These two methods can open the file but are
composed of different operations; we will set those different
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Figure 1:The schematic diagramof internal network securitymetric
based on attack probability.

but similar function operations or instructions as one basic
action.

And from one resource state node to another resource
state node, the attacker needs a combination of multiple basic
actions to achieve; such a series of basic actions is called the
atomic attack. An atomic attack is the minimum set of basic
actions that an attacker needs from a resource state node to
another resource state node [4].

(2) The Monitoring Event Node. In order to simplify the
attack graph, the monitoring event node is introduced in
the attack graph model. Because each atomic attack contains
a series of the basic attack actions, although the internal
attack has camouflage, some basic actions more or less will
trigger the security monitoring system, and attacks and other
related information will be recorded in alarm log. The set
of information recorded in the alarm log is called attack
evidence. The monitoring event node refers to the attacker
from one resource state to the next resource state, and the
implementation of atomic attack triggers the monitoring
system, recorded in the alarm log as attack evidence. We use
one monitoring event node to record one kind of atomic
attack’s set of basic actions execute time sequence.

(3) The Attack Graph Model. In order to construct an attack
graph model applicable to the internal network security
metric, an improved probability attack graph is proposed
based on the attribute attack graph [6, 7, 9]. Among them,
the nodes represent the conditions of using vulnerability
(the necessary resources and permissions of exploiting the
vulnerability) and the use of the vulnerability of the atomic

attack action; the directed edge represents the dependency
between nodes, clearing the probability of attack process
distribution conditions can be intuitive to show all the attack
paths that may exist in the internal network. The formal
definitions of the attack graph and its constraints are as
follows.

Definition 1 (attack graph model [7, 10]). AG = (𝑆, 𝐴, 𝑂, 𝐸, 𝑃)
is a directed acyclic graph.

(i) 𝑆 represents the system resource state node set, 𝑆 =
𝑠0 ∪ 𝑠𝑖 ∪ 𝑠𝑒 (𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑒), where 𝑠0 represents the
initial node, describing the resource state that the
attacker has occupied at the first time. 𝑠𝑖 represents a
single resource state node that describes the resources
which an attacker gets during an attack. 𝑠𝑒 represents
the target resource state node that describes the
attacker’s final attack target.

(ii) 𝐴 represents the set of attack action nodes, and 𝑎𝑖
represents an atomic attack.

(iii) 𝑂 denotes the set of monitoring event nodes. The
value of node 𝑜𝑖 can be 𝑇 or 𝐹, which indicates
whether the attack behaviors of 𝑎𝑖 have been detected.
When an attack action 𝑎𝑖 occurs, the security moni-
toring system can capture these actions and provide
the appropriate evidence of the attack recorded in the
alarm log.

(iv) 𝐸 represents the set of directed edges between nodes.
The attack graph defined in this paper is a directed
acyclic graph; the edges between the various nodes
are directed edges. 𝐸 = 𝐸𝑎 ∪ 𝐸𝑏 ∪ 𝐸𝑐, 𝐸𝑎 is 𝑆 × 𝐴,
represents the attacker has some resources before they
can initiate an attack; 𝐸𝑏 = 𝐴 × 𝑆 represents the
attacker could get some resources in the condition
of the attack action success; 𝐸𝑐 = 𝐴 × 𝑂 represents
the corresponding attack evidence of the attack action
captured by the security monitoring system.

(v) 𝑃 represents the probability of attack, 𝑃 = 𝑃𝐴 ∪
𝑃AS, where 𝑃𝐴 represents the probability that the
attack behavior 𝑎𝑖 occurs after having some resources;
that is, the probability of attacking the attack action
node, 𝑃AS, represents the probability that 𝑎𝑖 succeeds
into the next resource state 𝑠𝑖, that is, the success
probability of attack action.

(4) The Directed Edges Relationship. Considering the attack
graph is a directed acyclic graph, it is necessary to effectively
define the relationship between the edges which point to
the same node, including “AND” and “OR” relationship. The
specific content is Definition.

Definition 2 (directed edges relationship).
(i) The “AND” relationship between two state nodes 𝑠𝑖

and 𝑠𝑗, indicating that the attacker needs to have both
of the resources in order to carry out the next attack.

(ii) The “OR” relationship between two state nodes 𝑠𝑖 and
𝑠𝑗, indicating that if the attacker has any of these two
resources, he can proceed to the next attack.
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Procedure IsAvailableMonitor
Input: AO, EO
//AO - Sequence of attack evidence of a monitoring event node in the alarm log;
//EO - Attack evidence sequence of the corresponding atomic attack action
Output:The confidence value of the monitoring event node
Method:
(01) String function(AO)
(02) initialize EO
(03) A= getS(AO)
(04) t=0
(05) S={}
(06) for i=1:EO.size()
(07) count=0;
(08) for j=1:A.size()
(09) n=j, m=i
(10) while (A(n)==EO(m) && m<=A.size()&&n<=EO.size())
(11) count++, m++, n++;
(12) t++;
(13) S{t}=count
(14) f=max(S)
(15) if (f>= EO.size()) return True;
(16) else return False;

Pseudocode 1: The pseudocode of confidence analysis.

(iii) The “AND” relationship between two attack action
nodes 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑎𝑗, indicating the attacker needs two
attack actions to occupy the next state node.

(iv) The “OR” relationship between two attack action
nodes 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑎𝑗, indicating that the attacker can send
any attack to occupy the next state node.

(v) There is a “OR” relationship between two attack action
nodes pointing to the samemonitoring event node 𝑜𝑖;
that is, any attack action can independently trigger 𝑜𝑖.

(5) Temporal Difference Relationship.The temporal difference
relationship means that if the monitoring event node 𝑎𝑖 is
detected by the security monitoring system earlier than the
monitoring event node 𝑎𝑗 all the time, then we could say
the monitoring events 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑎𝑗 have a temporal difference
relationship.

3.3. The Method of Attack Graph Simplification. Although
the time complexity of the current attack graph generation
algorithm [10] can be controlled in 𝑂(𝑛2) (𝑛 is the number
of hosts in the network) [11], the network structure becomes
more and more complex and the connection between the
various terminal nodes becomes more and more close,
resulting in an increasingly complex attack graph structure.
But the happening probability of some attack paths is very low
or does not satisfy the current actual situation. The removal
of these paths does not influence thewholemetricmodel, and
even their existence only increases the amount of subsequent
work. Therefore, we propose the monitoring event node to
prune the attack path in attack graph to simplify the whole
structure of attack graph.

(1) Pruning Attack Nodes with Confidence Analysis.The alarm
log as input, we reference the attack evidence confidence
analysis algorithm defined by Wang et al. [6]; the probability
of basic action of attack evidence covers the basic action set
in atomic attack determining the confidence of monitoring
event. For example, assume the basic attacks contained in
the atomic attack are 𝑎 = {ba1, ba2, ba3, ba4}. If the attack
evidence provided by the security monitoring system is 𝑎1 =
{ba1, ba5, ba7, ba2, ba3}, the coverage rate is 0.75, and the
attack evidence value of 𝑎1 is 𝐹. Assuming another evidence
is 𝑎2 = {ba7, ba1, ba2, ba3, ba5, ba4, ba6}, the coverage rate
is 1, and the attack evidence confidence value of 𝑎2 is
𝑇. Then we should remove all the attack action nodes of
the attack evidence confidence value 𝐹. The pseudocode
implementation of the algorithm is shown in Pseudocode 1.

The complexity of confidence analysis is 𝑔(𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑘𝑛), 𝑛
is the number of atomic attack nodes, and 𝑘 is the number
of basic attacks. Because the number of basic attacks is a
constant, we can get 𝑔(𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑘𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑛).

(2) Pruning Paths with Temporal Difference Relationship.
According to the alarm log provided by the security monitor-
ing system,we can obtain the temporal difference relationship
of the monitoring event node. Then prune the path of the
existing attack graph with temporal difference relationship;
the attack paths would be deleted which do not match the
temporal difference relationship; otherwise the attack paths
will be preserved. Finish all these jobs, and the simplified
work of the attack graph is completed.

For example, in Figure 2, the cycle 𝑎𝑖 is the basic action of
attack evidence, the square 𝑠𝑗 is the state node of hosts [6], and
the cycle 𝑜𝑘 is the monitoring event nodes. We could know
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Procedure IsTemporalDifferenceRelationship
Input: G,Otd,O1,O2,Wo1,Wo2
//Attack graph G; Otd --The temporal difference relationship of the
//monitoring event nodes; O1,O2 -- Two monitoring event nodes of
//temporal difference relationship; Wo1, Wo2 -- Two sets of sequence
//that let the values of O1,O2 are T.
Output: Whether there is a timing difference between Wo1 and Wo2,
“Yes” or “No”.
Method:
(01) b←G //The topological sequence of attack action nodes
(02) if((O1→O2)∈ Otd)
(03) foreach(A1∈Wo1,A2∈Wo2)
(04) if((A2→A1) ∈ b) return No;
(05) end for (03)
(06) return Yes;
(07) else (02)
(08) return Yes;
(09) end if (02)

Pseudocode 2: The pseudocode of confidence analysis.

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

o1 o2 o3

s1

s2

s3

s4

s0
Se

Figure 2: The temporal difference relationship.

there are two paths from the initial state node 𝑠0 to the final
target node 𝑠𝑒.

Path 1: 𝑠0 → 𝑎1 → 𝑠1 → 𝑎3 → 𝑠3 → 𝑎5 → 𝑠𝑒
Path 2: 𝑠0 → 𝑎2 → 𝑠2 → 𝑎4 → 𝑠4 → 𝑎6 → 𝑠𝑒.

If we do not consider the temporal difference relationship
between the monitoring event nodes, then the conclusion
is that the attack is likely to have two attack paths. But
when we consider the temporal difference relationship of the
monitoring event nodes, the temporal difference relationship
of the monitoring event nodes in Figure 2 is 𝑜1 → 𝑜2 → 𝑜3.
Because Path 2 triggers the monitoring event 𝑜2 at the first
time, notmatching the temporal difference relationship of the
monitoring event nodes provided by the security monitoring
system, Path 2 should be deleted. Similarly, if the temporal
difference relationship is 𝑜2 → 𝑜1 → 𝑜3, delete Path 1 that
needs to be deleted. The pseudocode implementation of the
algorithm is shown in Pseudocode 2.

The complexity of the temporal difference relationship is
decided by the number of attack paths in attach graph which
shows that the problem isNP-hard. According to attack graph
generation algorithm [10], it can be controlled in 𝑂(𝑛2) (𝑛 is
the number of hosts in the network).

According to the above definition, we designed the
schematic diagram of attack graph simplification in Figure 3.

Start

Alarm log

Confidence analysis of
monitoring event node 

Keep the node

Time positioning

Delete the node

Define temporal
difference relationship

Attack path decision

Keep the path

End

Delete the path

NOYES

FT

Step 1

Step 2

Figure 3: The schematic diagram of attack graph simplification.

The two steps in Figure 3 would simplify attack graph.
By the monitoring event nodes confidence analysis and the
temporal difference relationship of monitoring events, we
can remove the interference attack graph nodes and attack
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Table 1: The weight value of hosts.

Name Host location Indicator
value Description

𝐻𝑖

Office
network 2 Host is located on the office

network, easy to be used

Core network 1 Host is located on the core
network, difficult to be used

paths and improve the efficiency and accuracy of our security
metric.

3.4. The Method of Attack Probability Calculation. After the
attack graph simplification, each subpath is a subprocess in
which the attackers initiate an atomic attack by using the
vulnerability state of the current resource state and obtain
more resource states after attacking. Therefore, we propose
an approach for dividing the attack graph nodes into key-
value pairs composed of “resource state node, attack action,
and resource state node.”The probability of key-value pairs is
defined as𝑃 = (𝑃𝐴, 𝑃AS).𝑃𝐴 is the probability of attack action,
which represents the probability from the first resource state
node to the attack action node; 𝑃AS means the probability
from the attack action node to the next resource state node,
also called the probability of attack success.

This paper proposes the cumulative reachable probability
calculation method for target node with the simplified attack
graph. The specific steps are as follows.

(1) Divide the Key-Value Pairs. According to the dependency
relationship between the simplified attack graphs, divide all
nodes and edges into the key-value pairs in the form of
“resource state node, attack action, and resource state node.”

(2) Calculate the Initial Attack Probability. (a)The probability
of an attack action is 𝑃𝐴.

The formula is

𝑃𝐴 =
(𝑉𝑠 + 𝐻𝑖)
12
. (1)

𝐻𝑖 represents the weight where the host is located. The
location of the host in the internal network is different, so
the weight will be different, as shown in Table 1. The internal
network is divided into the core network and the office
network.
𝑉𝑆 represents its own probability, which indicates the

probability of being used vulnerability. According to the
CVSS metric method of individual vulnerabilities: Access
Vector (AV), Authentication (AU), and Access Complexity
(AC) [9] are shown in Table 2.

The formula is

𝑉𝑆 = AV + AU + AC. (2)

(b) The attack action success probability is 𝑃AS, which
could assess the success probability for a vulnerability that
the attackers use it to attack. The influencing factors include
the information of vulnerability (𝐾), the method of atomic

Table 2: The CVSS metric method of individual vulnerabilities.

Name Degree of
difficulty

Indicator
value Description

AC

High 1 The vulnerability is very
difficult to use

Medium 2 The vulnerability is a little
difficult to use

Low 3 The vulnerability is easy to
use

AU

Multiple 1 The vulnerability is difficult
to use

Single 2 Vulnerability is a little
difficult to use

None 3 The vulnerability is easy to
use

AV

Local 1 The vulnerability only can be
used locally and difficulty

Adjacent
network 2 The vulnerability can be used

and is harder to use

Network 3 The vulnerability can be
exploited remotely and easily

attack (𝑀), and whether corresponding attack tool is used
(𝑁). Based on the relevant research papers, with reference
to the calculation method of the success rate of independent
vulnerability from CVSS and Wu et al. [12], consider the
following.

The formula is

𝑃AS = 𝐾 +𝑀 +𝑁, (3)

where 𝐾 is in the range of {0, 0.1}, indicating whether the
vulnerability information is published. The vulnerability has
been issued; 𝐾 value is 0.1; otherwise, the value is 0.

Here,𝑀 is in the range of {0, 0.2, 0.4}, indicating whether
the atomic attack method or step is currently available. If the
vulnerability has a detailed attack step scheme, then the value
of𝑀 is 0.4. If there is a simple attack scheme, then𝑀 is 0.2.
Otherwise,𝑀 is 0.
𝑁 is in the range of {0, 0.2, 0.4}, indicating whether

the attack tools are required in the atomic attack. If the
vulnerability is not required to use the attack tools, 𝑁 is 0.4.
If the vulnerability exploited needs to use the attack tools and
the corresponding attack tools are available, 𝑁 is 0.2; and if
you need to use the attack tools, but there are no available
attack tools, the value of𝑁 is 0.

(3) Calculating the Cumulative Reachable Probability of Attack
Action Node 𝑃𝐴𝐶. 𝑃AC means the cumulative reachable prob-
ability of attack action except for the initial node. Due to
the complexity of the internal network, we will discuss the
classification of the key-value pairs with the directional edges.

(a) The cumulative occurrence probability of common
key-value pairs: normally, there is only one directed edge of
an action node; that is, after obtaining the resources of one
resource node, you can use the vulnerability to attack.

Therefore, when an atomic attack is initiated, the attack
probability of all the front nodes is evaluated, and the value
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Figure 4: The “AND” relationship between two resource state
nodes.
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Figure 5: The “OR” relationship between two resource state nodes.

is the cumulative reachable probability of the first resource
state node in the key-value pair. Then, we can calculate the
cumulative reachable probability of current action node.

The formula is

𝑃AC = 𝑃𝑆 × 𝑃𝐴. (4)

𝑃𝑆 represents the cumulative reachable probability of the
first resource state node in a key-value pair and 𝑃𝐴 represents
the probability of the attack action carrying out the attack.

(b) The directed edges to the same attack action with
“AND” relationship.

The form is shown in Figure 4.
The formula is

𝑃AC = 𝑃𝑆𝑖 × 𝑃𝑆𝑗 × 𝑃𝐴. (5)

𝑃𝑆𝑖, 𝑃𝑆𝑗 represent the cumulative reachable probability of
two resource state nodes pointing to the same attack action.

(c)Thedirected edges to the same attack actionwith “OR”
relationship.

The form is shown in Figure 5.
The formula is

𝑃AC = (𝑃𝑆𝑖 ⊕ 𝑃𝑆𝑗) × 𝑃𝐴. (6)

(4) Calculating the Cumulative Reachable Probability Ps for
the Target Node. (a) The cumulative reachable probability of
common resource state node. In the usual case, there are
only one directed edge points to the resource state node.
That means to obtain another resource state node only one
vulnerability is needed.

The formula is

𝑃𝑆𝑖 = 𝑃AC × 𝑃AS. (7)

a1S1

S3

a2S2

AND

Figure 6:The “AND” relationship between two attack action nodes.

a1S1

S3

a2S2

OR

Figure 7: The “OR” relationship between two attack action nodes.

(b) The directed edges to the same resource state node
with “AND” relationship, as shown in Figure 6.

The formula is

𝑃𝑆𝑖 = (𝑃AC1 × 𝑃AS1) × (𝑃AC2 × 𝑃AS2) . (8)

(c) The directed edges to the same resource state node
with “OR” relationship.

The concrete form is shown in Figure 7.
The formula is

𝑃𝑆𝑖 = (𝑃AC1 × 𝑃AS1) ⊕ (𝑃AC2 × 𝑃AS2) . (9)

The complexity of the method of attack probability
calculation is decided by the number of atomic attack nodes.
According to attack graph generation algorithm [10], we
can get a certain attack graph, so it is countable but is not
predictable.

4. Experiment and Analysis

4.1. Experiment Environment. To verify themethod proposed
in this paper, we build a representative virtual simulation
environment of an internal network which comprised hosts
with VMware and network devices with GNS3. The key
network topology is shown in Figure 8.

The firewall isolates the network structure into two parts,
the external network and the internal network. The hosts in
office network are as follows: Host 0 is an ordinary computer
with Windows system for office users; Host 1 is the DNS
server, which provides DNS services for all internal network
hosts; Host 2 is the Web server and provides HTTP service
for all internal network hosts. The hosts in the core network
are as follows: Host 3 and Host 4 provide SSH services, with
Linux system; Host 5 is the FTP server; Host 6 is the database
SQL server.
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Figure 8: The network topology diagram.

Table 3: The vulnerability information for each terminal.

Host Name of software Vulnerability description CVE ID
H1 BIND 9 Stack buffer overflow vulnerability CVE-2015-7547
H2 IIS 7.0 IIS Buffer Overflow Vulnerability CVE-2008-0075

H3 OPENSSH
(SSH2)

Mode information disclosure vulnerability CVE-2008-5161
Local privilege elevation vulnerability CVE-2007-2063

H4 OPENSSH
(SSH2)

Mode information disclosure vulnerability CVE-2008-5161
Local privilege elevation vulnerability CVE-2007-2063

H5 Ser-U
10.5.0.19

Read the vulnerability CVE-2015-7601
FTP buffer overflow vulnerability CVE-2015-7768

H6 SQLServer
2005

Buffer Overflow Vulnerability CVE-2008-0086
Information disclosure and buffer overflow

vulnerability CVE-2008-0106

The security monitoring system is deployed in the two
subnetworks to monitor the hosts; then we could obtain
the appropriate attacking alarm log. The specific security
monitoring systems include the OSSEC intrusion detection
system, which monitors the abnormal activities of the host
PC and the Trojan horse and Tripwire security monitor-
ing tools deployed on the file server for system integrity
check.

The attacker originally owns the resources as normal staff
user on Host 0 in the office network. The final target is to get
the root privilege of Host 5 or Host 6 in the core network.
At the first time, the corresponding security policies are as
follows: (1) the office network Web server Host 2 and DNS
server Host 1 provide internal network service for internal
users; all internal hosts can connect to the office network by
accessing the services on Host 1 and Host 2. (2) Host 4 in the

office network is allowed to access the SQL services onHost 6
for specific data but cannot browse all information and could
not modify or download; (3) Host 3 and Host 4 in the core
network are allowed to access the rest of the terminals and the
corresponding services and own the permissions to modify
specific data.

We scanned the vulnerabilities on each host with Nessus.
The vulnerability scanned results and related information of
each host are shown in Table 3.

The security monitoring system was deployed to monitor
the hosts; we could obtain the appropriate attacking alarm
log. The specific security monitoring systems included the
OSSEC intrusion detection system, which monitored the
abnormal activities of hosts and the Trojan horse, and
Tripwire security monitoring tools are deployed on FTP
server and SQL server for system integrity check.
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Figure 9: The initial attack graph.

4.2. Experiment Verification. After determining the topology
of the internal network and the information of each terminal,
attack graph automatic generation algorithm would help us
to generate the attack graph of the internal network, and the
atomic attack edges pointing to the same resource state node
all present “OR” relationship.The concrete structure is shown
in Figure 9.

In Figure 9, the rectangle represents the resource state
node and the resource rights that can be obtained after
each atomic attack; the hollow circle represents the atomic
attack action node and marked the corresponding terminal
vulnerability on the left or right side of the atomic attack; the
red solid circle is the monitoring event node.

According to the method of attack graph simplification,
we got the simplified attack graph in Figure 10. We can
simplify the attack graph with the temporal difference rela-
tionship ofmonitoring event node, removing the attack paths
that do not match the temporal difference relationship.

After simplifying the attack graph, we can divide the
simplified attack graph into key-value pairs and calculate the
cumulative reachable probability for target nodes. The key-
value pairs and attack probability are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 10: The simplified attack graph.

Table 4: The key-value pairs with attack probability.

Key-value pair Attack probability ((𝑃𝐴, 𝑃AS))
(Root 0, 𝑎1, User 1) (0.83, 0.7)
(Root 0, 𝑎2, User 2) (0.92, 0.5)
(User 1, 𝑎3, User 3) (0.67, 0.3)
(User 1, 𝑎4, User 4) (0.67, 0.3)
(User 2, 𝑎5, User 3) (0.67, 0.3)
(User 2, 𝑎6, User 4) (0.67, 0.3)
(User 4, 𝑎8, User 3) (0.58, 0.5)
(User 3, 𝑎9, User 5) (0.83, 0.7)
(User 4, 𝑎10, User 5) (0.83, 0.7)
(User 5, 𝑎13, Root 5) (0.83, 0.7)

The cumulative reachable probability values for subre-
source state nodes and target node are shown in Table 5.

The cumulative reachable probability from H0 to H5 is
3.95% by using the other terminal’s vulnerabilities. Compared
with the frequency of internal attacks and the safety reports
of the enterprise system from daily inspection, the two values
are basically in line. Based on such an internal network,
where the attacker only has privilege in the office network, the
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Table 5: The cumulative reachable probability for target nodes.

Subresource state node Cumulative reachable probability
User 1 0.581
User 2 0.46
User 3 0.117
User 4 0.117
User 5 0.068
Root 5 0.0395
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Figure 11: The comparison of cumulative reachable probability.

probability of stealing the core data successfully is relatively
low.

4.3. Experiment Analysis. In order to assess the accuracy
of our method, we performed five times’ experiments with
different cumulative reachable calculation method of target
node on the same internal network. We compared the data
based on the attack probability of the attack graph proposed
by Li et al. [5] with the data obtained by the method
proposed in our paper.The results are shown in Figure 11, the
abscissa indicates the number of target network nodes and
the ordinate indicates the cumulative reachable probability of
target node.

Comparing the data in Figure 11, the cumulative reachable
probability of target node changed more smooth and more
stable with our method than Li et al. [5] that our security
metric should be more accurate than Li et al.’s [5].

At the same time, the approach we proposed could prune
the attack graph paths and not only reduce the calculation
greatly but also improve the accuracy of the attack graph
obviously. Therefore, the computational effort is absolutely
less than Document [5], as shown in Figure 12.

5. Conclusion

In our paper, we propose an internal network security metric
method based on attack probability to solve the problem of
the existing securitymetrics based on attack graph lacking the
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Figure 12: The comparison of attack paths.

applicability of the internal network. We use the monitoring
event node and the temporal difference relationship to
simplify the attack graph, put forward the concept of the
key-value pair to analyze the attack graph, and propose the
calculation method of cumulative reachable probability for
different kind of target nodes based on vulnerabilities with
CVSS metric indicators and the directed edges relationship.
The simulation results show that the method of attack graph
simplification has a significant improvement in efficiency,
and the method of attack probability calculation improves
the quantitative analysis accuracy obviously. The next step
of the work will focus on the refinement attack probability
calculation, finding a more comprehensive internal network
to improve the accuracy of the final probability value.
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Currently, manymethods are available to improve the target network’s security.The vast majority of them cannot obtain an optimal
attack path and interdict it dynamically and conveniently. Almost all defense strategies aim to repair known vulnerabilities or limit
services in target network to improve security of network. These methods cannot response to the attacks in real-time because
sometimes they need to wait for manufacturers releasing corresponding countermeasures to repair vulnerabilities. In this paper,
we propose an improved Q-learning algorithm to plan an optimal attack path directly and automatically. Based on this path, we use
software-defined network (SDN) to adjust routing paths and create hidden forwarding paths dynamically to filter vicious attack
requests. Compared to other machine learning algorithms, Q-learning only needs to input the target state to its agents, which
can avoid early complex training process. We improve Q-learning algorithm in two aspects. First, a reward function based on the
weights of hosts and attack success rates of vulnerabilities is proposed, which can adapt to different network topologies precisely.
Second, we remove the actions and merge them into every state that reduces complexity from 𝑂(𝑁3) to 𝑂(𝑁2). In experiments,
after deploying hidden forwarding paths, the security of target network is boosted significantly without having to repair network
vulnerabilities immediately.

1. Introduction

A defense strategy represents a series of defense methods
in the target information system network that can reduce
the attack success rate of attackers. Currently, many methods
are available to generate a defense strategy. The most impor-
tant problem is the game between cost and performance.
The defense strategy may own excellent performance, but
defenders scan and recapture the information system inmost
instances, which is very uneconomic.

Generally speaking, whether it is SDN or traditional
network, we can plan defense strategy through locate optimal
attack path. Regarding this method, a majority of previous
papers specify generating a complete attack graph [1–3];
however, in a very large computer cluster, the state explosion
problem tends to affect the attack graph generation. Thus,
the optimal attack path cannot be modeled quickly, and in
extreme cases, itmay not be possible to determine the optimal
attack path. In [4], authors use the ant colony optimization
(ACO) approach to search the optimal attack path based

on the minimal attack path [5], but ACO can easily fall
into a local optimum. Reference [6] proposes a HMM-
based attack graph generation method, and then authors
use ACO-based algorithm to compute the optimal attack
path. Based on this path, evaluating the security of target
network can be evaluated and corresponding countermea-
sures can be planned. But this method primarily handles the
known vulnerabilities. Reference [7] proposes a malicious
nodes-based security model enacting method, but its per-
formance on handling zero-day vulnerability is not strong
enough.

Reinforcement learning [8] is an area ofmachine learning
inspired by behaviorist psychology, concerned with how
software agents ought to take actions in an environment so
as to maximize a cumulative reward. It differs from standard
supervised learning in that correct input/output pairs are
never presented, nor are suboptimal actions explicitly cor-
rected. Further, the focus is on online performance, which
involves finding a balance between exploration (of uncharted
territory) and exploitation (of current knowledge).
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To determine a method that can model the optimal
defense strategy in many conditions, the algorithm of the
method must not depend on all states of the target network
and it should be able to decide which atomic attack should be
picked to be the next state dynamically.These abilities depend
on the characteristics of the specific algorithm.

In this paper, the optimal attack path between source
node and target node is computed by the improved Q-
learning algorithm. Concretely, in the first stage, we collect
information of known vulnerabilities and corresponding type
of hosts from national vulnerability database (NVD) [9].
Then, a fuzzy neural network will be used to train these
samples to gain the host weight. After getting host weight, the
reward function of improved Q-learning can be built. Using
this function, the optimal attack path can be located between
source node and target node.

In Section 2, we will introduce Q-learning, which is
followed by an overview of the main contributions of this
paper. In Section 3, the definition of a network model will be
discussed. We propose a reward function, and the optimal
forwarding path will be built based on this function. In
Section 4, we will discuss how to implement this method in a
real information system network.

Section 5 provides the experimental results for the opti-
mal protective path and discusses how to improve the Q-
learning algorithm.Thepaper concludeswith a summary and
future work in Section 6.

1.1. RelatedWork. There are several works in defense strategy
planning in recent years. Currently, many methods are
available to generate a defense strategy and thesemethods can
be classified into three categories. First, we can compute the
optimal attack path using attack graph and enact policies to
destroy the path. Second, we can locate the not-trust nodes
in target network and plan countermeasures to prevent these
nodes from being exploited by attackers.Third, special strate-
gies can be designed to aim to specific network environments
specific attack types. But all of these methods have inherent
defects.

Regarding the first method, the intrinsic of this method
is that system generates attack graph of target network and
then finds and interdicts the optimal attack path in the
attack graph. Wang et al. [6] propose a HMM-based attack
graph generation method and ACO-based algorithm to eval-
uate the security of target network and plan corresponding
countermeasures. This method can compute the transition
probability between each two states. Based on the probability
and ACO-based algorithm, the shortest attack path can be
found, which can be used to evaluate security metrics. But
this method owns some defects. Firstly, the complexity of
ACO algorithm is𝑂(𝑁𝑐∗𝑛2∗𝑚) (𝑁𝑐 is the iteration number,
𝑛 is the number of vertices, and 𝑚 is the number of ants
in ant colony) that is too high to computation if we process
computer cluster. Secondly, this technique’s performance is
not good enough when it deals with APT and zero-day
vulnerabilities, because the interval of time series of HMM
is slight less than the interval of APT and this method uses
Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE) [10]. Ghosh
et al. [4] proposes an ACO-based defense strategy planning

method. This method is similar as [6]. It uses minimal attack
graph to locate the optimal attack path, but this path may not
be the global optimal and this attack graphwill also show state
explosion issue if it is used in very large computer clusters.

For the second technique, the core of this technique
is to find the malicious nodes. Akbar et al. [7] propose a
Support VectorMachine (SVM) and rough set-based security
model building method. In that paper, authors use SVM and
rough set to classify the nodes in target network as trust
nodes, strange nodes, and malicious nodes. This technique
can also acquire the transaction success rate. This method
can handle zero-day vulnerabilities in some conditions, but
it needs a large number of sample data to training SVM that
is impossible to obtain enough data set in some network
environments because the data need to spend a lot of time
to collect.

Regarding the third method, the key of this method is
to handle specific attack types or vulnerabilities. Hu et al.
[11] characterize the interaction between defender and APT
attacker and an information-trading game among insiders as
a two-layer gamemodel.Through their analysis, the existence
of Nash Equilibrium for both games is certified and the
security metric can be evaluated. But this method can only
process APT; the generalization of it is limited. Same as
[11], Wang et al. [12] propose a 𝑘-zero-day safety method.
It starts with the worst case assumption that this is not
measurable which unknown vulnerabilities are more likely
to exist in the target network and ends to the number of
zero-day vulnerabilities that can destroy the network asset.
But the complexity of computing this metric is exponential
in the size of the zero-day attack graph. Furthermore, the
zero-day attack graph cannot reflect the condition of known
vulnerabilities related work.

1.2. Contribution. In this paper, we use an improved Q-
learning algorithm to generate the optimal attack path. In Q-
learning [8], which actionwill be selected is based on a reward
function. In other words, a large number of sample data are
not required, as is the case in many other machine learning
algorithms. Compared to temporal difference learning, Q-
learning can directly iterate an optimal policy, which in this
paper is the optimal attack path.Defining the reward function
is the key issue in Q-learning. In this paper, we use the host
weight and attack success rate of atomic attacks to build a
reward function. Specifically, the hostweight is decided by the
position the host stays in and services the host offers. Besides,
we improve the structure of state matrix in Q-learning. The
dimension of thematrix is reduced,which can lower the space
complexity. Furthermore, the networkmodel that reflects the
configuration of the target networkwill be used to analyze the
result of Q-learning.

Our ultimate goal is to build a hidden forwarding path.
In this path, we create virtual hosts that provide specific
defense strategies in SDN to filter specific attacks. These
hosts can be created or deleted dynamically, which can
ensure the computation of hidden forwarding paths will
occupy the SDN controller’s minimal memory space when
we want to change the routing path. Furthermore, through
using the hidden forwarding paths, vulnerabilities are filtered,
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Figure 1: Illustration of policy iteration in reinforcement learning.

which can guarantee the system’s security without repairing
vulnerabilities or limiting services on hosts.

The other contribution of this paper is to render the
defense strategy to be economical. Ourmethod does not need
scan or monitor hosts at all time. The hosts will be scanned
only if our algorithm thinks it is not-trust node.

2. Preliminary

2.1. Description of Q-Learning Algorithm. Q-learning is a
model-free reinforcement learning technique and it derives
from policy iteration. The flow diagram of policy iteration
is shown in Figure 1. Specifically, Q-learning can be used to
find an optimal action-selection policy for any given (finite)
Markov decision process (MDP). Therefore, the definition of
Q-learning is given in

𝑔𝑛 = (𝑖𝑛, 𝑎𝑛, 𝑗𝑛)
𝑠𝑛 = (𝑖𝑛, 𝑎𝑛, 𝑗𝑛, 𝑔𝑛) .

(1)

This formula denotes that the state 𝑖𝑛 transfers to 𝑗𝑛 = 𝑖𝑛+1
using action 𝑎𝑛, and the cost of this process is 𝑔𝑛. Above, 𝑛
represents the discrete time sequence.

In Section 2.1, Q-factor is considered as the sum of the
immediate cost and all of the successor states’ discount costs
which are followed by the current state in policy 𝜇.

However, different from policy iteration, Q-learning is an
incremental dynamic programming process, and it is very
suitable to solveMDPwhich does not have an apparent trans-
fer probability. Furthermore, Q-learning works by learning
an action-value function that ultimately gives the expected
utility of taking a given action in a given state and following
the optimal policy thereafter. A policy is a rule that the agent
follows in selecting actions, given the state it is in.When such
an action-value function is learned, the optimal policy can be
constructed by simply selecting the action with the highest
value in each state. Thus, the update formula of Q-factor is
given in

𝐽𝑛 (𝑗) = max
𝑏∈𝐴

𝑄𝑛 (𝑗, 𝑏)

𝑄𝑛+1 (𝑖, 𝑎) = (1 − 𝛿𝑛 (𝑖, 𝑎)) 𝑄𝑛 (𝑖, 𝑎)
+ 𝛿𝑛 (𝑖, 𝑎) [𝑔 (𝑖, 𝑎, 𝑗) + 𝛾𝐽𝑛 (𝑗)] .

(2)

𝑗 is the successor state and 𝛿𝑛(𝑖, 𝑎) is the learning rate
of state-action (𝑖, 𝑎) in time 𝑛. 𝐴 is the action set. 𝛾 is the
discount factor. Generally, in order to ensure the algorithm
converges to the optimal value, the learning rate can be set
based on

𝛿𝑛 =
𝛼

(𝛽 + 𝑛) , 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (3)

In this formula, 𝛼, 𝛽 are positive numbers. After we
evaluated a series of values of 𝛼 and 𝛽, we found that, if 𝛼/𝛽
is approximately 0.1, the convergence speed and the accuracy
of the Q-learning agent are suitable.

But the traditional Q-learning algorithm owns some
problems. Firstly, the Q-learning agent should choose an
action when a state transfers to other state, but in the infor-
mation system, we can fuse the action into state. Secondly,
the traditional Q-learning may generate redundant terms,
although the total reward of this path is the highest one. In
Section 3, we will discuss and solve these problems.

2.2. Software-Defined Network. Software-defined network-
ing (SDN) is an approach to computer networking that
allows network administrators to programmatically initialize,
control, change, and manage network behavior dynamically
via open interfaces [13] and abstraction of lower-level func-
tionality. SDN is meant to address the fact that the static
architecture of traditional networks does not support the
dynamic, scalable computing and storage needs of more
modern computing environments such as data centers. This
is done by decoupling or disassociating the system thatmakes
decisions about where traffic is sent (the SDN controller
or control plane) from the underlying systems that forward
traffic to the selected destination (the data plane). The SDN
structure is shown in Figure 2.

3. Building the Optimal Attack Path

The optimal attack path is the most cost-effective attack path
from source node to target node in an information system
network. Using the optimal attack path, the attacker can
achieve his/her goal at minimum cost. In this paper, we use
the optimal attack path to build the hidden forwarding path.

3.1. Network Model. A network model reflects host informa-
tion in the target network, including software applications,
host name, host’s IP address and operating system, and
communication link. Using a networkmodel, we can produce
a network topology graph and installed software applications
configuration. In this paper, our networkmodel refers to [14],
but we have improved this model to suit our system. The
structure of our network model is shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Evaluating Weights of the Hosts. In reinforcement learn-
ing, the reward function is the core facilitator. If and only if we
have a reward function, the policy iteration or value iteration
can be executed. Currently, two methods are available to
obtain the reward function.

The first is to obtain the state set and the action set
and determine the relationship between them. A reward
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function can then be fitted, which is named the state-action
function or Q-factor. Furthermore, about several decades
ago, another method that can also obtain the reward func-
tion was proposed, named inverse reinforcement learning

[15, 16]. But to use the inverse reinforcement learning, the
optimal policy should be specified beforehand. Thus, in this
paper, we use the first method to obtain the reward func-
tion.
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Definition 1. Attack success rate of single weakness represents
the rate at which a weakness in the information system is
successfully exploited by attackers and the degree of difficulty
in carrying out the attack. This element is denoted as Pr.

The attack success rate of a single weakness can be
affected by a large number of factors, for instance, available
information on the weakness, the attack method, the attack
tool, and whether there is a communication link between the
source host and target node. The level of detail known about
a weakness will affect the attack success rate. The value of the
success rate of a single weakness attack can be found from the
Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [17–19].

Definition 2. Host weight denotes a host’s weight in the target
network. It is the function defined by

Hw = 𝑓 (pos, sev) . (4)

In this equation, Hw is the host weight, pos represents
the host’s position (Internet, DMZ, Intranet), and sev denotes
which services the host offers (MAIL, WEB, DNS, SQL, FTP,
Management, etc.). Therefore, this equation indicates that
host weight is decided by the host’s position and the services
it provides. Unfortunately, all services and position are not
known, nor is the relationship between the position and a
service. However, we can estimate the importance of these
attributes based on basic knowledge of computer networks.
For instance, the importance of different positions in an
information system is Intranet > DMZ > Internet, and
for the services, Management > SQL > FTP > DHCP >
MAIL > DNS >= WEB. Furthermore, we know that pos
and sev are positively correlated. Thus, we can build a fuzzy
set based on this knowledge and use fuzzy computation to
determine the value of the host weight. In this paper, we use a
T-S fuzzy neural network (FNN) to fit the weight of host.The
structure of the neural network is shown in Figure 4.

In this figure, 𝑋𝑖 is an input vector. In this paper,
in order to simplify the calculation and fit our network,
it is denoted as a ten-element tuple <Pos𝑖,Pos𝑗,Pos𝑘,
Sev1, Sev2, Sev3, Sev4, Sev5, Sev6, Sev7>. pos and sev are the
type of position and service, respectively. 𝜇 represents the
membership function, 𝜔 is the result of the fuzzy compu-
tation, and 𝑃 denotes the coefficient of the neural network.
𝑌𝑛 is the neural network’s output and is a single-element
tuple <Weight>. Weight denotes the host weight. 𝑌𝑒 is the
expectation output. It represents the host weight. At first, we
just categorize all hosts into five different degrees based on
the impact of their confidentiality, integrity, and availability
on the target network, Danger, High, Medium, Low, and Very

Low, but these only reflect the weight of a host roughly. In the
next step, we use our algorithm to fit more accurate results.

In this paper, the proposed host weight is computed
based on a fuzzy self-adaption weight correction algorithm.
In the first stage of the algorithm, we quantify the sample
data. Because accurate results will be obtained by the fuzzy
computation, we just need an initial value that reflects the
importance of different attributes. We then normalize the
sample and initialize the T-S fuzzy neural network, including
the number of neurons in every layer, the initial learning rate
and 𝑃, and the evolution times of the network. After training
the network, for every input’s attribute, 𝜇, a coefficient vector
of the parameters in (4), which is defined in (5), can be
obtained using the algorithm

𝜇 = ∑
𝑗

𝜇𝑗, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘. (5)

In this equation, 𝑘 is the number of inputs parameters. Thus,
(4) can be redefined as

Hw = 𝜇𝑋𝑡. (6)

𝑋𝑡 is the set of pos, sev in the target network. Therefore,
the host weight can be solved from (6).

3.3. Modeling Optimal Attack Path Using Improved Q-
Learning Algorithm. After we obtain the information on
vulnerabilities and hosts in the target network, the process of
Q-learning begins.

Definition 3. Optimal attack path is an attack path which has
the highest probability to be chosen by intruders.

Definition 4. The not-trust nodes are the nodes in the optimal
attack path.

After we acquire the state set and action set, if we can fit
the reward function (cost function), the optimal attack path
can be determined.

3.3.1. The Proposed Reward Function. The reward function
(cost-to-go function) decides which action will be chosen
in the current state. Using the reward function, we can
obtain an optimal policy, which is the optimal attack path.
Because a state node represents a host-vulnerability pair, the
information of host and vulnerability will decide the reward
function. In this paper we formulate the reward function
based on host weight (Hw) and the attack success rate on
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Require:
(1)Host weight Hw
(2)The attack success rate of vulnerability Pr
(3) Vulnerability 𝑉
(4)Host Name HN
Ensure: Optimal policy (attack path) 𝜋∗
(5) function IQL(Hw, Pr, 𝑉, HN)
(6) 𝑛 ← 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑉) obtain the number of vulnerabilities
(7) 𝑚 ← 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(HN) obtain the number of hosts
(8) 𝑆 ←getstate(𝑉,HN) gain state set
(9) 𝛾 ←getNumber() initialize discount factor
(10) 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑄 = 0 initialize value matrix
(11) 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 ← R(𝑆,HN,Hw, 𝑆 ⋅ 𝑉 ⋅ 𝑃𝑟) build reward matrix
(12) for 𝑡 = 1 : 𝑛 𝑛 is iteration step do 𝑄𝑡+1(𝑖𝑡+1) ←

funcQ(𝑄𝑡(𝑖𝑡), 𝛿𝑡, 𝛾, 𝑅(𝑖𝑡, 𝑖𝑡+1), 𝐽𝑡(𝑖𝑡+1)) obtain the optimal policy
(13) if 𝑄𝑡+1(𝑖) = 𝑄𝑡(𝑖) then break
(14) end if
(15) end for 𝜋∗ ← 𝑖0, 𝑖1, . . . , 𝑖𝑛
(16) return 𝜋∗
(17) end function

Algorithm 1: Planning optimal attack path based on improved Q-learning algorithm.

a single weakness (Pr). Therefore, the reward function is
defined by

𝑅 = 𝑓 (Hw,Pr) . (7)

From this equation, we know that the reward function
is decided by Hw and Pr, but the relationship between the
host weight and attack success rate of a single weakness
is not known. Generally, there is a positive relationship
between Hw and Pr, and they are interdependent. Thus,
we use a multiplication sign to connect Hw and Pr. We
should also consider the impact of a host on the information
system network (see the intermediate item in (8)). For the
relationship between attack success rate and host weight,
we believe the host weight is less important than the attack
success rate, because the calculation aims to vulnerabilities;
thus, the square root of Pr is used in (8), which ensures the
variation range of the value of attack success rate is bigger
than host weights. The reward function is rewritten as

𝑅 = √𝑃𝑟 ×
Hw𝑖

∑𝑗Hw𝑗
× ∑
𝑚

𝑇𝑖𝑚. (8)

In this equation, Hw𝑖 is the weight of host𝐻𝑖 which owns
a specific vulnerability. 𝑇𝑖𝑚 denotes the 𝑚th privilege which
can be captured on𝐻𝑖 based on a specific vulnerability. Hw𝑗 is
theweight of a host in the target network. 𝑐 is the total number
of hosts in the target network.

3.3.2. Improved Q-Learning Algorithm Structure. After ob-
taining the reward function, we determine 𝑔𝑛 in (2) and
calculate theQ-factor. In this paper, we use deterministic state
transition model. Our contribution is that we merge actions
into state set, because we actions and states are bounder
together. Thus, the dimension of state transition matrix in
Q-learning is reduced, that means the space complexity of

improved Q-learning is lower than traditional Q-learning
algorithm. In addition, to avoid the attack circle, we set 𝑃𝑟 to
a small number if the target host is the source host; thus the
reward matrix is recalculated based on the new 𝑃𝑟. Using this
Q-factor, the optimal policy/attack path from source node
to target node can be acquired. The improved Q-learning
algorithm to identify the optimal attack path is shown in
Algorithm 1.

In this algorithm, 𝑖𝑡 represents a state in time 𝑛. In
this paper, a state is a two-element tuple <HostName,
Vulnerability>. Because the states in the Q-learning system
are host-vulnerability pairs, attaining the optimal policy
means obtaining a set of host-vulnerability pairs that define
the optimal attack path.

4. Building Dynamic Forwarding Paths in
a SDN Environment

Nowadays, for an information system network, the most
common defense strategy is to divide the target network
into Intranet and DMZ. In the Intranet, some hosts are
prohibited to visit other hosts or services, but the restrictions
are very inconvenient for users. If the administrators find
new vulnerabilities in a target network, some services or
applications must be stopped to repair these vulnerabilities,
which is uneconomic. Besides, if firewalls and/or IDS do not
have a specific property, they cannot defend from specific
attacks. To solve these problems, we propose the hidden
forwarding path in this paper.

4.1. Building Hidden Forwarding Paths Using SDN. Using
SDN, we can build forwarding nodes arbitrarily. In
Figure 5(a), all hosts in the target network can connect
with each other. In this case, the security of the target
network cannot be very high because the forwarding
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Figure 5: (a) An information system network’s forwarding structure without any router. (b)The forwarding structure using traditional three-
layer switching. (c) The forwarding path using SDN.

structure is too complex to monitor. To solve this issue,
traditional networks use routers and switches to control
the forwarding path (see Figure 5(b)). Generally, the core
switch divides the information system network into two
zones, DMZ and Intranet. If we change the forwarding path
using the optimal attack path, the network structure should
be altered. For example, if the web server visits application
server, the application server responds to the requests of
the web server by accessing data in the database server.
If the application server is located in optimal attack path,
the initial routing path should be changed or prohibited to
protect system’s security; for example, theoretically speaking,
the web server can send packets to other servers, and these
severs will visit database server. But this is unpractical
scheme, because in traditional network, part of network

topology is fixed. Thus, we cannot modify the forwarding
path directly, meaning we cannot avoid the not-trust nodes
without repairing vulnerabilities or limiting some services.
In this paper, we use SDN to create the specific virtual hosts
being used as forwarding nodes. In the first step, according
to the not-trust nodes, we create virtual hosts that offer
specific services, defense strategies, or interfaces to keep the
original network structure in SDN environments. A sample
of a hidden forwarding path is shown in Figure 5(c). In this
network, the optimal attack path is

WebServer → ApplicationServer → DatabaseServer. (9)

According to this attack path, we can add virtual hosts
to be forwarding nodes between each two nodes and specific
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Figure 6: Network topology graph.

security strategies can be enacted on these virtual hosts, and
the hidden forwarding path is shown as follows:

(VirtualHost1[)WebServer → (VirtualHost2[)
ApplicationServer → (VirtualHost3[)DatabaseServer

(10)

In virtualHost 1, we just analyze the packets that represent
an HTTP request, and the function of Host 2 and Host 3
is similar to Host 1. Thus, every virtual host can defend
against specific attacks, which is more effective and cost-
effective than placing firewalls between every not-trust node.
Concretely, in Figure 5(b), if the web server wants to commu-
nicate with application server, it will send the request packets
to router and the routerwill send packets to application server
through its routing table. But in Figure 5(c), if the web server
sends packets, they will be sent to virtual Host 2 first. Then,
virtual Host 2 will send packets application server. For the
defense strategy in this optimal attack path, we should add
filters that can filter attacks aimed at web, application, and
database servers. We have two methods to add filters. First,
we addweb, ftp, and database filters into the first node (virtual
Host 1). Second, because different servers are divided into
different blocks in SDN environments, we can add specific
filters on corresponding virtual hosts. In the first method,
we must change the defense strategy if the optimal attack
path changes. In the second method, we just need to add

or delete corresponding virtual hosts in SDN environments,
which is much more convenient and efficient than the first
method.

After implementing these specific functions on the virtual
hosts, they form the hidden forwarding path. We can easily
monitor the security logs of these virtual hosts. Further-
more, because the route is computed by the controller, we
can change the hidden forwarding path dynamically and
update the mapping table in the DNS server, which will not
influence the physical components of the information system
network. By using this method, administrators need not
repair known and 0-day vulnerabilities in the target network
immediately.

5. Experiment

In this experiment, we offer an example of building a hidden
forwarding path. The network topology graph which is
shown in Figure 6 is based on the network model mentioned
in Section 2.1. Some security policies are implemented in
this network: the firewall divides the information system
network into three zones which represent Internet, DMZ,
and Intranet, respectively. The web servers are configured in
DMZ to offer web service to users. Hosts in the Intranet are
not allowed to access the Internet. In addition, there is an
intrusion detection system (IDS) in the Intranet to supervise
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Table 1: Information of software and vulnerabilities on the terminals in the target network.

Host Network segment Service CVE number Success rate
𝐻0 Internet Attack Tools None 0
𝐻1 Internet Office None 0
𝐻2 DMZ IIS7.0(HTTP) CVE-2015-1635 0.9
𝐻3 DMZ IIS7.0(HTTP) CVE-2015-1635 0.9
𝐻4 DMZ BIND9(DNS) CVE-2015-5477 0.6

𝐻5 Intranet

Sendmail(Mail) CVE-2009-4565 0.5
OpenSSH 5.4(SSH) CVE-2016-0778 0.3
OpenSSH 5.4(SSH) CVE-2016-0778 0.3
MySQL 5.7.12(SQL) CVE-2016-3521 0.6

CVE-2016-3614 0.3
𝐻6 Intranet MySQL 5.7.12(SQL) CVE-2016-3521 0.6

CVE-2016-3614 0.3
𝐻7 Intranet Serv-U 10.5.0.19(FTP) CVE-2011-4800 0.7
𝐻8 Intranet Outlook(Mail) CVE-2015-6172 0.4

System CVE-2003-0352 0.6

Table 2: Grade of pos and sev in host weight.

Internet DMZ Intranet Web DNS MAIL DHCP SQL FTP Manager
Initial value 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Coefficient 0.279 0.362 0.363 0.345 0.378 0.337 0.355 0.375 0.399 0.384
Result 0.28 0.72 1.09 0.25 0.76 1.01 1.42 1.88 2.39 2.69

the entire target network. Also, Internet users can only access
the IIS web services on Host 2 and Host 3 and the domain
name service on Host 4. At the same time, Host 2 and Host 3
can access Host 4’s Sendmail service and the SQL service on
Host 5 and Host 6. Host 7 is a FTP server which can also be
accessed by Host 2 and Host 3. But Host 2, Host 3, and Host 4
are prohibited from accessing Host 8 (Intranet management
terminal) directly. Host 8 can access and download data from
Hosts 2 to 7. The software applications and vulnerabilities on
every terminal are shown in Table 1.

In this paper, we extract 3000 fuzzy information items
from the hosts to build the sample data. Because we only need
the initial value of the input’s attributes (𝑋 in Section 3.2)
to represent the importance of different attributes, if a host
does not offer a service or is not installed in the position,
the attribute’s value is set to 0. In contrast, if the host offers a
service or is installed in the position, the value of the attribute
is set to a number based on the importance of the attribute.
Initially, an attribute with least importance is set to 1, and
other attributes’ values will in turn increment at an interval
of 1 based on the least important attribute’s value. Thus, the
initial values of sev and pos are shown in the first line in
Table 2.

Based on this table, we obtain the value of input data.
The neural network’s output is the host weight. Because the
expectation output (𝑌𝑒) only reflects the host weight roughly,
it is only necessary for the network’s output to display a
similar trend to the expectation results. Thus, the result of
testing instance prediction is shown in Figure 7.

Testing instance prediction
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Error
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Figure 7: Results of training instance of host weight using FNN.

From Figure 7, the prediction of testing instance follows
the same trend as the expectation result of testing instance. If
we round off the prediction result (Figure 8), the prediction
is equal to the expectation.Therefore, the parameters trained
by the fuzzy neural network are assumed to be correct.
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Testing instance prediction (rounding off)
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(round off).

The coefficients and the grading standards of pos and sev
defined in (4) are shown in the second and third lines in
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Figure 9: Reward matrix of improved Q-learning algorithm.

Table 2. In this table, the first line shows the membership
of every pos and sev, and the second shows every element’s
factor.

According to Table 2, the initial rewardmatrix is obtained
and is shown in Figure 9.

In this paper, we set Pr to 0.1 if the target host is the source
host and the reward matrix is recalculated based on the new
𝑃𝑟. Besides, we assume that the attackers’ goal is to destroy the
database of the target network; thus the optimal attack path
is

𝐻1,Root → CVE − 2015 − 1635 → 𝐻3,Root → CVE − 2011 − 4800 → 𝐻7,Root. (11)

Thus, we can find the not-trust nodes. Based on these
nodes’ information and SDN, the hidden forwarding path
can be built. Thus, the new network topology is shown in
Figure 10.

5.1. Testing Results. In this section, we test the performance
of the hidden forwarding path (Figure 10) and the traditional
forwarding path (Figure 5) in a real information system
network. We assume that the firewall cannot prevent the
attacker. We use CVE − 1025 − 1635 and CVE − 2011 − 4800
to be the test vulnerabilities, because they have the highest
attack success rate in the DMZ and Intranet, respectively.The
test results are shown in Table 3.

In Table 3, the reason for “Maybe” in the third line
is that the firewall and IDS may not provide an effective

defense against a specific type of attack, that is, a poten-
tially dangerous function. But in the hidden forwarding
path, the defense strategy is designed to ensure that the
suspicious packet is filtered by the virtual host. Further-
more, because we implement fewer defense strategies on a
virtual host, the cost of the operation will not be exces-
sive. On the other hand, adding some virtual forwarding
nodes in the target network will add memory utilization
and CPU utilization in the target network, although the
total cost of this defense strategy is much lower than
stopping some servers until the system vulnerabilities are
repaired.

Besides, we also offer the optimal attack path using
traditional Q-learning algorithm:

𝐻1,Root → CVE − 2015 − 1635 → 𝐻3,Root → CVE − 2015 − 1635 → 𝐻3,User → CVE − 2011 − 4800 → 𝐻7,Root. (12)

Comparing the optimal attack path obtained from
improved Q-learning algorithm with the path gained from
traditional Q-learning algorithm, we can see that the result
of improved Q-learning algorithm is terser than traditional
Q-learning.

We also compare our method with other defense strate-
gies.The results are shown in Table 4.The computingmethod

of value of “𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡” of an algorithm refers to security metrics
and defense cost mentioned in [6].The “𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡” consists of two
parts: one is defense cost, and the other is attack cost. The
“𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦” and “𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡” determine “𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒.”

In Table 4, IQL is themethod proposed in this paper, TQL
is traditional Q-learning algorithm, and DG-HMM is the
algorithm proposed in [6]. From this table, we can find that
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Table 3: Test result of attack target node.

Network structure Vulnerability name Attack vector Filter or not Attack successfully or not
Original routing path CVE-1025-1635 Network No Yes
Hidden routing path CVE-2015-1635 Network Yes No
Original routing path CVE-2011-4800 Network Maybe Maybe
Hidden routing path CVE-2011-4800 Network Yes Not

Table 4: Result of comparing test.

Method Time complexity Space complexity Cost Performance
IQL 𝑂(𝑒 ∗ 𝑁) 𝑂(𝑁2) (10.4, 29) High
TQL 𝑂(𝑒 ∗ 𝑁) 𝑂(𝑁3) (10.4, 29) Middle
AG-HMM 𝑂(𝑇 ∗ 𝑁2) 𝑂(𝑁2) (14.3, 20.9) Middle
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Figure 10: Implementing hidden routing path.
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our approach is superior to the other two methods, whether
in time complexity or at cost.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a dynamic hidden forwarding
path planning method using improved Q-learning (IQL).
The IQL improves running speed of Q-learning agent. Using
IQL, the optimal attack path can be obtained quickly and
does not rely on the complete or minimal attack graph. The
defense strategy obtained from optimal attack path, hidden
forwarding path, can be implemented inmany different kinds
of network environments. SDN can allocate the bandwidth
based on the network traffic condition, that means although
a large number of packets may be sent to one virtual host,
these data will not trigger a DoS attack indirectly.

In the next stage, we aim to optimize the cost function to
improve the speed of convergence. In addition, we are going
to implement this method in a traditional office network
without triggering a DoS attack.
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Graphical password (GPW) is one of various passwords used in information communication. The QR code, which is widely used
in the current world, is one of GPWs. Topsnut-GPWs are new-type GPWsmade by topological structures (also, called graphs) and
number theory, but the existing GPWs use pictures/images almost. We design new Topsnut-GPWs by means of a graph labelling,
called odd-elegant labelling. The new Topsnut-GPWs will be constructed by Topsnut-GPWs having smaller vertex numbers; in
other words, they are compound Topsnut-GPWs such that they are more robust to deciphering attacks. Furthermore, the new
Topsnut-GPWs can induce some mathematical problems and conjectures.

1. Introduction and Preliminary

1.1. Researching Background. Graphical passwords (GPWs)
have been investigated for over 20 years, and many impor-
tant results can be found in three surveys [1–3]. GPW
schemes have been proposed as a possible alternative to
text-based schemes. However, the existing GPWs have (i)
no mathematical computation; (ii) more storage space; (iii)
no individuality; (iv) geometric positions; (v) slow running
speed; (vi) vulnerable to attack; and (vii) no transformation
from lower safe level to high security. However, QR code is
a successful example of GPW’ applications in mobile devices
by fast, relatively reliable and other functions [4, 5]. GPWs
may be accepted by users having mobile devices with touch
screen [6, 7].

Wang et al. show an idea of “topological structures plus
number theory” for designing new-type GPWs (abbreviated

as Topsnut-GPWs, [8–10]). All topological structures used in
Topsnut-GPWs can be stored in a computer throughordinary
algebraicmatrices. And Topsnut-GPWs have no requirement
of geometric positions for users and allow users tomake their
individual passwords rather than learningmore rules they do
not like and so on.

How to quickly build up a large scale of Topsnut-GPWs
from those Topsnut-GPWs having smaller vertex numbers?
How to construct a one-key versus more-locks (one-lock
versus more-keys) for some Topsnut-GPWs? And how to
compute Topsnut-GPWs’ space by the basic computing unit2𝑛? Obviously, we need enough graphs and lots of graph col-
oring/labellings, and we can turn more things into Topsnut-
GPWs. Let 𝐺𝑝 be the number of graphs having 𝑝 vertices.
From [11], we know

𝑝 𝐺𝑝 bits
18 1787577725145611700547878190848 100
19 24637809253125004524383007491432768 114
20 645490122795799841856164638490742749440 129
21 32220272899808983433502244253755283616097664 145
22 3070846483094144300637568517187105410586657814272 161
23 559946939699792080597976380819462179812276348458981632 179
24 195704906302078447922174862416726256004122075267063365754368 197
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Figure 1: (a) An odd-elegant tree; (b) an odd-elegant graph; (c) a set-ordered odd-elegant tree; (d) a set-ordered odd-elegant graph.

where 𝐺𝑝 ≈ 2bits for 𝑝 = 18, 19, . . . , 24. It means that adding
various graph labellings enables us to design tremendous
Topsnut-GPWs with huge topological structures and vast
of graph coloring/labellings, since there are over 150 graph

labellings introduced in [12]. As a fact, Topsnut-GPWs can
generate alphanumeric passwords with longer units. As an
example, we take a path V1V10V11V20 in Figure 6(d) to produce
an alphanumeric password

𝑊 = 118161412102011011517211110111020201120111579320 (1)

by selecting the neighbors of each vertex of these four vertices
V1, V10, V11, and V20. Clearly, such password 𝑊 may have
longer unit in a large scale of Topsnut-GPW for meeting the
need of high level security.

In this article, we will apply a graph labelling called odd-
elegant labelling [13]. And we will define some construction
operations under odd-elegant labelling for designing our
compound Topsnut-GPWs.

1.2. Preliminary. We use standard notation and terminology
of graph theory. Graphs mentioned are loopless, with no
multiple edges, undirected, connected, and finite, unless
otherwise specified. Others can be found in [14]. Here, wewill
use A (𝑝, 𝑞)-graph𝐺which is one with𝑝 vertices and 𝑞 edges;
the symbol [𝑚, 𝑛] stands for an integer set {𝑚,𝑚 + 1, . . . , 𝑛}
for integers𝑚 and 𝑛with 0 ≤ 𝑚 < 𝑛; [𝑠, 𝑡]𝑜 indicating an odd-
set {𝑠, 𝑠 + 2, . . . , 𝑡}, where 𝑠 and 𝑡 both are odd integers with1 ≤ 𝑠 < 𝑡; and [𝑘, ℓ]𝑒 represents an even-set {𝑘, 𝑘 + 2, . . . , ℓ},
where 𝑘 and ℓ are both even integerswith respect to 0 ≤ 𝑘 < ℓ.
Definition 1 (see [13]). Suppose that a (𝑝, 𝑞)-graph 𝐺 admits
a mapping 𝑓 : 𝑉(𝐺) → [0, 2𝑞 − 1] such that 𝑓(𝑢) ̸= 𝑓(V) for
distinct vertices 𝑢, V ∈ 𝑉(𝐺), and the label𝑓(𝑢V) of every edge𝑢V ∈ 𝐸(𝐺) is defined as 𝑓(𝑢V) = 𝑓(𝑢) + 𝑓(V) (mod 2𝑞) and
the set of all edge labels is equal to [1, 2𝑞 − 1]𝑜. One considers𝑓 to be an odd-elegant labelling and 𝐺 to be an odd-elegant.

Definition 2 (see [15]). Suppose that a bipartite graph 𝐺
receives a labelling 𝑓 such that max{𝑓(𝑥) : 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} <
min{𝑓(𝑦) : 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌}, where (𝑋, 𝑌) is the bipartition of vertex
set 𝑉(𝐺) of 𝐺. We call 𝑓 a set-ordered labelling (So-labelling
for short).

As shown in Figure 1, there are four different examples of
Definitions 1 and 2.

Definition 3. Let 𝐺𝑗 be a (𝑝𝑗, 𝑞𝑗)-graph with 𝑗 = 1, 2. A
graph 𝐺 obtained by identifying each vertex 𝑥𝑖,1 of 𝐺1 with
a vertex 𝑥𝑖,2 of 𝐺2 into one vertex 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖,1 ∘ 𝑥𝑖,2 with

𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑚] is called an 𝑚-identification graph and denoted as𝐺 = ⨀𝑚⟨𝐺1, 𝐺2⟩; the vertices 𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑚 are called the
identification-vertices.

Moreover, the 𝑚-identification graph 𝐺 = ⨀𝑚⟨𝐺1, 𝐺2⟩
defined in Definition 3 has 𝑝1 + 𝑝2 − 𝑚 vertices and 𝑞1 + 𝑞2
edges. One can split each identification-vertex 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖,1 ∘ 𝑥𝑖,2
into two vertices 𝑥𝑖,1 and 𝑥𝑖,2 (called the splitting-vertices) for𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑚], such that𝐺 is split into two parts𝐺1 and𝐺2. For the
purpose of convenience, the above procedure of producing
am 𝑚-identification graph 𝐺 = ⨀𝑚⟨𝐺1, 𝐺2⟩ is called an 𝑚-
identification operation; conversely, the procedure of splitting𝐺 = ⨀𝑚⟨𝐺1, 𝐺2⟩ into two parts 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 is named as the
m-splitting operation.

Definition 4. Let𝐺𝑖 be a connected (𝑝𝑖, 𝑞)-graphwith 𝑖 = 1, 2,
and let 𝑝 = 𝑝1 + 𝑝2 − 2. If the 2-identification (𝑝, 𝑞)-graph𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝐺1, 𝐺2⟩ has amapping𝑓 : 𝑉(𝐺) → [0, 𝑞−1] holding
the following: (i) 𝑓(𝑥) ̸= 𝑓(𝑦) for each pair of vertices 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈𝑉(𝐺), (ii)𝑓 is an odd-elegant labelling of𝐺𝑖 with 𝑖 = 1, 2, and
(iii) |𝑓(𝑉(𝐺1)) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉(𝐺2))| = 2 and 𝑓(𝑉(𝐺1)) ∪ 𝑓(𝑉(𝐺2)) ⊆[0, 𝑞 − 1], then one calls 𝐺 a twin odd-elegant graph (a TOE-
graph), 𝑓 a TOE-labelling, 𝐺1 a TOE-source graph, 𝐺2 a TOE-
associated graph, and (𝐺1, 𝐺2) a TOE-matching pair.

We illustrate Definition 4 with Figure 2. In other words, a
twin odd-elegant graph𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝐺1, 𝐺2⟩with its TOE-source
graph 𝐺1 and TOE-associated graph 𝐺2, where (𝐺1, 𝐺2) is a
TOE-matching pair.

Furthermore, if each 𝐺𝑖 with 𝑖 = 1, 2 is a connected
graph in Definition 4, and the TOE-source 𝐺1 is a bipartite
connected graph having its own bipartition (𝑋1, 𝑌1) and a
labelling 𝑓 satisfying Definition 2, we call the 2-identification
graph 𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝐺1, 𝐺2⟩ a set-ordered twin odd-elegant
graph (So-TOE-graph) and 𝑓 a set-ordered twin odd-elegant
labelling (So-TOE-labelling). Notice that the source graph𝐺1
is a set-ordered odd-elegant graph by Definitions 1 and 2.
In vivid speaking, a source graph and its associated graph
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Figure 2: The formation process of Definition 4.
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Figure 3: A scheme of the edge-series operation.

defined in Definition 4 can be called a TOE-lock-model and
a TOE-key-model ([10]), respectively.

1.3. Techniques for Constructing 2-Identification Graphs. The
following three operations, CA-operation, edge-series opera-
tion, and base-pasted operation, will be used in this article.

(O-1) CA-Operation. Suppose each graph 𝐺𝑘 has an odd-
elegant labelling 𝑓𝑘 and 𝑉(𝐺𝑘) = {𝑥𝑘𝑙 : 𝑙 = 1, 2, . . . , |𝑉(𝐺𝑘)|}
with 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚]. Clearly, for 𝑎 ̸= 𝑏 with 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ [1,𝑚],
there are vertices 𝑥𝑎𝑖 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝑎) and 𝑥𝑏𝑗 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝑏) such that
𝑓𝑎(𝑥𝑎𝑖 ) = 𝑓𝑏(𝑥𝑏𝑗). For example, some 𝐺𝑘 has a vertex 𝑥𝑘𝑖 such
that the label 𝑓𝑘(𝑥𝑘𝑖 ) = 0 with 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚]. We can combine
those vertices that have the same labels into one vertex, which
gives us a new graph, denoted by 𝐺 = ⨀𝜖⟨𝐺1, 𝐺2, . . . , 𝐺𝑚⟩.
This process is called a CA-operation on 𝐺1, 𝐺2, . . . , 𝐺𝑚.
(O-2) Edge-Series Operation. Given two groups of disjoint
trees 𝐺𝑟1, 𝐺𝑟2, . . . , 𝐺𝑟𝑚 with 𝑟 = 1, 2 there are vertices 𝑥𝑟𝑘, 𝑦𝑟𝑘 ∈𝑉(𝐺𝑟𝑘) with 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚]. Joining the vertex 𝑦𝑟𝑗 with the vertex𝑥𝑟𝑗+1 by an edge for 𝑗 ∈ [1,𝑚−1] produces a tree𝐻𝑟 (denoted
by 𝐻𝑟 = ⊖𝑚𝑘=1𝐺𝑟𝑘) with 𝑟 = 1, 2; next we let one vertex 𝑢1𝑠 ∈𝑉(𝐻1) coincide with one vertex V2𝑠 ∈ 𝑉(𝐻2) into one vertex𝑎𝑠 = 𝑢1𝑠 ∘ V2𝑠 with 𝑠 = 1, 2. The resulting graph⨀2⟨𝐻1, 𝐻2⟩ is
just a 2-identification graph.

(O-3) Base-Pasted Operation. Given two disjoint trees 𝑇𝑟
(called base-trees) having vertices 𝑥𝑟1, 𝑥𝑟2, . . . , 𝑥𝑟𝑚 and two
groups of disjoint trees 𝐺𝑟1, 𝐺𝑟2, . . . , 𝐺𝑟𝑚 with 𝑟 = 1, 2, we let
a vertex 𝑢𝑟𝑘 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝑟𝑘) coincide with the vertex 𝑥𝑟𝑘 ∈ 𝑉(𝑇𝑟)
into one vertex 𝑢𝑟𝑘 ∘ 𝑥𝑟𝑘 for 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚] such that the resulting
tree 𝐹𝑟 (i.e., 𝐹𝑟 = 𝑇𝑟⨀𝑚𝑘=1𝐺𝑟𝑘) has 𝑉(𝐹𝑟) = ⋃𝑚𝑘=1 𝑉(𝐺𝑟𝑘),𝐸(𝐹𝑟) = (⋃𝑚𝑘=1 𝐸(𝐺𝑟𝑘)) ∪ 𝐸(𝑇𝑟) for 𝑟 = 1, 2. We overlap one
vertex𝑤1𝑠 ∈ 𝑉(𝐹1)with one vertex 𝑧2𝑠 ∈ 𝑉(𝐹2) into one vertex

𝑏𝑠 = 𝑤1𝑠 ∘ 𝑧2𝑠 with 𝑠 = 1, 2 to build up a 2-identification
graph 𝐹 = ⨀2⟨𝐹1, 𝐹2⟩ holding 𝑉(𝐹1) ∩ 𝑉(𝐹2) = {𝑎1, 𝑎2} and𝐸(𝐹) = 𝐸(𝐹1) ∪ 𝐸(𝐹2).

In the following, we give the diagrams with 𝑚 = 2 for
edge-series operation and base-pasted operation, shown in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

2. Main Results and Their Proofs

Lemma 5. Each star 𝐾1,𝑛 is a TOE-source tree of a So-TOE-
tree.

Proof of Lemma 5 is shown in Figure 5. It describes the
construction process of the So-TOE-tree ⨀⟨𝐾1,𝑛, 𝐾1,𝑛⟩ by
any TOE-source tree𝐾1,𝑛.
Theorem 6. Every set-ordered odd-elegant graph being not a
star is a So-TOE-source graph of at least two So-TOE graphs.

Proof. Suppose that (𝑝1, 𝑞)-graph 𝐺1 having vertex biparti-
tion is (𝑋, 𝑌), where 𝑋 = {𝑥𝑖 : 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠]}, 𝑌 = {𝑦𝑗 : 𝑗 ∈[1, 𝑡]}, 𝑠 + 𝑡 = 𝑝1, and min{𝑠, 𝑡} ≥ 2. By the hypothesis of
the theorem, 𝐺1 has a set-ordered odd-elegant labelling 𝑓1
defined by 𝑓1(𝑥𝑖) + 2 ≤ 𝑓1(𝑥𝑖+1), 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠 − 1]; 𝑓1(𝑦1) =𝑓1(𝑥𝑠) + 1, 𝑓1(𝑦𝑗) + 2 ≤ 𝑓1(𝑦𝑗+1), 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑡 − 1]; 𝑓1(𝑦𝑡) ≤ 2𝑞−1.
Hence, 𝑓1(𝐸(𝐺1)) = {𝑓1(𝑥𝑦) = 𝑓1(𝑥) + 𝑓1(𝑦) (mod 2𝑞) :𝑥𝑦 ∈ 𝐸(𝐺1)} = [1, 2𝑞 − 1]𝑜. It is not difficult to observe
that 𝑓1(𝑉(𝐺1)) ⊂ {0, 2, . . . , 𝑓1(𝑥𝑠), 𝑓1(𝑦1), . . . , 2𝑞 − 1}; that is,𝑓1(𝑋)/2 ⊂ N and (𝑓1(𝑌) + 1)/2 ⊂ N.

Case 1.We construct a labelling𝑓2 of a new tree𝑇2 having 𝑞+1
vertices by the labelling 𝑓1 such that 𝑓2(𝑉(𝑇2)) = [1, 𝑓1(𝑥𝑠) +1]𝑜 ∪ [𝑓1(𝑦1) − 1, 2𝑞 − 2]𝑒, such that 𝑓2(𝐸(𝑇2)) = {𝑓2(𝑢V) =𝑓2(𝑢) + 𝑓2(V) (mod 2𝑞) : 𝑢V ∈ 𝐸(𝑇2)} = [1, 2𝑞 − 1]𝑜, where𝑓2(𝑢) ̸= 𝑓2(V) for 𝑢, V ∈ 𝑉(𝑇2). This tree 𝑇2 can be built up
in the following way: a bipartition (𝑈1, 𝑉1) with 𝑈1 = {𝑢𝑖 :
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Figure 5: An example of illustrating Lemma 5.

𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠1]} and 𝑉1 = {V𝑗 : 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1]}, where 𝑠1 + 𝑡1 = 𝑞 + 1,
such that 𝑓2(𝑢𝑖) = 2𝑖 − 1, 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠1]; 𝑓2(V𝑗) = 2(𝑠1 − 2 + 𝑗),𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1]. Any edge 𝑢𝑖V𝑗 ∈ 𝐸(𝑇2) satisfies 𝑓2(𝑢𝑖V𝑗) = 𝑓2(𝑢𝑖) +𝑓2(V𝑗) (mod 2𝑞) with 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠1] and 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1]. We construct
the edge set of 𝑇2 as {𝑢1V𝑗, 𝑢𝑖V𝑡1 : 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠1], 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1 − 1]}
such that the edge labels are 𝑓2(𝑢𝑖V𝑡1) = 2𝑖 − 3, 𝑓2(𝑢1V𝑗) =2𝑗+2𝑠1−3 (mod 2𝑞) for 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠1] and 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1−1]. Observe
that 𝑓2(𝐸(𝑇2)) = [1, 2𝑞 − 1]𝑜, 𝑓1(𝑦1) = 𝑓2(𝑢𝑠1), and 𝑓1(𝑥𝑠) =𝑓2(V1).

Now, we can combine the vertex 𝑦1 and 𝑥𝑠 of 𝐺1 with the
vertex 𝑢𝑠1 and V1 of 𝑇2 into one (two identification-vertices)𝑤1 and 𝑤2, respectively, so we obtain the desired graph 𝐺 =⨀2⟨𝐺1, 𝑇2⟩. And 𝐺 has a labelling 𝑓 defined as 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) =𝑓1(𝑥𝑖), 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠 − 1]; 𝑓(𝑦𝑗) = 𝑓1(𝑦𝑗), 𝑖 ∈ [2, 𝑡]; 𝑓(𝑢𝑘) = 𝑓2(𝑢𝑘),𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑠1 − 1], 𝑓(V1) = 𝑓2(V𝑙), 𝑙 ∈ [2, 𝑡1], 𝑓(𝑤1) = 𝑓1(𝑦1),
and 𝑓(𝑤2) = 𝑓1(𝑥𝑠). Clearly, any pair of two vertices of 𝐺 are
assigned different numbers. According to Definition 4, 𝐺 is
an So-TOE-graph having the source graph 𝐺1. Examples that
illustrate Case 1 ofTheorem 6 are shown by Figures 6(a), 6(b),
and 6(d).

Case 2. Similarly to Case 1, we can get the following results:
let 𝑓2(𝑉(𝑇2)) = [1, 𝑓1(𝑥𝑠) − 1]𝑜 ∪ [𝑓1(𝑦1) − 1, 2𝑞 − 2]𝑒 ∪ {0},𝑓2(𝐸(𝑇2)) = [1, 2𝑞 − 1]𝑜, and furthermore 𝑓2(𝑢) ̸= 𝑓2(V) for𝑢, V ∈ 𝑉(𝑇2). This tree 𝑇2 can be built up in the following
way: a bipartition (𝑈2, 𝑉2) with 𝑈2 = {𝑢𝑖 : 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠1 − 1]}
and 𝑉2 = {V𝑗 : 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1 + 1]}, such that 𝑓2(𝑢𝑖) = 2𝑖 − 1,𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠1−1];𝑓2(V𝑗) = 2(𝑠−2+𝑗), 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1],𝑓2(V𝑡1+1) = 0. Any
edge 𝑢𝑖V𝑗 ∈ 𝐸(𝑇2) satisfies𝑓2(𝑢𝑖V𝑗) = 𝑓2(𝑢𝑖)+𝑓2(V𝑗) (mod 2𝑞)
with 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠1 − 1] and 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1 + 1]. We construct the edge
set of 𝑇2 as {𝑢1V𝑗, 𝑢𝑖V𝑡+1 : 𝑖 ∈ [2, 𝑠1 − 1], 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1]} such that

the edge labels are 𝑓2(𝑢𝑖V𝑡+1) = 2𝑖 − 1, for 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠1 − 1], and𝑓2(𝑢1V𝑗) = 2(𝑠+𝑗)−3, for 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡1]. Observe that𝑓2(𝐸(𝑇2)) =[1, 2𝑞 − 1]𝑜, 𝑓1(𝑥1) = 𝑓2(V𝑡1+1), and 𝑓1(𝑥𝑠) = 𝑓2(V1).
Now, we can combine the vertex 𝑥1 and 𝑥𝑠 of 𝑇1 with the

vertex V𝑡1+1 and V1 of 𝑇2 into one (the identified vertex) 𝑤1
and 𝑤2, so we obtain the desired tree 𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝐺1, 𝑇2⟩. And𝐺 has a labelling 𝑓 defined as 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑓1(𝑥𝑖), 𝑖 ∈ [2, 𝑠 − 1];𝑓(𝑦𝑗) = 𝑓1(𝑦𝑗), 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑡]; 𝑓(𝑢𝑘) = 𝑓2(𝑢𝑘), 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑠1 − 1],𝑓(V𝑙) = 𝑓2(V𝑙), 𝑙 ∈ [2, 𝑡1], 𝑓(𝑤1) = 0, and 𝑓(𝑤2) = 𝑓1(𝑥𝑠).
Clearly, any pair of two vertices of 𝐺 are assigned different
numbers. According to Definition 4, 𝐺 is a So-TOE-graph
having the source graph 𝐺1. An example for illustrating Case
2 of Theorem 6 is given by Figures 6(a), 6(c), and 6(e).

Theorem 7. Suppose that 𝐺𝑘 = ⨀2⟨𝐺1𝑘, 𝐺2𝑘⟩ is a So-TOE-
graph, where each 𝐺1𝑘 is a source tree for 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚]. Then𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝐻1, 𝐻2⟩ obtained by the edge-series operation has
a So-TOE-labelling.

Proof. By the hypothesis of the theorem, every (𝑝1𝑘 + 𝑝2𝑘 −2, 2𝑞𝑘)-graph 𝐺𝑘 has a set-ordered odd-elegant source-(𝑝1𝑘, 𝑞𝑘)-graph𝐺1𝑘 and an associated-(𝑝2𝑘, 𝑞𝑘)-graph𝐺2𝑘 for 𝑘 ∈[1,𝑚]. Let 𝑉(𝐺1𝑘) ∩ 𝑉(𝐺2𝑘) = {𝑤1𝑘, 𝑤2𝑘}; the vertex set of each
graph𝐺𝑟𝑘 can be partitioned into (𝑋𝑟𝑘, 𝑌𝑟𝑘)with 𝑟 = 1, 2, where𝑋𝑟𝑘 = {𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖 : 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠𝑟𝑘]}, 𝑌𝑟𝑘 = {𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗 : 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡𝑟𝑘]}, and𝑠𝑟𝑘 + 𝑡𝑟𝑘 = 𝑝𝑟𝑘 for 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚] and 𝑟 = 1, 2. By Definition 4,
every 𝐺𝑘 has a So-TOE-labelling 𝜃𝑘 with 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚] such that𝜃𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,1) ≥ 𝑟 − 1; 𝜃𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖) + 2 ≤ 𝜃𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖+1) with 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠𝑟𝑘];𝜃𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑘,1) = 𝜃𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑠𝑟

𝑘
) − (−1)𝑟; 𝜃𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) + 2 ≤ 𝜃𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗+1) for𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑡𝑟𝑘]; and 𝜃𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑡𝑟
𝑘
) ≤ 2𝑞𝑘 − 𝑟.
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(d) 𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝐺1, 𝑇2⟩
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Figure 6: Examples of Theorem 6.

Therefore, 𝜃𝑘(𝐸(𝐺𝑟𝑘)) = {𝜃𝑘(𝑥𝑦) = 𝜃𝑘(𝑥) +𝑓𝑟𝑘 (𝑦) (mod 2𝑞𝑘) : 𝑥𝑦 ∈ 𝐸(𝐺𝑟𝑘)} = [1, 2𝑞𝑘 − 1]𝑜,
where 𝜃𝑘(𝑥) ̸= 𝜃𝑘(𝑦) for distinct vertices 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝑘),
which means 𝜃𝑘(𝑥1𝑘,𝑠𝑘) = 𝜃𝑘(𝑦2𝑘,1) = 𝜃𝑘(𝑤1𝑘) and 𝜃𝑘(𝑦1𝑘,1)= 𝜃𝑘(𝑥2𝑘,𝑠𝑘) = 𝜃𝑘(𝑤2𝑘). Clearly, the labels of other vertices of𝐺1𝑘 ∪ 𝐺2𝑘 differ from each other.

Firstly, we split𝐺𝑘 into two parts𝐺1𝑘 and𝐺2𝑘, that is, doing
a 2-splitting operation on every 𝐺𝑘 with 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚]. Secondly,
our discussion focuses on 𝐺1𝑘 and 𝐺2𝑘 with 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚]. We
construct a graph by joining the vertex 𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑡𝑘 with the vertex𝑥𝑟𝑘+1,1 by an edge, where 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚 − 1] and 𝑟 = 1, 2,
called 𝐻𝑟. For the purpose of convenience, we set 𝑆(𝑎, 𝑏) =∑𝑏𝑙=𝑎 𝜃𝑙(𝑥1𝑙,𝑠1

𝑙
) + 2, 𝑄(1, 𝑡) = 2∑𝑡𝑙=1(𝑞𝑙 + 1), 𝑄𝑚 = 2∑𝑚𝑙=1(𝑞𝑙 +𝑚 − 1), 𝑆(1, 0) = 0, and 𝑄(1, 0) = 0. For 𝑟 = 1, 2, 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠𝑟𝑘],

and 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡𝑟𝑘], we define a new labelling 𝑓 as follows:

(T-1) 𝑓(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖) = 𝜃𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖) + 𝑆(1, 𝑘 − 1);
(T-2) 𝑓(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) = 𝜃𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) + 𝑄(1, 𝑘 − 1) + 𝑆(𝑘 + 1,𝑚);
(T-3) 𝑓(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖) + 𝑓(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) (mod𝑄𝑚);
(T-4) 𝑓(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑡𝑘𝑥𝑟𝑘+1,1) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑟𝑘+1,1) + 𝑓(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑡𝑘) (mod𝑄𝑚).
By the labelling forms (T-1) and (T-2) above, we can verify𝑓(𝑥1𝑘,𝑖) ∈ [0, 𝑓(𝑥1𝑚,𝑠𝑚)]𝑒 = [0, 𝑆(1, 𝑚)−2]𝑒 with 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚] and

have the following properties: (i) 𝑓(𝑥2𝑘,𝑖) ∈ [1, 𝑓(𝑥2𝑚,𝑠𝑚)]𝑜 =[1, 𝑆(1, 𝑚)−1]𝑜; (ii)𝑓(𝑦1𝑘,𝑗) ∈ [𝑓(𝑦11,1), 𝑓(𝑦1𝑚,𝑡𝑚)]𝑜 = [𝑆(1,𝑚)−1, 𝑄𝑚−1]𝑜; and (iii)𝑓(𝑦2𝑘,𝑗) ∈ [𝑓(𝑦21,1), 𝑓(𝑦2𝑚,𝑡𝑚)]𝑒 = [𝑆(1,𝑚)−2, 𝑄𝑚 − 2]𝑒.
Computing the labelling forms (T-3) and (T-4) enables

us to obtain 𝑓(𝐸(𝐻𝑟)) = [1, 𝑄𝑚 − 1]𝑜 for 𝑟 = 1, 2. Now,
we combine the vertex 𝑥1𝑚,𝑠𝑚 with the vertex 𝑦21,1 into one

vertex and then combine the vertex 𝑦11,1 with the vertex 𝑥2𝑚,𝑠𝑚
into one vertex. (i.e., do the 2-identification operation). Thus
the labelling 𝑓 is a So-TOE-labelling of 𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝐻1, 𝐻2⟩;
therefore, 𝐺 is a So-TOE-graph too.

See Figures 7, 8 and 9 for understandingTheorem 7.
In experiments, for each arrangement𝐺𝑟𝑘1 , 𝐺𝑟𝑘2 , . . . , 𝐺𝑟𝑘𝑚 of𝐺𝑟1, 𝐺𝑟2, . . . , 𝐺𝑟𝑚, there are many possible constructions of 𝐺 =⨀2⟨𝐻1, 𝐻2⟩ for holdingTheorem 7 (as shown in Figure 9).

Theorem 8. Suppose that 𝐺𝑘 = ⨀2⟨𝐺1𝑘, 𝐺2𝑘⟩ is a So-TOE-
graph, where each 𝐺1𝑘 is a source graph for 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑝]. Then𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝑆1, 𝑆2⟩ obtained by the base-pasted operation has a
So-TOE-labelling if two base-trees 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 are set-ordered.
Proof. By the hypothesis of the theorem, every (𝑝1𝑘 + 𝑝2𝑘 −2, 2𝑞)-graph𝐺𝑘 = ⨀2⟨𝐺1𝑘, 𝐺2𝑘⟩ has a set-ordered odd-elegant
source-(𝑝1𝑘, 𝑞)-graph 𝐺1𝑘 and an associated-(𝑝2𝑘, 𝑞)-graph 𝐺2𝑘
for 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑝]. Let 𝐺1𝑘 ∩ 𝐺2𝑘 = {𝑤1𝑘, 𝑤2𝑘}; the vertex set of
each graph 𝐺𝑟𝑘 can be partitioned into (𝑋𝑟𝑘, 𝑌𝑟𝑘) with 𝑟 = 1, 2,
where 𝑋𝑟𝑘 = {𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖 : 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠𝑟𝑘]}, 𝑌𝑟𝑘 = {𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗 : 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡𝑟𝑘]},𝑠𝑟𝑘 ≤ 𝑡𝑟𝑘, and 𝑠𝑟𝑘 + 𝑡𝑟𝑘 = 𝑝𝑟𝑘 for 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑝] and 𝑟 = 1, 2.
Every 𝐺𝑘, by Definition 4, has a So-TOE-labelling 𝜋𝑘 with𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑝], and 𝜋𝑘 has the following properties: 𝜋𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,1) =𝑟 − 1; 𝜋𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖) + 2 ≤ 𝜋𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖+1) for 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠𝑟𝑘]; 𝜋𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑠𝑘) =𝑀 − 1 + 𝑟; 𝜋𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑘,1) = 𝜋𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑠𝑟

𝑘
) − (−1)𝑟 = 𝑀 − 1 + 𝑟 − (−1)𝑟;

𝜋𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) + 2 ≤ 𝜋𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗+1) with 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑡𝑟𝑘]; 𝜋𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑡𝑟
𝑘
) = 2𝑞 − 𝑟; and

𝜋𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) = 𝜋𝑘(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖) + 𝜋𝑘(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) (mod 2𝑞).
Thus, the properties of each So-TOE-labelling 𝜋𝑘 induce𝜋𝑘(𝐸(𝐺𝑟𝑘)) = {𝜋𝑘(𝑥𝑦) = 𝜋𝑘(𝑥) + 𝑓𝑟𝑘 (𝑦) (mod 2𝑞) : 𝑥𝑦 ∈𝐸(𝐺𝑟𝑘)}, and also
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Figure 7: Four So-TOE-graphs 𝐺𝑘 with 𝑘 ∈ [1, 4] described in the proof of Theorem 7.
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Figure 8: A So-TOE-graph made by the graphs shown in Figure 7 for illustratingTheorem 7.

𝜋𝑘 (𝐸 (𝐺𝑟𝑘))
= [𝜋𝑘 (𝑥𝑟𝑘,1) + 𝜋𝑘 (𝑦𝑟𝑘,1) , 𝜋𝑘 (𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑠𝑟

𝑘
) + 𝜋𝑘 (𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑡𝑟

𝑘
)]

⋅ (mod 2𝑞) = [1, 2𝑞 − 1]𝑜 ,
(2)

where 𝜋𝑘(𝑥) ̸= 𝜋𝑘(𝑦) if 𝑥 ̸= 𝑦 and 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝑘). In other
words, we have 𝜋𝑘(𝑥1𝑘,𝑠𝑘) = 𝜋𝑘(𝑦2𝑘,1) = 𝜋𝑘(𝑤1𝑘) and 𝜋𝑘(𝑦1𝑘,1) =𝜋𝑘(𝑥2𝑘,𝑠𝑘) = 𝜋𝑘(𝑤2𝑘). The labels of other vertices of 𝐺1𝑘 ∪ 𝐺2𝑘
differ from each other.

Let 𝑉(𝑇𝑟) = {𝑧𝑟1, 𝑧𝑟2, . . . , 𝑧𝑟𝑝}, such that there exists a
set-ordered odd-elegant labelling 𝑓𝑜𝑒𝑇𝑟 , satisfying 𝑓𝑜𝑒𝑇𝑟 (𝑧𝑟𝑖 ) <𝑓𝑜𝑒𝑇𝑟 (𝑧𝑟𝑖+1) with 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑝 − 1], and the bipartition (𝑈𝑟, 𝑉𝑟) of
vertex set of 𝑇𝑟 satisfies |𝑈𝑟| ≤ |𝑉𝑟| for |𝑈𝑟| = 𝑙 and 𝑟 = 1, 2.

Next, we discuss all graphs 𝐺1𝑘 and 𝐺2𝑘 with 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑝] by
the parity of positive integer 𝑝 in the following two cases.

Case 1. For considering the case 𝑝 = 2𝛽 + 1 and 𝑟 = 1, 2, we
define a new labelling 𝑓 with 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠𝑟𝑘] and 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡𝑟𝑘] in the
following way:

(C-1) 𝑓(𝑥𝑟2𝑘−1,𝑖) = 𝜋2𝑘−1(𝑥𝑟2𝑘−1,𝑖) + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝑘 − 1) with 𝑘 ∈[1, 𝛽 + 1];
(C-2) 𝑓(𝑥𝑟2𝑘,𝑖) = 𝜋2𝑘(𝑥𝑟2𝑘,𝑖) + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝛽 + 𝑘) − 2 − (−1)𝑟 with𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽];
(C-3) 𝑓(𝑦𝑟2𝑘−1,𝑗) = 𝜋2𝑘−1(𝑦𝑟2𝑘−1,𝑗) + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝛽 + 𝑘 − 1) with𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽 + 1];
(C-4) 𝑓(𝑦𝑟2𝑘,𝑗) = 𝜋2𝑘(𝑦𝑟2𝑘,𝑗) + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝑘 − 1) + 2 + (−1)𝑟 with𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽];
(C-5) 𝑓(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) = 𝑓(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) + 𝑓(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖) (mod 2𝑝(𝑞 + 1) − 2).
Based upon the labelling forms (C-1)–(C-4), we compute

(𝛽+1⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑋12𝑘−1)) ∪ ( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑌12𝑘))
= [0, 2 (𝑞 + 1) 𝛽 +𝑀]𝑒 ;
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Figure 9: Another So-TOE-graph made by the graphs shown in Figure 7 for illustratingTheorem 7.

(𝛽+1⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑌12𝑘−1)) ∪ ( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑋12𝑘))
= [2 (𝑞 + 1) 𝛽 +𝑀 + 1, 2𝑝 (𝑞 + 1) − 3]𝑜 ,

𝑟 = 1,
(𝛽+1⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑋22𝑘−1)) ∪ ( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑌22𝑘))
= [1, 2 (𝑞 + 1) 𝛽 +𝑀 + 1]𝑜 ;

(𝛽+1⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑌22𝑘−1)) ∪ ( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑋22𝑘))
= [2 (𝑞 + 1) 𝛽 +𝑀, 2𝑝 (𝑞 + 1) − 4]𝑒 ,

𝑟 = 2.
(3)

Thereby, we have shown that ⋃2𝑟=1⋃𝑝𝑘=1 𝑓(𝑉(𝐺𝑟𝑘)) ⊂ [0,2𝑝(𝑞 + 1) − 3] and
( 2⋃
𝑟=1

𝑝⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝐸 (𝐺𝑟𝑘))) ∪ ( 2⋃
𝑟=1

𝑓 (𝐸 (𝑇𝑟)))
= [1, 2𝑝 (𝑞 + 1) − 3]𝑜 ,

(4)

and furthermore the labels of vertices, except 𝑓(𝑥1𝑝,𝑠) =
𝑓(𝑦21,1) and 𝑓(𝑥2𝑝,𝑠) = 𝑓(𝑦11,1), differ from each other, and the
labels of edges differ from each other.

Next, after computing the labelling forms (C-5) with 𝑘 ∈[1, 𝑝], we obtain
𝑓 (𝐸 (𝐺𝑟2𝑘−1)) = [𝐴 (2) , 𝐵 (1)]𝑜 , 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽 + 1] ;
𝑓 (𝐸 (𝐺𝑟2𝑘)) = [𝐴 (1) , 𝐵 (0)]𝑜 , 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽] .

(mod 2𝑝 (𝑞 + 1) − 2) ,
(5)

where 𝐴(𝑥) = 𝑀 + 1 + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝛽 + 2𝑘 − 𝑥) and 𝐵(𝑦) =𝑀− 3 + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝛽 + 2𝑘 − 𝑦). By the above deduction, we can
know that

𝑝⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝐸 (𝐺𝑟𝑘)) = [1, 2𝑝 (𝑞 + 1) − 3]𝑜 \ 𝐹, (6)

where 𝐹 = {𝑀 − 1 + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝛽 + 1 + 𝑘),𝑀 + 1 + 2(𝑞 + 1)𝑘 :𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 𝛽 − 1}. Next, for each vertex 𝑧𝑟𝑘 ∈ 𝑉(𝑇𝑟) with𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑝] and 𝑟 = 1, 2, we set
𝑓 (𝑧1𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑥12𝑘−1,𝑠1

2𝑘−1
) ,

𝑓 (𝑧2𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑦22(𝛽+𝑘−𝑙)+1,1) ,
𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑙] ;

𝑓 (𝑧1𝑙+𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑥12𝑘,1) ,
𝑓 (𝑧2𝛽+1+𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑦22𝑘,𝑡2

2𝑘
) ,

𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽] ;
𝑓 (𝑧1𝑙+𝛽+𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑥22𝑘−1,1) ,
𝑓 (𝑧2𝑙+𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑦12(𝑙+𝑘)−1,𝑡2

2(𝑙+𝑘)−1
) ,
𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽 + 1 − 𝑙] .

(7)

According to formula (7), we obtain 𝑓(𝑧𝑟𝑖 𝑧𝑟𝑗) = 𝑓(𝑧𝑟𝑖 ) +𝑓(𝑧𝑟𝑗) ∈ 𝐹 with 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑙], 𝑗 ∈ [𝑙 + 1, 𝑝], and 𝑟 = 1, 2, which
means

𝑓 (𝐸 (𝑇𝑟)) = 𝐹. (8)

Doing a CA-operation on 𝐺𝑟𝑘 and 𝑇𝑟 having labelling 𝑓
for 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑝] produces a new graph 𝑆𝑟 with 𝑟 = 1, 2. Now, we
combine the vertex 𝑥1𝑝,𝑠1𝑝 with the vertex 𝑦21,1 into one vertex
𝑤1 = 𝑥1𝑝,𝑠1𝑝 ∘ 𝑦21,1 and moreover identify the vertex 𝑦11,1 with
the vertex 𝑥2𝑝,𝑠2𝑝 into one vertex 𝑤2 = 𝑦11,1 ∘ 𝑥2𝑝,𝑠2𝑝 (i.e., do a
2-identification operation).
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Figure 10: Seven So-TOE-graphs 𝐺𝑘 with 𝑘 ∈ [1, 7] and two base-trees 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 described in the proof of Case 1 of Theorem 8.

By Definitions 2 and 4 and formulae (3)–(8), the labelling𝑓 is a So-TOE-labelling of 𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝑆1, 𝑆2⟩. Hence, 𝐺 is a So-
TOE-graph. Here, we have proven Case 1. For understanding
Case 1, see Figures 10 and 11.

Case 2. We, for the case 𝑝 = 2𝛽 and 𝑟 = 1, 2, define a new
labelling 𝑓 for 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑠𝑟𝑘] and 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑡𝑟𝑘] in the following way:

(L-1) 𝑓(𝑥𝑟2𝑘−1,𝑖) = 𝜋2𝑘−1(𝑥𝑟2𝑘−1,𝑖) + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝑘 − 1) with 𝑘 ∈[1, 𝛽];
(L-2) 𝑓(𝑥𝑟2𝑘,𝑖) = 𝜋2𝑘(𝑥𝑟2𝑘,𝑖) + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝛽 + 𝑘) −𝑀− 4 − (−1)𝑟

with 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽];
(L-3) 𝑓(𝑦𝑟2𝑘−1,𝑗) = 𝜋2𝑘−1(𝑦𝑟2𝑘−1,𝑗)+2(𝑞+1)(𝛽+𝑘−1)−𝑀−2

with 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽];
(L-4) 𝑓(𝑦𝑟2𝑘,𝑗) = 𝜋2𝑘(𝑦𝑟2𝑘,𝑗) + 2(𝑞 + 1)(𝑘 − 1) + 2 + (−1)𝑟 with𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽];
(L-5) 𝑓(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) = 𝑓(𝑦𝑟𝑘,𝑗) + 𝑓(𝑥𝑟𝑘,𝑖) (mod 2𝑝(𝑞 + 1) − 2).

From the above labelling forms (L-1)–(L-4), we can
compute

( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑋12𝑘−1)) ∪ ( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑌12𝑘))
= [0, 2 (𝑞 + 1) 𝛽 − 2]𝑒 ;

( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑌12𝑘−1)) ∪ ( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑋12𝑘))
= [2 (𝑞 + 1) 𝛽 − 1, 2𝑝 (𝑞 + 1) − 3]𝑜 ,

𝑟 = 1,
( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑋22𝑘−1)) ∪ ( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑌22𝑘))
= [1, 2 (𝑞 + 1) 𝛽 − 1]𝑜 ;

( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑌22𝑘−1)) ∪ ( 𝛽⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝑋22𝑘))
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Figure 11: A So-TOE-graph⨀2⟨𝑆1, 𝑆2⟩made by the graphs shown in Figure 10 for understanding the proof of Case 1 of Theorem 8.

= [2 (𝑞 + 1) 𝛽 − 2, 2𝑝 (𝑞 + 1) − 4]𝑒 ,
𝑟 = 2.

(9)

Thereby, we conclude that ⋃2𝑟=1⋃𝑝𝑘=1 𝑓(𝑉(𝐺𝑟𝑘)) = [0,2𝑝(𝑞 + 1) − 3] and
[ 2⋃
𝑟=1

𝑝⋃
𝑘=1

𝑓 (𝐸 (𝐺𝑟𝑘))] ∪ [
2⋃
𝑟=1

𝑓 (𝐸 (𝑇𝑟))]
= [1, 2𝑝 (𝑞 + 1) − 3]𝑜 ,

(10)

in which the labels of vertices and edges, except 𝑓(𝑦1𝑝,𝑡1𝑝) =𝑓(𝑦21,1) and 𝑓(𝑦2𝑝,𝑡2𝑝) = 𝑓(𝑦11,1), differ from each other,
respectively.

Again, by computing the labelling form (L-5) for each 𝑘 ∈[1, 𝑝], we obtain
𝑓 (𝐸 (𝐺𝑟2𝑘−1)) = [𝛼 (2) , 𝛽 (1)]𝑜 ;
𝑓 (𝐸 (𝐺𝑟2𝑘)) = [𝛼 (1) , 𝛽 (0)]𝑜 ,

(mod 2𝑝 (𝑞 + 1) − 2) , 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽] ,
(11)

where 𝛼(𝑥) = 2(𝑞+1)(𝛽+2𝑘−𝑥)−1 and 𝛽(𝑦) = 2(𝑞+1)(𝛽+2𝑘 − 𝑦) − 5.
Synthesizing the above argument, we get ⋃𝑝𝑘=1 𝑓(𝐸(𝐺𝑟𝑘))= [1, 2𝑝(𝑞 + 1) − 3]𝑜 \ 𝐹, where the set 𝐹 = {2(𝑞 + 1)(𝛽 +

𝑘) − 3 (mod 2𝑝(𝑞 + 1) − 2) : 𝑘 ∈ [1, 2𝛽 − 1]}. For each vertex𝑧𝑟𝑘 ∈ 𝑇𝑟 with ∈ [1, 𝑝] and 𝑟 = 1, 2, we set
𝑓 (𝑧1𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑥12𝑘−1,1) ,
𝑓 (𝑧2𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑥22(𝛽+𝑘−𝑙),𝑠2

2(𝛽+𝑘−𝑙)
) ,
𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑙] ;

𝑓 (𝑧1𝑙+𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑥12𝑘,𝑠1
2𝑘
) ,

𝑓 (𝑧2𝛽+𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑥22𝑘−1,1) ,
𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽] ;

𝑓 (𝑧1𝑙+𝛽+𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑦22𝑘,𝑡2
2𝑘
) ,

𝑓 (𝑧2𝑙+𝑘) = 𝑓 (𝑦12(𝑙+𝑘)−1,1) ,
𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝛽 − 𝑙] .

(12)

The above formula (12) enables us to obtain 𝑓(𝑧𝑟𝑖 𝑧𝑟𝑗) =
𝑓(𝑧𝑟𝑖 ) + 𝑓(𝑧𝑟𝑗) ∈ 𝐹 with 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑙], 𝑗 ∈ [𝑙 + 1, 𝑝], and 𝑟 = 1, 2.
Thereby, we have shown

𝑓 (𝐸 (𝑇𝑟)) = 𝐹. (13)

After performing a CA-operation on 𝐺𝑟𝑘 and 𝑇𝑟 having
labelling 𝑓 for 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑝], then we obtain a new graph 𝑆𝑟 with
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Figure 12: Six So-TOE-graphs 𝐺𝑘 with 𝑘 ∈ [1, 6] and two base-trees 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 described in the proof of Case 2 of Theorem 8.

𝑟 = 1, 2. Now, we overlap the vertex 𝑦1𝑝,𝑡1𝑝 with the vertex 𝑦21,1
into one vertex𝑤1 = 𝑦1𝑝,𝑡1𝑝∘𝑦21,1 and overlap the vertex𝑦11,1with
the vertex 𝑦2𝑝,𝑡2𝑝 into one vertex 𝑤2 = 𝑦11,1 ∘ 𝑦2𝑝,𝑡2𝑝 (i.e., do a 2-
identification operation) in order to obtain 𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝑆1, 𝑆2⟩.
Furthermore, by Definitions 2 and 4 and formulae (9)–(13),
the labelling𝑓 is a So-TOE-labelling of𝐺, which implies that𝐺 is a So-TOE-graph.

Hence, the proof of Case 2 is finished, and illustrating this
case is given in Figures 12 and 13.

The proof of the theorem is complete.

3. Conclusion and Further Research

There are new Topsnut-GPWs having twin odd-elegant
labellings introduced here. We define the twin odd-elegant
labelling and investigate the 2-identification graph 𝐺 =⨀2⟨𝐺1, 𝐺2⟩, called twin odd-elegant graph. We think that
finding all possible TOE-matching pairs (𝐺,𝐻) defined in
Definition 4may be interesting for a given TOE-graph𝐺with
an odd-elegant labelling 𝑔. Let

𝑀TOE (𝐺, 𝑔)
= {𝐻 : (𝐺,𝐻) is a TOE-matching pair} (14)

be the set of all TOE-associated graphs𝐻, so, we have a TOE-
book 𝐵(𝐺, 𝑔) = ⋃𝐻∈𝑀TOE(𝐺,𝑔)

⨀2⟨𝐺,𝐻⟩ with book-back 𝐺
and book-pages𝐻 ∈ 𝑀TOE(𝐺, 𝑔).

We should pay attention to the following problems:
(i) Since 𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝐺,𝐻⟩ ∩ ⨀2⟨𝐺,𝐻⟩ for any

pair of book-pages 𝐻,𝐻 ∈ 𝑀TOE(𝐺, 𝑔), does 𝑉(𝐺) =⋃𝐻∈𝑀TOE(𝐺,𝑔)
(𝑉(𝐺) ∩ 𝑉(𝐻))?

(ii) Suppose that 𝐺 has 𝑚 pairwise different odd-elegant
labellings 𝑔1, 𝑔2, . . . , 𝑔𝑚. Find some possible relationships
among TOE-books 𝐵(𝐺, 𝑔𝑖) with 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑚].

For the future researching work on Topsnut-GPWs, we
propose the following.

Conjecture 9. Let each⨀2⟨𝐺1𝑘, 𝐺2𝑘⟩ be a TOE-graph for 𝑘 ∈[1,𝑚] with 𝑚 ≥ 2. The 2-identification graph 𝐺 = ⨀2⟨𝐻1,𝐻2⟩ obtained by the edge-series operation (resp., the base-
pasted operation) admits a TOE-labelling. r

Conjecture 10. Every simple and connected TOE-graph
admits an odd-elegant labelling.

Conjecture 11. Each connected graph is the TOE-source graph
of a certain TOE-graph.

A more interesting problem is to design super Topsnut-
GPWs such that each super Topsnut-GPW will not be
deciphered by attacks of nonquantum computers, since (i)
our methods introduced here can construct quickly large
scale of Topsnut-GPWs having hundreds vertices; (ii) the
space of the Topsnut-GPWs given in Theorem 8 is quite
tremendous; (iii) the 2-identification graphs⨀2⟨𝐻1, 𝐻2⟩ of
Theorem 7 and⨀2⟨𝑆1, 𝑆2⟩ of Theorem 8 are the compound
type of Topsnut-GPWs based on smaller scale of Topsnut-
GPWs 𝐺𝑘 = ⨀2⟨𝐺1𝑘, 𝐺2𝑘⟩ with 𝑘 ∈ [1,𝑚], and they
induce the TOE-books 𝐵(𝐻1, 𝑓) and 𝐵(𝑆1, 𝑔); it may be
guessed that there is no polynomial algorithm for deter-
mining the TOE-books; and (iv) no polynomial algorithm
was reported for finding all odd-elegant labellings of a given
graph.

Thereby, we hope to discover such super Topsnut-GPWs
which can be used in the era of quantum information.
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Figure 13: A So-TOE-graph⨀2⟨𝑆1, 𝑆2⟩made by the graphs shown in Figure 12 for understanding the proof of Case 2 of Theorem 8.
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Identifying influential nodes is important for software in terms of understanding the design patterns and controlling the
development and the maintenance process. However, there are no efficient methods to discover them so far. Based on the invoking
dependency relationships between the nodes, this paper proposes a novel approach to define the node importance for mining the
influential software nodes. First, according to themultiple execution information, we construct a weighted software network (WSN)
to denote the software execution dependency structure. Second, considering the invoking times and outdegree about software
nodes, we improve the method PageRank and put forward the targeted algorithm FunctionRank to evaluate the node importance
(NI) in weighted software network. It has higher influence when the node has lager value of NI. Finally, comparing the NI of nodes,
we can obtain the most influential nodes in the software network. In addition, the experimental results show that the proposed
approach has good performance in identifying the influential nodes.

1. Introduction

Measuring accurately the importance of the node in the
software networks is the premise to improve the security and
robustness of software [1, 2]. Moreover, with the development
of the software, measuring the importance of nodes in
the network has practical significance for defending and
protecting the influential nodes in the software network
[3], if these nodes are suffered by deliberate attacks, maybe
cascading failure occurs [4, 5]. Accordingly, how to mine the
potential characteristics of software to control the evolution
process of the software structure has become a hot spot for
researching [6–9].

Many researchers introduced the idea of complex net-
works to the field of software structure and abstracted
software to a network from different granularity point [10].
With the network structure, many potential characteristics
can be discovered directly.Ma et al. [11] abstracted interaction
relationship between packages into a software network, and

they defined functions in package as nodes and dependencies
among functions as edges. Wang et al. [12] proposed an
approach to study the evolution of special software kernel
components, which adopted the theory of complex networks.
They also proposed a generic method to findmajor structural
changes that happened during the evolution of software
systems. Li et al. [13] proposed a modular attachment mech-
anism of software network evolution. Their approach treated
object-oriented software system as amodular network, which
was more realistic. A new definition of asymmetric prob-
abilities was given to acquire links in directed networks
when new nodes attached to the existing network. With the
directed network, both of the “scale-free” and “small-world”
properties were verified to be present in the software network.
In [14], David proposed a method to simplify the complexity
of the software network. With the method, some valuable
characteristics in the network could be obtained easily. From
the researches above, the complex network was proved to
be applicative in the software engineering and it brought
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us a new perspective to research the software structure.
However, thesemethods ofmodeling the softwarementioned
above were based on the static structure of the source code.
The execution characteristic during the software running
process was neglected in these methods. For the software,
most of the characteristics are exhibited during the execution
process.

The characteristics of the software execution can help us
to understand the software better. It is obvious that the node
is an important part of the network and it has enormous
influence on the stability, reliability, and robustness of the
network [15]. For a software network, the software function
plays a critical role in the stability and robustness of the
software during the execution process. In the structure of the
software, the functions carry most of the feature characteris-
tics and topology information and they can affect each other.
In most cases, the fault of a function is not only caused by
itself but also infected by the other functions. Recently, the
importance of the node in the network was defined from
different aspects. Bhattacharya et al. [2] defined a measure
to evaluate relative importance of the nodes in software
by assigning a numerical weight to each node of software
graph. By the value of the betweenness and the clustering
coefficient, Zhang et al. [16] measured the importance of
each node to analyze the influence of each node to the
entire network. According to the propagation field of the
classes, Li et al. [17] put forward an indicator to measure
the importance classes in the software network at class level.
Based on the value of the indegree and the outdegree of
each node, Wang and Lü [18] proposed a method to mine
the influential nodes. With the method, they proved that the
fault appeared with a large probability in those nodes with
large degree value. In the researches above, the node was
proved to play a key role to analyze the network. However,
the node was regarded as an individual unit, as well as
the relationship between the node and the entire network
was ignored. In practical application, the network should be
considered as a whole, in which the nodes can interact with
each other.

Considering the above-mentioned shortcomings, the
dependency relationship between the function nodes, and the
absence of efficient analysis methods, we construct the WSN
to show the software structure according to the information
of multiple execution. Based on the dependency relationship
between the function nodes, we present a targeted method
FunctionRank to evaluate the importance of the software
nodes. With the analysis result of each node, we rank the
influence of each node to mine the top-𝑘 nodes. These
function nodes have played an important part in ensuring
software reliability and stability. So they should be paid more
attention in the process of software updating and software
maintenance.

The primary contributions of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:

(i) A novel method is proposed to construct weighted
software network (WSN). So we make the under-
standing and recognition of software structure more
accurate.

main

do_exit

zip

treat_fileadd_envopt

get_istat clear_bufs input_eof

deflatelm_initbi_initupdcrcdo_stat

Figure 1: The software network.

(ii) A measurement node importance (NI) is put forward
to evaluate the importance of each node in the
network.

(iii) The IC (independent cascade) model as an attack
model is used to evaluate the influential functions for
software system.

(iv) The proposed algorithm is an effective method
for security measurements of cybernetwork and
provides basis for software security and reliability
improvement.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.The construction
process of the weighted software network (WSN) is described
in Section 2. The node importance of each function node is
given definition in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, the method
FunctionRank is given to mine the most influential nodes.
In Section 5, the performances of the proposed algorithm
are showed by experiments. Finally, conclusions and future
works of the paper are presented in Section 6.

2. Definitions of Weighted Software Network

Complex networks are suitable to show the invoking rela-
tionships between the software functions. Based on the
information of the multiple execution processes, we define
the software execution dependency structure with a directed-
weighted network.

2.1. Software Network. In this section, according to the
multiple execution information, we define a software network
to demonstrate the software execution dependency structure.
Figure 1 shows a real example of software network.

Where each node represents a software function and
each edge is the invoking relationship between the functions.
In the software network, most of the characteristics can be
exhibited during the software execution process.

2.2. Weighted Software Network. Next, in order to guarantee
the completeness of the experimental data and make the
understanding and recognition of software structure more
accurate, we define a weighted software network. Compared
with the software network, we consider invoking times
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Figure 2: Weighted software network.

between the software functions in multiple execution pro-
cesses as the weight of each edge. The weighted software
network is suitable to demonstrate the complex invoking
relationships between the software functions. The definition
of weighted software network (WSN) is given as follows:

WSN = {Node,Edge, 𝑊} , Node,Edge ∈ software. (1)

Figure 2 shows a weighted software network, where Node is a
software functions set andEdge is an invoking relationship set
between the software functions. 𝑊𝑒 that stands for the weight
of edge 𝑒 is calculated by the following formula:

𝑊𝑒 = ∑
𝑗

𝑤𝑒, 𝑒 ∈ Edge, (2)

where 𝑗 is the times of the trials with different experiment
cases. 𝑤𝑒 is a value of 1 or 0. If the edge 𝑒 of one calling
relationship appears in an execution trace, no matter how
many times of it, let 𝑤𝑒 be 1; otherwise it is 0.

Figure 3 presents a simple process of the WSN estab-
lished. As shown in Figure 3(a), 𝑠𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 5) is a function
invoking trace in one-time execution of the software. The
trace 𝑠𝑖 contains a series of function calling relationships
which can reflect the software execution process. Figure 3(b)
shows a structure of WSN, in which the node and the edge
of the network are defined as the function and the calling
relationship between the functions appearing in 𝑠1∼s5 in
Figure 3(a), theweight of edges represents the number of each
calling process executed in the 5 times’ execution, and the
times of a calling relationship in some execution processes
were ignored.

Based on multiple execution information under the
different experimental cases of software, we guarantee the
completeness of the experimental data. Function nodes
which have appeared during the software multiple execution
processes are considered as a set of nodes of the network
structure, calling relationship between the software functions
is considered as a set of edges, the weight of the edge, we
consider the weight 𝑐 to stand for the edge appearing 𝑐 times
in the 𝑁 execution traces of the software, and we ignore the
times appearing in an execution trace 𝑠𝑖. In this way, WSN is
built.

3. Node Importance

According to the complex invoking relationships for software
system, we show the most common topology structures of

the weighted software network in Figure 4 to explain the
importance of the function node.

Definition 1 (IN (indegree nodes)). For a node V𝑖, IN is a set
of functions which call node V𝑖 directly. The IN of node V𝑖 is
gotten by only one call step.

As shown in Figure 4(a), IN(𝐴) = {𝐵, 𝐶}.The influence of
node V𝑖 is based on IN (V𝑖) which call vi directly.

Definition 2 (ON (outdegree nodes)). For a node V𝑖, ON is
a set of functions which are called by node V𝑖 directly. The
number of ON(V𝑖) is V𝑖’s outdegree, CO.

As shown in Figure 4(a), ON(𝐴) = {𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷} and CO (𝐴)
= 3.

Definition 3 (TN (terminal nodes)). The nodes that have no
outdegree and have no contribution to the influence of other
nodes are defined as terminal nodes.

As shown in Figure 4(b), 𝐶 is a terminal node.

Definition 4 (LTN (loop terminal nodes)). The nodes that
only have an outlink to their own are defined as loop terminal
nodes.

As shown in Figure 4(c), 𝐶 only has an outlink to its own.
So 𝐶 is a loop terminal node.

Definition 5 (OD (output degree)). The weight sum of each
edge for a node V𝑖 to its outdegree nodes, OD (V𝑖), is named
as output degree of the node V𝑖.

In Figure 4(a), the weight of each edge for 𝐴 to ON (𝐴) is
2, 2, and 5, respectively. OD (𝐴) is the sum of these weights,
namely, 𝐴’s output degree.

Definition 6 (WC (weighted contribution)). The ratio of the
weight for node V𝑖 to node V𝑗 and V𝑖’s output degree,WC (V𝑗),
is the weighted contribution of V𝑖 to V𝑗.

In Figure 4(a), the weight of 𝐴 to 𝐵 is 2. The weighted
contribution of 𝐴 to 𝐵 is given as follows:

WC (𝐵) = 2
OD (𝐴) = 2

2 + 2 + 5 = 2
9 . (3)

Based on the above definitions, the node importance (NI) of
node V𝑗 is given as follows:

NI (𝑉𝑗) = [
[

𝛼 + (1 − 𝛼) ∑
IN(𝑉𝑗)

WC (𝑉𝑗) ∗ NI (𝑉𝑖)]
]

⋅ (CO (𝑉𝑗) + 1) ,
(4)

where𝛼 is the certain probability of calling a randomnode for
LTN, and the probability of invoking each node is the same.
It is set as 0.15 with experimental verification.

4. Important Nodes Mining

In this section, we first provide an algorithm outdegree
nodes to get the outdegree node list of all nodes, according
to the outdegree nodes of each node in the software net-
work, and then we provide another algorithm FunctionRank
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Input: node set 𝑉, edge set 𝐸
Output: childStr //the out-degree node list of all nodes
(01) for (each V𝑖 ∈ 𝑉) {
(02) for (⟨V𝑠𝑖, V𝑒𝑗⟩ ∈ 𝐸) {
(03) if (V𝑖 = V𝑠𝑖)
(04) childStr += “” + V𝑒𝑗;
(05) }
(06) print (V𝑖 + childStr);
(07) }

Algorithm 1: Outdegree nodes.

to calculate NI of each node. In the method Function-
Rank, we evaluate the importance of nodes iteratively (see
Algorithms 1 and 2).

As shown in algorithm outdegree nodes, for each node in
set 𝑉 we traverse the edges in set 𝐸 in line (1) and line (2). We
define the nodes of an edge as start node V𝑠𝑖 and end node
V𝑒𝑗, respectively. In line (3) to line (4) we add the end node

V𝑒𝑗 of an edge to the childStr of node V𝑖, when node V𝑖 equals
the start node V𝑠𝑖 of the edge. Finally, we print the childStr of
V𝑖 in line (6).

We evaluate the importance of each node in the network
by an iterative process, as shown in Algorithm 2. In line (1),
we initialise NI(vi) as importance of nodes and 𝛼 as the
certain probability to call a random node, respectively. Line
(2) to (19) is the iterative process to compute the importance
coming from outdegree of the current node and other nodes
which call the current node. The computational formula of
node importance (NI) is given in line (18); it has higher
influence when the node has lager value of NI. Ultimately, the
importance for a node (NI) is obtained when error of current
NI value and previous NI value is less than a given threshold
for all nodes.

With the measuring results obtained from Algorithm 2,
we choose the top-𝑘 nodes as the influential nodes for the
software network. In Algorithm 3, we illustrate the process of
top-𝑘 nodes (KN).

In Algorithm 3, we initialise list as the measurement list
for all the nodes in line (1). Lines (2) to (4) are a looping
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Input: node V𝑖, childStr (V𝑖)
Output: the NI of node V𝑖 //evaluate the importance of nodes
Process:
(01) Initialize NI(V𝑖) = 1𝑓, 𝛼 = 0.15𝑓
(02) if (childStr[V𝑖] != null) {
(03) outdegree = childStr.size ();
(04) for (each V𝑗 ∈ childStr [V𝑖]) {
(05) if (V𝑗 is equal V𝑖) {
(06) outdegree - -;
(07) }else{
(08) weighMap.put (V𝑗,weight (V𝑖 → V𝑗));
(09) weigh += weight (V𝑖 → V𝑗);
(10) }
(11) }
(12) for (each V𝑗 ∈ childStr [V𝑖]) {
(13) if (V𝑗 is not equal V𝑖) {
(14) tempNI (V𝑗) += NI (V𝑖) ∗ weighMap.get (V𝑗)/weigh;
(15) }
(16) }
(17) }
(18) tempNI (V𝑖) = (𝛼 + (1 − 𝛼) ∗ tempNI (V𝑖)) ∗ (outdegree (V𝑖) + 1);
(19) NI (V𝑖) = tempNI (V𝑖);

Algorithm 2: FunctionRank.

Input: node set 𝑁, NI of each node
Output: the top - 𝑘 influential nodes
Process:

(01) Initialize list //store the importance of nodes
(02) for (each node V ∈ 𝑁)
(03) list.add (NI(V));
(04) end for
(05) Collections.sort (list);
(06) Collections.reverse (list);
(07) print list.get (𝑘)

Algorithm 3: Top-𝑘 nodes (𝐾𝑁).

process to store the NI value for each node. The sorting
process is given in line (5) and line (6), the top-𝑘 nodes are
chosen from the list in line (7).

5. Experimental Analysis

A series of experiments were conducted to compare the
performance of the proposed algorithm (named as Func-
tionRank) with different parameter values. They were imple-
mented in JDK1.6.0 and executed on a PCwith 3.30GHzCPU
and 5GB memory.

5.1. Experimental Datasets. Firstly, several dynamic software
datasets are used to evaluate the performance of the algo-
rithms. The classical software is obtained from the open-
source community. These software programs are coded in C
or C++, including program software tar and cflow.

In the experiment, we chose different versions of tar and
cflow, respectively, for experiment. tar is a decompression
software for Linux, and cflow is an analysis tool for C program
to extract the relationship of function calls (download from
the open-source software library: Https://sourceforge.net).

5.2. Evaluation on the FunctionRank. We run the algorithm
on each version of tar and cflow. By the algorithm Function-
Rank, we calculate the 𝑁𝐼 of each function node. Here we
mine top-10 nodes in each version about software tar and
cflow. It is shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

As it is shown in Table 1, for versions tar-1.21 and tar-
1.23, the NI of the top-10 are almost the same. The reason is
that the difference between the three versions only reflects
the number of function calls. In other words, there is no
change of the component function of these two versions.
In the latest three versions, developers changed the logical
contents of some functions or insert new functions into the
software to enrich the features of software; on the other
hand, the software was simplified or some features were
removed to improve the robustness, which results in the
ranking variation. For example, in the prior versions node
gnu flush read ranked 2nd or 3rd but it ranked 7th and
8th in versions tar-1.25, tar-1.27, and tar-1.28. Table 2 shows
the top-10 influential functions of software cflow in different
versions. The ranking of some functions in each version
of cflow varies but with little range. For example, function
print symbol’s ranking ranges from 1 to 2. So we can make
a prediction that it may still be more influential than most
others in the next new version. Meanwhile, there is no
function alloc cons for the latest versions cflow-1.3 and cflow-
1.4 results in the ranking variation. In other words, there is
change of the component function of these two versions.

https://sourceforge.net/
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Table 1: Top-10 influential nodes for each version of software tar.

Function name V1.21 V1.23 V1.25 V1.27 V1.28
Rank/value Rank/value Rank/value Rank/value Rank/value

dump file0 1/3.020 1/2.808 1/2.804 1/2.604 1/2.603
flush archive 2/2.245 5/1.969 4/1.949 4/1.943 4/1.939
gnu flush read 3/2.212 2/2.130 7/1.593 7/1.592 8/1.591
update archive 4/2.139 4/2.108 2/2.270 2/2.270 2/2.246
to chars 5/2.124 3/2.124 3/2.127 3/2.124 3/2.124
gnu flush write 6/1.865 6/1.738 12/1.152 13/1.151 14/1.149
start header 7/1.672 7/1.673 6/1.698 6/1.674 7/1.674
open archive 8/1.589 8/1.581 8/1.578 8/1.578 6/1.803
dump regular file 9/1.460 9/1.468 10/1.305 9/1.478 9/1.478
find next block 10/1.317 13/1.102 13/1.105 15/1.100 15/1.097

Table 2: Top-10 influential nodes for each version of software cflow.

Function name cflow-1.0 cflow-1.1 cflow-1.2 cflow-1.3 cflow-1.4
Rank/value Rank/value Rank/value Rank/value Rank/val

print symbol 1/4.195 1/4.195 1/4.195 1/4.196 2/4.104
yylex 2/3.822 2/3.822 2/3.822 2/3.823 3/4.074
nexttoken 3/2.985 3/2.985 3/2.985 3/2.987 4/3.334
parse variable declaration 4/2.309 4/2.309 4/2.309 5/2.310 10/2.310
parse dcl 5/2.200 5/2.200 5/2.200 7/2.200 11/2.200
gnu output handler 6/2.068 6/2.068 6/2.068 8/2.068 12/2.011
yyrestart 7/2.042 7/2.042 7/2.042 9/2.050 8/2.593
alloc cons 8/2.037 9/42.010 8/2.010 — —
tree output 9/1.985 10/1.985 9/1.985 10/1.993 5/3.101
lookup 10/1.906 11/1.892 11/1.880 11/1.831 14/1.822

In addition, the number of nodes which have high 𝑁𝐼
is rather small in each version. These high value nodes
have taken a great part in ensuring software reliability and
stability. It means that there are little functions that should
be paid more attention in software updating and software
maintenance. We calculate the count for different range of
𝑁𝐼 values. The results of software tar and cflow are shown
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.

As we can see in Figure 5, most of nodes are ordinary
functions. We would not pay more attention to them. Mean-
while, a handful of nodes that have high 𝑁𝐼 should be paid
more attention. They play important roles in the process
of software updating and software maintenance. For cflow,
the number of nodes in each scope is shown in Figure 6. It
has the same characteristic with tar. The number of nodes
with high 𝑁𝐼 is much less than that of low 𝑁𝐼. By paying
more attention to these influential nodes in future versions,
we can improve software reliability and stability. Thereby we
can greatly reduce the amount of work and improve work
efficiency.

At the same time, 𝑁𝐼 of the same ranking nodes within
different versions has slight wave, as shown in Figures 7 and
8.

As it is shown in Figure 7, the NI distribution of software
tar is similar extremely in the six versions.With the increasing
of node ranking, the NI of each node shows a decrease trend.
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Figure 5: Number of nodes in value scope of tar.

As the lower rank, the value shows a trend of increase. The
higher NI ranges from 0.7 to 3.0; most nodes’ values are
around 0.4. The development of versions follows the same
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laws, the NI of a certain ranking remains stable and the NI
distribution of different software versions is nearly the same.
So, we can predict the future versions’ trends based on this.
Meanwhile, Figure 8 shows the NI distribution of software
cflow, the higher NI ranges from 0.8 to 4.0, and most nodes’
values are around 0.5. The curve of each version has the
same tendency; namely, the NI distribution of software cflow
follows the same trend.

5.3. Performance Evaluation. In the study of complex net-
work, we often examine the effectiveness of a method [19,
20] through the analysis of spreading influence about top-
𝑘 nodes. Therefore, this paper will introduce IC (indepen-
dent cascade) model. The IC model derived from the SIR
(Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) model, the SIR model is a
theory about virus spreading and has to be researched widely
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Figure 8: NI distribution of cflow.

in complex networks, such as the marketing, advertising,
early warning, and social stability. In software engineering,
the similar algorithmswere used to analyze the change impact
[21] and error propagation [22].

The IC model is a probability model; when a node V is
activated, it will attempt to activate its inactive outdegree
nodes with probability 𝑝 only once [23]. Whether node V can
activate its neighbor nodes successfully, V is still active, but
it has no influence later. The communication process is over
when there are no influential active nodes in the network,
while, in the actual execution process of software, the running
fault can affect the other function running due to the invoking
relationship.When running fault, all of the invoked functions
would affect the normal execution of the parent function. So
the faults canwidely spread among the function nodes during
the running process. So we take ICmodel as a software attack
model to evaluate the effectiveness of ourmethod. A software
attack instance is shown in Figure 9.

We assume the node 𝑎 and node 𝑏 are attacked as
Figure 9(a) shows, and then 𝑎 and 𝑑 will attack its inactive
outdegree nodes with probability 𝑝 only once, where 𝑏 and
𝑐 are attacked successfully by 𝑎; meanwhile 𝑒 and ℎ are
attacked successfully by 𝑑 in Figure 9(b), next 𝑎 and 𝑑 have no
aggressivity, and the nodes attacked by a andd can attack their
inactive outdegree nodes with probability 𝑝 in the same way.
Finally, the number of attackednodes represents the influence
of original attacked nodes.

When calculating the influence of the top-𝑘 important
nodes obtained by different methods, we will separately run
IC model about 10 times and then consider the average of
active nodes as the performance evaluation of the method.

The software key entities typically account for a small
proportion and only account for one point five percent to
two percent in the study of class size [24]. At the same time,
it is not acceptable for the cost of checking most of the key
entities. So an appropriate number of key entities is needed
to be selected. By ranking all functions as descending order
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Figure 9: A software attack instance.
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according to the measurements, we chose little key functions
for different systems: top 20 for tar and top 30 for cflow.

Figure 10 shows the average of active nodes for different
software versions. In all the different versions of the software
systems, key functions identified by NI can activate more
nodes than that identified by themethodPageRank andMKN
[25] as Figure 10 shows. Visibly, compared with another two
methods, NI is more effective in the identification of the
key functions. The key functions play an important role in
software system in terms of reducing the numbers of test
data, detecting the vulnerabilities of software structure, and
analyzing software reliability, and they should be paid more
attention in the process of software updating and software

maintenance. Measuring accurately the importance of the
node in the software networks is the premise to improve
the security and robustness of software. Moreover, with the
development of the software, measuring the importance of
nodes in the network has practical significance for protecting
the influential nodes from deliberate attacks in the software
network.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In order to understand and recognize software structure
better, a novel method is proposed in this paper to mine the
influential nodes inweighted software network. Firstly, taking
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into account the invoking times, we construct a directed-
weighted network structure to make the understanding and
recognization of software structure more accurate. Then, a
measurement of NI is put forward to evaluate the node
importance, where we provide an idea of importing PageR-
ank andWSN to Software engineering domain. Furthermore,
we also consider the outdegree value as a key parameter
to the node importance. The outdegree value can reflect
the complexity of the node. Finally, the algorithm named
FunctionRank is presented to calculate the NI and the
change trends of nodes’ importance are analyzed by different
software versions. In addition, the experimental results show
that the proposed feasible approach has good performance in
identifying the influential software nodes.

Although the approach we proposed shows some feasi-
bilities in identifying influence nodes in complex software
network, the broad validity of our approach should be
demonstrated further. Our future work is using more open-
source software network to evaluate the validity to improve
our approach.
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The scale and complexity of software systems are constantly increasing, imposing new challenges for software fault location and
daily maintenance. In this paper, the Security Feature measurement algorithm of Frequent dynamic execution Paths in Software,
SFFPS, is proposed to provide a basis for improving the security and reliability of software. First, the dynamic execution of a
complex software system is mapped onto a complex network model and sequence model. This, combined with the invocation and
dependency relationships between function nodes, fault cumulative effect, and spread effect, can be analyzed. The function node
security features of the software complex network are defined and measured according to the degree distribution and global step
attenuation factor. Finally, frequent software execution paths are mined and weighted, and security metrics of the frequent paths
are obtained and sorted. The experimental results show that SFFPS has good time performance and scalability, and the security
features of the important paths in the software can be effectively measured. This study provides a guide for the research of defect
propagation, software reliability, and software integration testing.

1. Introduction

The increase in complexity of software requirements makes
software developers unsure of the development quality of
software system; in effect the “software crisis” still has not
been completely solved. How to effectively excavate the
inherent characteristics of the software system structure, to
recognize, measure, manage, and control the complexity of
software structure, becomes a key problem for solving the
development bottleneck in the software industry.

Research on the complexity of software network struc-
ture can combine the methods of complex system sci-
ence and statistical physics. Depending on the granularity,
software systems can be composed of different types of
software entities, such as functions, classes, subroutines,
packages, and artifacts. With these entities interacting with
each other, software systems can achieve specific functional

requirements. If the software entities are viewed as nodes and
the relationship between the nodes is abstracted as edges,
the software execution process presents a nonlinear network
structure according to the relationship of the entities [1] and
also a linear sequence structure according to the sequential
characteristics of the execution order. Then, the software
system can be expressed as an abstracted complex network
model and a sequence model, which provides a new train of
thought [2] for the description of the software system.

The root cause of the security danger hidden in software
lies in the vulnerability of the entity itself. The vulnerability
is the measurement of the potential danger of a software
entity to be used as an attack and can be discussed from the
perspective of computer network [3, 4] or software static code
analysis, but the integrity (whole structure) and the dynamic
execution (behavior characteristic) of software system are
ignored. In addition, the degree to which software system
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security is threatened depends not only on the severity of the
fault, but also on the fault propagation capacity of the entity.
If one or more functions fail, the fault may be propagated
to other functions by invocation relationships and further
lead to a part of or the whole software system crashing,
known as “cascading failure” [5]. Therefore, the software
security feature measurement should take into account the
vulnerability and propagation of software entities.

How to quantitatively measure the security features of
nodes from the software complex network is the premise and
basis for further analysis of the software behavior trajectory
path. At present, there are lots of methods for discovering the
important nodes in complex networks. The classic methods
based on centricity contain degree centrality [6], closeness
centrality [7], betweenness centrality [8], eigenvector cen-
trality [9], subgraph centricity [10], and so on. The classic
methods based on random walk model include PageRank
[11], LeaderRank [12], and their improved algorithm NodeR-
ank [13]. Wang and Lü [14] by means of the influence node
mining method prove that the defect propagation capacity
of a node is stronger if the in-degree and out-degree of the
node are bigger. Huang et al. [15] based on the invocation and
dependency relationships between functions with the fault
probability of nodes calculate the fault accumulation degree
of upper nodes by the iteration from the leaf nodes. These
methods attempt to describe the relevance of software node
importance to fault generation and propagation, but fail to
form a measurement of software security.

Sequence or path is the most basic and important way
for the description of dynamic software execution process.
The full execution path of the whole software can reflect
the occurrence order and frequency of the software internal
entities. However, the method of path extraction and mining
is restricted by the nested, circulatory, iteration and the
continuous invocation relationships of entities.Most software
pathmining algorithms are extracted on the basis of complex
networks. For example, Tang et al. [16] propose an algorithm
for shortest pathmining between any two vertices in complex
network. Zhang et al. [17] minimize the length of the
extracted path and reduce the unnecessary time overhead by
further processing the repetitive structure. The GP method
proposed by Nguyen et al. [18] can automatically detect
and fix software vulnerabilities according to the software
execution path. Murtaza et al. [19] predict future software
possible defects by analyzing the historical vulnerability
sequence data with characteristics of Markov to provide
adequate response time. Zou et al. [20] analyze the reliability
of Digital Instrumentation and Control software system
based on the flow network model by finding sensitive paths
in the complexity software.These algorithms are based on the
network to extract path, which can lead to the phenomenon
of repeated reading and approximate connection; also, these
software security analyses cannot work without existing
vulnerability information or real faults as their training data.

In this paper, the Security Feature measurement algo-
rithm of Frequent dynamic execution Paths in Software,
SFFPS, is proposed. A complex network model and a se-
quence model are formed based on software dynamic exe-
cution behavior. It is for early security feature measurement,
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Figure 1: Theory process of model construction.

before there are real vulnerabilities or faults generated, which
can provide the premise for the software quality and reliability
evaluation. The main contributions are as follows.
(1)The software system is mapped to a complex network

model and sequence model, from the nonlinear perspective
to effectively express the characterization of complex correla-
tion between software entities and from the linear perspective
to capture sequential characteristics of the dynamic execu-
tion.
(2)The behavior nature of fault accumulation and prop-

agation is analyzed based on the system structure of software
dynamic execution and standard measurement of security
features (vulnerability and propagation) being defined.
(3) Frequent paths in software dynamic execution are

mined and weighted by the node security features. The key
paths which are worthy of attention are ensured by both their
frequency and security features.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives the model construction. Sections 3 and 4
develop the definition of the security features and the SFFPS
algorithm. Section 5 provides some examples. Section 6
presents the performance study of SFFPS and shows the rank
of the important paths. Section 7 contains the concluding
remarks.

2. Constructions of Complex Network
Model and Sequence Model

The dynamic execution trace of software systems contains
three phases, which are data collection, tracking data sim-
plification, and data visualization as shown in Figure 1. The
modeling process of simple functions is shown in Figure 2.

Phase 1. Match the entry and exit configuration functions of
the GNU compiler toolchain (gcc), and insert the analysis
function into the entry and exit of the application functions
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trace.txt

0x8048690 calls 0x804854d
0x804854d calls 0x8048585
0x8048585 calls 0x8048656
0x804854d calls 0x80485f0
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sample.c

{F( );}
void F()
{G();}
void G()
{}
int main()
{B();
D();
return;}

void B( )
{C( );

E( );}

void C()
{G( );}

void D( )

{E( );
F( );}

void E( )
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digraph sample {
main[shape=ellipse]
B[shape=ellipse]
C[shape=ellipse]
G[shape=ellipse]
E[shape=ellipse]
F[shape=ellipse]
D[shape=ellipse]
main→B

main→D

B→C
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E0x8048585
E0x8048656
X0x8048656
X0x8048585
E0x80485f0
E0x8048623

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Figure 2: Modeling process of invocation relationship between simple functions.

to trace the function execution process. The tracking results
are recorded in the file trace.txt.

Phase 2. The letters “E” and “X” before the tracking addresses
represent the entry and exit of a function, respectively. A
simplification tool Pvtrace is used to analyze the function
invocation according to the letters “E” and “X.” An address
transformation tool Addr2line is used and the address is
transformed to function name.

Phase 3. Map the function invocation order to sequence
model and a visualization tool Graphviz is used to form
the complex network, which defines the global relationship
between all the functions.

According to Figure 2, the corresponding relationships of
function address and function name are as follows:

0x8048690 → M(main); 0x804854d → B;
0x8048585 → C; 0x80485b8 → D.
0x80485f0 → E; 0x8048623 → F, 0x8048656 → G.

Only the addresses with the letter “E” are used for
sequence model construction.

3. The Security Feature Definition and
Measurement of Function Nodes

The security feature measurement of a function node is
based on the software structure; the analysis of vulnerability
and propagation is according to cumulative effect and the

spread effect caused by the mechanism of fault production
and propagation. The global accessibility and fault tolerance
with step attenuation effect are fully considered, so the
node security features are calculated according to the degree
distribution and step attenuation factor.

Definition 4 (software complex network). In a software
complex network, functions are defined as the nodes; the
invocation relationships between functions are defined as
edges.

Definition 5 (vulnerability). Vulnerability of a function node
is the characteristic that a function node may break down
because of the effect of its invocated fault node through
invocation relationship.

Typically, if a node invocates more other nodes, it is more
functional and vulnerable.That is to say, it is more likely to be
affected and be faulted.The calculation of𝑉 (vulnerability) is
as follows:

𝑉 (𝑢) = outDegree (𝑢) + ∑
𝑤∈OS(𝑢)

𝜃 ∗ 𝑉 (𝑤) , (1)

where 𝑢, 𝑤 represent function nodes, 𝑉(𝑢) represents the
vulnerability of node 𝑢, OutDegree (𝑢) represents the out-
degree of node 𝑢, 𝜃 represents the step attenuation factor,
which satisfies 𝜃 ∈ (0, 1), andOS(𝑢) represents the direct out-
neighbor set of node 𝑢.

Definition 6 (propagation). Propagation of a function node
is the characteristic that a function node may propagate its
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Input: Complex network CN, step attenuation factor 𝜃
Output: Node list with security features NFlist
for each node 𝑢 in CN
{ 𝑉(𝑢) = calculation 𝑉(𝑢);
𝑃(𝑢) = calculation 𝑃(𝑢);
NFlist.add (𝑢, 𝑉(𝑢), 𝑃(𝑢)); }

Procedure calculation 𝑉(𝑢)
{ 𝑉(𝑢) = outDegree(𝑢);

For each node 𝑤 ∈ OS(𝑢)
𝑉(𝑢) += calculation 𝑉(𝑤);

return 𝑉(𝑢); }
Procedure calculation 𝑃(𝑢)
{ 𝑃(𝑢) = inDegree(𝑢);

for each node 𝑤 ∈ IS(𝑢)
𝑃(𝑢) += calculation 𝑃(𝑤);

return 𝑃(𝑢); }

Algorithm 1: Calculation of node security features.

fault to the nodes by which it is invocated. The calculation of
𝑃 (propagation) is as follows:

𝑃 (𝑢) = inDegree (𝑢) + ∑
𝑤∈IS(𝑢)

𝜃 ∗ 𝑃 (𝑤) , (2)

where 𝑃(𝑢) represents the propagation capacity of node 𝑢,
inDegree (𝑢) represents the in-degree of node 𝑢, and IS(𝑢)
represents the direct in-neighbor set of node 𝑢.

Algorithm 1 describes the calculation process of vulnera-
bility and propagation.

4. Mining Frequent Paths from
Dynamic Execution with Security
Feature Measurement

The importance of a software dynamic execution path takes
into account two aspects: one is the occurrence frequency
of the path and the other one is the security feature coming
from the nonrepetitive nodes contained in the path. These
two aspects are complementary. For example, if there are
lots of loop bodies in the software execution, loop body
and its subset are always frequent. But because most of its
contained nodes are the same, the fault influence range is
small. Similarly, if a path contains many different nodes
with a lower occurrence frequency, its impact range is large,
but its occurrence possibility is small. That is to say, if the
frequency of a path is very high and the path contains
more nonrepetitive nodes, the path is worthy of more atten-
tion.

4.1. Relative Definitions of Frequent Path. Let 𝐹 = {𝑓1,
𝑓2, 𝑓3, . . . , 𝑓𝑛} be a set of function symbols. 𝑆 is a software
execution path, and it is composed of function symbols
with time-ordered occurrence. Minimal support count (min-
count) can be calculated by mincount = minsup ∗ |𝑆|, where
minsup is a given threshold and |𝑆| is the number of function
symbols in 𝑆. If there are 𝑘 symbols in 𝑆, 𝑆 is a 𝑘-path.

M

E

B

F

G

D

C

Figure 3: Complex network model of simple function invocation
relationship.

Definition 7 (subpath and superpath). A path 𝑆1 = ⟨𝑎1,
𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑚⟩ is a subpath of another path 𝑆2 = ⟨𝑏1, 𝑏2, . . . , 𝑏𝑛⟩,
denoted as 𝑆1 ⊆ 𝑆2, if there are numbers 𝑖1, 𝑖2, . . . , 𝑖𝑚, such that
1 ≤ 𝑖1 < 𝑖2 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < 𝑖𝑚 ≤ 𝑛 and 𝑎1 ⊆ 𝑏𝑖1, 𝑎2 ⊆ 𝑏𝑖2, . . . , 𝑎𝑚 ⊆ 𝑏𝑖𝑚.
It can also be said that 𝑆2 is a superpath of path 𝑆1.

Definition 8 (support number). 𝑆 is a path; the support
number of 𝑆, denoted as sup(𝑆), is defined as its occurrence
number in the software execution.

Property 9 (frequent path). A path 𝑆 is frequent if its support
number sup(𝑆) is equal to or more than mincount.

Property 10 (antimonotone). If path 𝐴 is not a frequent path,
any path 𝐵 containing 𝐴, which is a superpath of 𝐴, cannot
be a frequent path.

4.2. Weighting the Frequent Path Based on the Security
Features of Function Node. SFFPS algorithm is for mining
the security features of frequent paths based on the dynamic
execution sequence model and the node security features in
the complex network model. It contains two phases: one is
frequent path mining and the other one is security feature
weighting. First, the function nodes in the sequence model
are read to form the function position set. Then, the position
index is used for pattern growth; this self-growth strategy
can avoid candidate generation and ensure the continuity
of function execution. Finally, path frequency is validated
by minimum support count mincount, and path is weighted
according to the security feature of the nonrepetitive nodes
contained in it.The security features of the frequent paths are
measured. Algorithm 2 describes the mining and weighting
process.

5. An Illustrative Example

The complex network in Figure 2 is a variant of the tree-like
structure in Figure 3, which is redrawn for easier understand-
ing.

Without losing generality, the coordination factor is set
to 0.5. Security features of each node are calculated as follows.
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Input: Function execution path 𝑆, minimal support threshold minsup
Output: Path list with security features Slist
mincount = minsup ∗ |𝑆|;
for each node 𝑆𝑖 in 𝑆
{Pos(𝑆𝑖).add(𝑆𝑖.pos); }

for each Pos(𝑆𝑖)
{ sup(𝑆𝑖) = |Pos(𝑆𝑖)|;
if(sup(𝑆𝑖) <mincount)
Delete Pos(𝑆𝑖);

else
𝐿1 = 𝐿1.add(𝑆𝑖, sup(𝑆𝑖)); }

for (𝑘 = 2; 𝐿𝑘−1! = 0; 𝑘++)
{ gen mine(𝐿𝑘−1);
for each 𝑙𝑚 ∈ 𝐿
{ for each different function symbol 𝑢 in 𝑙𝑚
{𝑉(𝑙𝑚)+=𝑉(𝑢);
𝑃(𝑙𝑚)+=𝑃(𝑢); } } }

Sort each 𝑙𝑚 ∈ 𝐿 by 𝑉(𝑙𝑚), 𝑃(𝑙𝑚) and form Slist;
Procedure gen mine (𝐿𝑘−1)
{ for each 𝑙𝑖 ∈ 𝐿𝑘−1

{ for each position pos in Pos(𝑙𝑖)
{ 𝑆𝑗 = 𝑆[pos + 1];
for each position pos in Pos(𝑙𝑖)

{ if (pos+1 exists in Pos(𝑆𝑗))
{Pos(𝑙𝑖𝑆𝑗).add(pos + 1); } } }

sup(𝑙𝑖𝑆𝑗) = |Pos(𝑙𝑖𝑆𝑗)|;
if (sup(𝑙𝑖𝑆𝑗) <mincount)

delete Pos(𝑙𝑖𝑆𝑗);
else

𝐿𝑘 = 𝐿𝑘.add(𝑙𝑖𝑆𝑗); } }

Algorithm 2: Security feature measurement of frequent paths in software.

As the “main” function is special (vulnerability is always large
and propagation is 0), it is excluded for measurement.

Vulnerability

𝑉(𝐺) = outDegree (𝐺) = 0.
𝑉(𝐶) = outDegree (𝐶) + 𝜃 ∗ 𝑉(𝐺) = 1 + 0.5 ∗ 0 = 1.
𝑉(𝐹) = outDegree (𝐹) + 𝜃 ∗ 𝑉(𝐺) = 1 + 0.5 ∗ 0 = 1.
𝑉(𝐸) = outDegree (𝐸) + 𝜃 ∗ 𝑉(𝐹) = 1 + 0.5 ∗ 1 = 1.5.
𝑉(𝐷) = outDegree (𝐷)+𝜃∗{𝑉(𝐸)+𝑉(𝐹)} = 2+0.5∗
(1.5 + 1) = 3.25.
𝑉(𝐵) = outDegree (𝐵)+𝜃∗ {𝑉(𝐶)+𝑉(𝐸)} = 2+0.5∗
(1 + 1.5) = 3.25.

Propagation

𝑃(𝐵) = inDegree (𝐵) = 1; 𝑃(𝐷) = inDegree (𝐷) = 1.
𝑃(𝐶) = inDegree (𝐶) + 𝜃 ∗ 𝑃(𝐵) = 1 + 0.5 ∗ 1 = 1.5.
𝑃(𝐸) = inDegree (𝐸) + 𝜃 ∗ {𝑃(𝐵) + 𝑃(𝐷)} = 2 + 0.5 ∗
(1 + 1) = 3.
𝑃(𝐹) = inDegree (𝐹) + 𝜃 ∗ {𝑃(𝐸) + 𝑃(𝐷)} = 2 + 0.5 ∗
(3 + 1) = 4.

𝑃(𝐺) = inDegree (𝐺) + 𝜃 ∗ {𝑃(𝐶) + 𝑃(𝐹)} = 2 + 0.5 ∗
(1.5 + 4) = 4.75.

According to the sequence model of the example,
𝑆 = (𝑀)𝐵𝐶𝐺𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐹𝐺, if the minsup is set to 0.15,
mincount = 0.15 ∗ 12 ≈ 2.

Pos(𝐵) = {1}; Pos(𝐶) = {2}; Pos(𝐷) = {7}; Pos(𝐸) =
{4, 8}.

Pos(𝐹) = {5, 9, 11}; Pos(𝐺) = {3, 6, 10, 12}.

Frequent 1-Path

𝐸, sup(𝐸) = 2, Pos(𝐸) = {4, 8}.

𝐹, sup(𝐹) = 3, Pos(𝐹) = {5, 9, 11}.

𝐺, sup(𝐺) = 4, Pos(𝐺) = {3, 6, 10, 12}.

The mining method of frequent 2-path is based on the
position set of the frequent 1-path by using the adjacent
position value as index to find the extended paths. For
example, the position set of node 𝐸 is {4, 8}, and its extended
position set is {5, 9}. The function nodes in positions 5 and 9
both correspond to node 𝐹. So, Pos (𝐸𝐹) = {5, 9} is obtained,
sup(𝐸𝐹) = 2, and path EF is a frequent 2-path.
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Figure 4: Runtime test of SFFPS with different support thresholds.

Table 1: The security features of frequent paths.

Frequent paths sup 𝑉 𝑃
𝐸 2 1.5 3
𝐹 3 1 3
𝐺 4 0 4.75
𝐸𝐹 2 2.5 7
𝐹𝐺 4 1 8.75

Frequent 2-Path

𝐸𝐹, sup(𝐸𝐹) = 2, Pos (𝐸𝐹) = {5, 9}; FG, sup (𝐹𝐺) = 3.
Pos (𝐹𝐺) = {6, 10, 12}.

The security features of frequent 1-path included in the
function nodes are calculated as before, and the security
features of frequent 2-path are calculated as follows. Table 1
shows the security features of all the frequent paths.

𝑉 (𝐸𝐹) = 𝑉 (𝐸) + 𝑉 (𝐹) = 1.5 + 1 = 2.5;

𝑃 (𝐸𝐹) = 𝑃 (𝐸) + 𝑃 (𝐹) = 3 + 4 = 7.
(3)

6. Experimental Results

Experiments are performed on a PC with Intel� Core�
3.6GHz CPU and 16G main memory, running on Windows
8. We evaluate the runtime and scalability of the algorithm
SFFPS and calculate the fault feature ranks of nodes and
important paths. To test the algorithms in the same coding
environment, all the programs are written in Java using
MyEclipse. Datasets used in the experiment are open-source
software programs of Cflow and Tar obtained from open-
source software library (https://sourceforge.net).

6.1. Runtime and Scalability Tests of SFFPS. By testing the
runtime and scalability of SFFPS, two newest versions of each
Cflow and Tar are selected. The support threshold is from
0.005 to 0.01 for runtime test, and the upper threshold 0.01
is used for scalability test. The total runtime is composed of

three parts, node fault feature calculation, frequent pattern
mining, and weight appending. Figure 4 is the runtime test
of SFFPS with different support thresholds and Figure 5 is
the scalability test with different length percentages of the
sequence when the support threshold is set to 0.01.

From Figure 4, SFFPS performs well in the support
threshold range [0.005, 0.010]. This is due to the adjacency
table which is for the storage of the complex network model.
The calculation of the out-degree and in-degree of the nodes
is made easier, which improves the calculation of node
security feature. Furthermore, as the sequencemodel is based
on the start order of each function, the detailed invocation
and end time of a node are ignored, and the length of the
sequence model is simplified. Also, position value index is
used for the mining and pattern growth of the paths, which
avoids candidate generation, and index methods are always
effective. Finally, the weight appending process achieves
efficiency because fewer nodes are involved by the strategy
of nonrepetition.

From Figure 5, SFFPS shows good scalability on the soft-
ware Cflow. With the increase of the length of the sequence,
the execution time of SFFPS is essentially a linear growth.
From the experimental data, the number of frequent sequen-
ces is also increasing. This indicates that the functions of
Cflow are uniformly distributed. However, the time overhead
of software Tar is quite expensive around 40% of sequence
length; the number of frequent sequences increases rapidly
from 194 when the percentage is 20% to 1123. After that,
the time overhead and the number of frequent sequences
reduces. This indicates that there are more core functions in
software Tar and there are more invocations of core functions
in the early stage of the program.

6.2. The Security Features of the Function Nodes. Tables 2 and
3 show the security feature rank and value of the function
nodes in the newest versions of Cflow and Tar.

From Tables 2 and 3, the security features of the same
function nodes are relatively stable for different versions of
the same software. So, in the process of version evolution, it
can be inferred and predicted that the same function should

https://sourceforge.net
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Figure 5: Scalability test of SFFPS with different percentages of sequence length.

Table 2: Rank and value of function node security features in Cflow.

Vulnerability Propagation

Function name Cflow-1.3 Cflow-1.4 Function name Cflow-1.3 Cflow-1.4
(rank/value) (rank/value)

parse variable declaration 1/45.05 1/47.07 nexttoken 1/33.73 1/36.17
parse declaration 2/40.77 2/41.85 tokpush 2/19.74 3/20.96
yyparse 3/37.50 4/38.82 putback 3/19.32 4/19.32
parse typedef 4/19.33 6/20.78 get token 4/17.86 5/19.08
tree output 5/18.50 5/25.56 linked list append 5/15.47 2/21.06
func body 6/18.15 7/18.28 lookup 6/13.79 6/13.94
parse function declaration 7/17.80 8/17.99 hash symbol hasher 7/12.90 8/13.04
parse dcl 8/16.92 9/17.41 hash symbol compare 7/12.90 8/13.04
expression 9/16.17 10/16.42 yy load buffer state 8/12.86 7/13.27
initializer list 10/12.53 13/12.72 yylex 9/9.93 11/10.54

have approximate rank in a new software version. Also, the
function rank in the old version can be used as a basis for the
version upgrade processwith function nodes remove,merger,
or update. The nodes with larger rank changes should be
given more attention.

Tables 4 and 5 show the frequent paths of Cflow-1.4 in the
top 10 security feature ranks of vulnerability and propagation.

There are double meanings of the paths listed in Tables 4
and 5. One is that the paths are frequent, which first affirms
that the occurrence possibility of the path is relatively large.
The other one is that the security feature values of the paths
are larger, which evaluates the security risk of the path. Only
when both of them work together can we make a persuasive
security measurement.
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Table 3: Rank and value of function node security features in Tar.

Vulnerability Propagation

Function name Tar-1.27 Tar-1.28 Function name Tar-1.27 Tar-1.28
(rank/value) (rank/value)

dump file0 1/42.84 1/44.09 to chars 1/17.28 1/17.28
create archive 2/32.02 2/33.21 assign string 2/11.67 2/11.67
dump file 3/25.92 4/27.04 to octal 3/9.64 3/9.64
dump regular file 4/19.37 5/19.37 tar copy str 4/7.13 4/7.13
dump hard link 5/17.37 6/17.37 set next block after 5/6.64 5/6.64
start header 6/15.62 8/15.62 find next block 6/6.16 6/6.16
dump dir0 7/15.37 7/16.37 start header 7/5.84 7/5.84
dump dir 8/10.68 9/11.18 finish header 7/5.84 7/5.84
close archive 9/7.50 11/8.00 current block ordinal 7/5.84 7/5.84
open archive 10/7.25 10/8.75 flush archive 8/5.83 8/5.83

Table 4: Vulnerability rank and value of frequent paths (minsup = 0.01).

Paths Rank/value
is printable, include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol,
print level, print function name, newline, gnu output handler, set active 1/16.75

is printable, include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol,
print level, print function name, newline 1/16.75

is printable, include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol,
print level, print function name, newline, gnu output handler 1/16.75

direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline 2/15.75

include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline, gnu output handler, set active 2/15.75

include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline, gnu output handler 2/15.75

include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline 2/15.75

direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline, gnu output handler 2/15.75

direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline, gnu output handler, set active 2/15.75

is printable, include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol 3/14.75

In addition, the frequency of the path can be used to
predict the function nodes that are going to be affected,
and the security features of the path can be used to
evaluate the possible impact scale of the abnormal path.
For example, the main consideration of random fault
detection is the vulnerability. According to the first path
of Table 4, from the perspective of frequency, if the
first three functions of a fault path are “is printable,”
“include symbol,” and “direct tree,” then the next func-
tions which are likely to be affected are “include symbol,”
“print symbol,” “gnu output handler,” and so on. From the
perspective of security features, the path displays higher rank
and value in vulnerability, which indicates the fault location
is relatively accurate. If it is a hostile attack detection, the
attacker expects a wider range effect, so the propagation
should be considered more. In this case, the analysis method
is similar.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel algorithm, SFFPS, is proposed to define
and measure the security feature of dynamic execution path
in software. Complex network model and sequence model
are constructed for the record of invocation relationship and
function execution order. The node degree in the complex
network is used for security feature analysis from a structural
perspective before real fault occurrence. The paths extracted
from the sequence model are used for frequency test and
weighted by the node security features. Finally, frequent
dynamic execution paths with top security feature rank
are mined as important paths which should be of greater
concern. With the experiment, SFFPS can effectively mine
the important paths from the newest versions of software
programs Cflow and Tar. SFFPS can be applied as a basis
for software evolution, a tool for software internal structure
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Table 5: Propagation rank and value of frequent paths (minsup = 0.01).

Paths Rank/value
is printable, include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol,
print level, print function name, newline, gnu output handler, set active 1/36.35

is printable, include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol,
print level, print function name, newline 2/34.48

is printable, include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol,
print level, print function name, newline, gnu output handler 2/34.48

include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline, gnu output handler, set active 3/34.42

direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline, gnu output handler, set active 3/34.42

include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level, print function name, newline,
gnu output handler, set active 4/32.67

is printable, include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol,
print level, print function name 5/32.60

direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline 6/32.54

include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline, gnu output handler 6/32.54

include symbol, direct tree, include symbol, print symbol, gnu output handler, print symbol, print level,
print function name, newline 6/32.54

analysis, and a guidance to fault location and attack detection,
which are helpful for software quality assurance.
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